94 T³L: a noise-immune extension of the TTL family
117 Low cost n-channel MOS process uses ion implantation
125 Digital IC models for computer-aided design, Part 5

PLASMA DISPLAYS PUT ON AN ANALOG FACE
**BARGAINS GALORE on LEDs from DIALIGHT**

**FEATURES:**
- High luminous intensity
- Low cost
- Low power consumption
- IC compatible
- Vibration/shock resistant
- Solid state reliability
- Life measured in years
- Wide viewing angle

Dialight's high brightness 521-9200 LED is an intense large area light source that has this typical luminous intensity: $I_0 = 2.0 \text{ mcd}$.

**APPLICATIONS:**
- Panel lighting
- Circuit-status indicators
- Back lighting of annunciators
- Alpha-numeric displays
- Automobile dashboards
- Appliances
- Desk-top calculators
- Housewares

**9¢**
- Quality LEDs are 9¢ each when purchased in million piece quantities

**21¢**
- LEDs from 100 to 999 are only 21¢ each.

**17¢**
- If you need LEDs from 1000 to 9999, Dialight has them for 17¢ each.

**28¢**
- Even if you only need LEDs from 1 to 99, Dialight has them for 28¢ each.

**16¢**
- Quantities from 10,000 are a low 16¢ each and Dialight can fill your order today

**FREE!**
- With this coupon you can get a free LED sample. Send this coupon to your nearest Dialight distributor or give him a call.

**DIALIGHT DISTRIBUTORS**

**ARIZONA**
- Moltronics of Arizona, Inc. 602-727-7951

**CALIFORNIA**
- Western Electromotive 213-870-7621
- Bell Electronics Corp. 415-233-9431
- Fisher/Brownell 408-244-5182
- Richey Electronics, Inc. 213-875-2862
- Westates Electronics Corp. 213-341-4411

**COLORADO**
- Meter Master Instrument Corp. 303-722-5766

**FLORIDA**
- Hammond Electronics, Inc. 305-241-6601

**ILLINOIS**
- Newark Electronics 312-636-4411

**INDIA**
- Graham Electronic Supply, Inc. 317-634-8486
- Radio Distributing Corp. 219-287-2911

**MARYLAND**
- Parker Washington Electric Co. 301-424-3000
- Radio Electric Service Co. 301-823-0070

**MASSACHUSETTS**
- Cramer Electronics, Inc. 617-969-7700
- DeMambro Supply Co., Inc. 617-737-1200
- Geller Electronics, Inc. 617-329-2400
- Sager Electrical Supply Co. 617-542-2301

**MICHIGAN**
- RS Electronics 313-491-1000

**MINNESOTA**
- Gopher Electronics Co. 612-645-0241

**MISSOURI**
- Comp-St. Louis, Inc. 314-637-9505

**NEBRASKA**
- Scott Electronic Supply 402-434-8308

**DIAMOND DISTRIBUTORS**

**NEW JERSEY**
- Preferred Electronics 201-376-8900
- Resco Electronics 609-662-4000

**NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA**
- Arrow Electronics, Inc. 516-694-6800
- Harvey Radio Co., Inc. 516-921-8700
- Melville Radio Corp. 914-592-7100
- Peerless Radio Corp. 516-593-2121

**NEW YORK STATE**
- Summit Distributors, Inc. 716-884-3450

**NORTH CAROLINA**
- Hammond Electronics of Carolina, Inc. 919-275-6391

**OHIO**
- Pioneer-Cleveland Div. Premier-Standard Electronics 216-587-3600
- Stotts-Friedman Co. 513-224-1111
- Sun Radio Co., Inc. 216-434-2171

**PENNSYLVANIA**
- Almo Electronics Corp. 215-576-6000
- George D. Barley Co. 215-376-7451
- Cameradio Co. 412-288-2600

**TEXAS**
- Harrison Equipment Co., Inc. 713-224-9131

**UTAH**
- Standard Supply Co. 801-355-2971

**WASHINGTON**
- Almac/Stroum Electronics 206-763-2300

**WISCONSIN**
- Parts Mart Corp. 414-276-4160

**CANADA**
- Saynor Electronics Ltd. 416-445-2347
- L. A. Varah Ltd. 604-736-9252

All prices are domestic and subject to change without notice.

**FREE!**
- Ask for free LED Product Selector Guide. 60 pages of LEDs: discretes, indicators, displays, fault indicators, opto-isolators, etc.
SURPRISE!

A quality LED for just 9¢*. 

Now you can get HP quality in an LED lamp for only 9¢*. 
That’s your price when you order one million. If you only need 
one thousand, the price is a low 17¢* And HP is ready to
deliver that kind of volume to meet your schedule.
This T-1 size lamp features a new low profile lens for
high density application in calculators, cameras, computers, appliances
and automobiles. The 5082-4487 and 5082-4488 both
have a clear lens and a 0.8 mc at 20 mA typical light output.
Get the full story from your nearby HP distributor
or, write Hewlett-Packard directly.

*US Domestic only.
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FOR NEW STANDARDS IN SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, THINK HP

Affordable spectrum analysis

A new 1500 MHz plug-in for HP 180 series Scopes

Just $3450. The 8558B Spectrum Analyzer plug-in is priced low enough to make it practical for every workbench: no need to "timeshare" the expensive analyzer. And since it's part of the HP 180 Scope family, the mainframe can do double-duty using the wide selection of other 180 plug-ins.

Lab Grade Performance. Compare the 8558B's frequency and amplitude accuracy against any other analyzer and you'll quickly see how good it is. Frequency response over the full 0.1-1500 MHz range is ±1 dB, and there's an LED display of frequency with ±5 MHz accuracy. Distortion free dynamic range exceeds 70 dB. Signal levels from +30 dBm to −117 dBm can be measured. Resolution bandwidths from 1 KHz to a wide 3 MHz are provided.

Three Control Simplicity. For most measurements, you simply set two frequency and one amplitude controls. Resolution bandwidth and sweep time are automatically optimized. Panel markings guide you to control settings that minimize the possibility of errors from signal overloading.

For full information on this tremendous value in spectrum analysis, call your nearest HP field office. Or write.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
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SHUNT STATE: TTL achieves C-MOS noise immunity, TTL speed, 94
YOU AND YOUR CAREER: Periodic evaluations help EEs advance, 99
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DESIGNER'S CASEBOOK: Transistor array converts to thyristors, 112
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Switching regulator produces constant-current output, 114
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MEMORIES: Pinch load resistors shrink bipolar cells, 130
ENGINEER'S NOTEBOOK: Simplifying curve fitting, 136
Measuring the use time of interactive terminals, 138
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INTERCON 74 PRODUCT PREVIEW:
Digital meters use new a-d conversion technique, 147
Tektronix launches calculator-based instrument line, 148
Network analyzer runs 200 tests a second, 148
Logic scope records at 200 megahertz, 150
IN THE SPOTLIGHT: Schotky-TTL controller put on a chip, 159
Nickel-boron plating may replace gold, 162
COMPONENTS: Mylar-paper capacitors take high power, 165
INSTRUMENTS: Analyzer boasts high tuning accuracy, 170
SEMICONDUCTORS: Calculator chip offers eight functions, 178
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Highlights
The cover: Analog display takes on new glow, 89
Bar graphs driven by digital circuitry are the latest development in the fast-moving field of gas-discharge technology. Having no moving parts, a Burroughs panel is a strong challenger to existing electromechanical indicators.

Car makers need perfect devices for pennies, 74
Semiconductor manufacturers have yet to learn that automobile economics demands higher levels of quality control and reliability than even aerospace programs. This was the message from automotive company representatives at an ISSCC discussion and a panel sponsored by Electronics' magazine.

How companies evaluate EE performance, 107
Today's more thorough and more objective evaluations are improving communications between managers and EEs and often help the individual engineer plan his career more effectively. This Special Report surveys systems in use at firms across the country, and a questionnaire invites Electronics' readers to tell how they react to being evaluated.

Simpler n-channel process increases yields, 117
Higher yields mean lower costs, yet the resulting ion-implanted metal-gate MOS devices perform as well as silicon-gate LSI. They also operate off +5 volts and are fully TTL-compatible.

And in the next issue...
Optical waveguide moves into systems... a 12-bit microcomputer... designing with computer-generated Smith charts.
As evaluation of an engineer's job performance has become more sophisticated, the process of evaluation itself is having increasingly more impact on the career of every engineer. What's more, evaluation has become an increasingly effective tool in helping supervisory personnel do their job.

Since evaluation used to be thought of as just a necessary chore, we were surprised at some of the changes in attitude that we found when we conducted a survey for our report on the dimensions of engineering evaluation today (see p. 99). For one, an unexpectedly large number of EEs not only approve of the concept, but, in fact, desire to be evaluated—and then informed of the results. Indeed, more and more companies are encouraging the engineer to comment on his rating by providing space for that purpose on the evaluation forms.

The most important byproduct of evaluation procedures is an increased communication between supervisor and engineer, which leads to higher productivity and greatly helps in career planning.

Our survey's cross-section, while representative, was necessarily a small one. So, to get a better handle on the pros and cons of evaluation—and find out how you readers react to your company's evaluation procedures—we've included two questionnaire responses in this issue (see p. 103 and p. 104). We urge you to take the time to fill one out. In an upcoming issue, we'll publish the results, as well as the most illuminating comments that we receive.

The automobile represents a relatively new and potentially lucrative market for electronic products. But there's a long journey between seeing the possibilities of the market and successfully entering it. In our Probing the News section this issue, we have two stories—both about automotive electronics—illustrating that long trip.

The first, by our Washington bureau chief, Ray Connolly, rounds up the current status of electric-vehicle research in the U.S., Europe, and Japan (see p. 70). The conclusion: there should be a strong market there for electronic controls. But there's still a lot of work to be done—on both cost and performance—and it's still at least three years before electric vehicles—most likely buses—come on strong.

Connolly, in reporting on the Third International Electric Vehicle Symposium, points out that "solid-state technology is still a newcomer in the EV marketplace." It's the potential of that technology that makes the market attractive and only time will tell if the potential can be realized.

In a way, the electric-vehicle market holds out the same kind of promise that Detroit did several years ago. On page 74, our Managing Editor-News, Larry Curran, has put together a report card on the first mass installations of electronic seat-belt interlock systems, electronic ignition, and electronic fuel injection. The score given by auto makers to electronics: A for effort. But as you'll see when you read the article, the reliability vs. cost problem, the key to the future of electronics in cars, is still a big question mark.
A more functional generator
for $495.

The new Krohn-Hite Model 5200 linear sweep/function generator gives you more versatility and performance for your money. If that's a sweeping statement, we stand ready to prove it! Model 5200 generates basic sine, square, triangle and ramp waveforms that you can manipulate with sweeps and triggers from 0.00003Hz to 3MHz. For even more versatility, the new Model 5300 adds an exponential ramp for logarithmic sweeping at only $695. For fast action, call the Wavemakers at (617) 491-3211, TWX 710-320-6583, Krohn-Hite Corporation, 580 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
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Electronic Equipment

MARINE RECEIVERS
American Communications Corp., 306
Bassett, Inc., 811, Municipal Airport, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Bendix, Inc., 1420 North Hollywood,
Cal.
Collins Radio Co., 2920 First Ave., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa
Communications Co., 282 Valencia Ave.,
Coral Gables, Fla.
Eelectro Mfg., Co., 634 S. New York,
Cal.
Feder Telechron Co., 290 Mt. Pleasant
Ave., Newark, N. J.
Galcon Corp., 4545 Augusta Blvd.,
Chicago, Ill.
Graybar Electric Co., 4520 Addison Ave.,
North Chicago, III.
Hallcrafters, 2011 Indiana Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 W. 33rd St.,
New York, N. Y.
Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc., 447
Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
Harvey-Well Communications, Inc.,
1804 South Superior Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Howard Radio Co., 1731 Belmont Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
International Telephone Development Co.,
137 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
Jefferson-Jefferson-Travis Radiophone Co.,
182 Bidwell Ave., Baldwin, N. Y.
350 Second Ave., New York, N. Y.
Kollsman Co., 619 North Pershing St.,
Palo Alto, Cal.
Kooler Television, 17235 Broadway,
St. Paul, Minn.
Karrman, 1775 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
National Co., 61 Sherman St.,
Malden, Mass.
Radiomarine Corp. of America, 75 Varick
St., New York, N. Y.
Smith Co., 1027 N. Highland Blvd.,
Baltimore, Md.
Sokanone Radio Co., 611 First Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Television Prod., Inc., 2400 N. Sheffield
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Western Electric Co.—see Graybar Elec-
tric Co.
Zenith Radio Corp., 6001 Dickens Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

POLICE RECEIVERS
Abbott Instrument, Inc., 6 W. 18th St.,
New York, N. Y.
American Communications Corp., 306
Bassett, Inc., Tex. Municipal Airport,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Bendix Aviation, Ltd., North Hollywood,
Cal.
Collins Radio Co., 2920 First Ave.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Communications Co., 2700 Ponce de Leon
Ave., Coral Gables, Fla.
Detroitian, 1501 Beard Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Doolittle Radio, Inc., 7211 S. Loomis
Bivd., Chicago, III. (See page 147.)
Galvin Mfg. Corp., 4645 Augusta Blvd.,
Chicago, Ill.
Graybar Electric Co., Lexington Ave.,
at 43d St., New York, N. Y. (See Dis-
tributors for Western Electric Co.,
New York, N. Y.)
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 W. 33rd St.,
New York, N. Y.
Harrington Laboratories, Inc., 447
Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
Harrington Communications, Inc.,
North St., Southbridge, Mass.
Howard Radio Co., 1731 Belmont Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
Jefferson-Travis Radio Mfg. Co.,
350 Second Ave., New York, N. Y.
Kaar Engineering Co., 619 Emerson St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Karol Corp., 1233 University Ave., St.
Paul, Minn.
Link, Fred M., 125 W. 17th St., New
York, N. Y.
National Co., 61 Sherman St.,
Malden, Mass.
Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
3920 W. Main St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pierson-Dot Inc., 2454 W. Washington
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Radio Electronics Laboratories, Inc.,
53-54 26th St., Long Island City,
N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.

RECORDERS
RECORDERS AND CUTTING HEADS
Acoustic Consultants, Inc., 1270 Sixth
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Allied Recording Products Co., 21-09 42d
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
Arrow Radio Corp., 308 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, Ill.
Audio Tone Oscillator Co., 60 Walter St.,
Bridgewater, Conn.
Bateman Sound Systems, 650 Johnston
St., Akron, Ohio
Dell Sound Systems, 1113 Essex
Ave., Columbus, Ohio
Brush Development Co., 3111 Perkins
Av., Cleveland, Ohio
De Vry, Herman A., 1111 W. Center St.,
Chicago, III.
Electricity Mfg. Co., Red Bank, N. J.
Fairchild Aviation Corp., 88-06 Van Wyck
Ave., Bayside, N. Y.
Federal Recorder Co., kilkink, Ind.
Howard Radio Co., 1731 Belmont Ave.,
Chicag, Ill.
McDonald Recording & Engrg. Service,
415 South Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Mack Industries, John, 1312 W. Randolph
St., Chicago, Ill.
Messner & Co., 130 Cortlandt, Carmel, N. Y.
Mellon Phonograph, 65 Atlantic Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Memovox, Inc., 405 N. Maple Drive,
Inverness, Ill.
Miles Reproducer Co., 812 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Music Master Mfg. Co., 508 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Ill.

Records

Recorders

PACIFIC SOUND EQUIPMENT CO., 7273
Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Presto Recording Corp., 242 W. 55th St.,
New York, N. Y.
Proctor Co., 633 S.W. 4th St., New
York, N. Y.
Radiophone, Inc., 725 Melrose Ave., Los
Angeles, Cal.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
Relik-Kel Corp., 173 Lafayette St., New
York, N. Y.
Reynolds, Inc., 11196 W. Pico Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Robinson Recording Laboratories, 35
Ninth St., Phila., Pa.
Scully Machine Co., 624 W. 26th St.,
New York, N. Y.
Seeburg Corp., J. P., 1520 N. Dayton St.,
Chicago, Ill.
Sound Apparatus Co., 150 W. 46th St.,
New York, N. Y.
Speak-O-Phone Recording & Equipment
Co., 247 W. 49th St., New York, N. Y.
Talk-A-Phone Mfg. Co., 1215 W. Van
Buren, N. J., Chicago, Ill.
Talking Devices Co., 4441 W. Irving Park
Rd., Chicago, Ill.
United Sound Engineering Co., 6442 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Wagner Co., J. C., 951 Larkin St., San
Francisco, Cal.
Western Sound & Electric Laboratories, Inc.,
311 W. Kilbourn Ave., Milwau-
kee, Wis.
Zenith Radio Corp., 6091 Dickens Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

NOISE RECORDERS
Brush Development Co., 3111 Perkins
Av., Cleveland, Ohio
General Radio Co., 20 State St., Cam-
bidge, Mass.
Sound Apparatus Co., 150 W. 45th St.,
New York, N. Y.

Records

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Columbia Recording Corp., 1473 Barnum
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Decca Records, Inc., 50 W. 57th St., New
York, N. Y.
Jack Mfg. Co., Charles, 420 Leigh St.,
Musica Art Records, Inc., 22 W. 55th St.,
New York, N. Y.
Rangertone, Inc., 501 Veronica Ave., New-
York, N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
Siebenhalter Div., Aircraft Accessories
Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.
Stratosearch, Inc., Westchester Airport,
Armonk, N. Y.
Western Electric Co.—See Graybar Elec-
tric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Relays

CAPACITY OPERATED RELAYS
General Electric Co., 1935 Broadway,
Lexington Ave., N. Y.
Luxtrol Co., 54 W. 21st St., New York,
N. Y.

PHOTOELECTRIC RELAYS
Advance Electric, 1250 W. Second St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Allied Control Co., 227 Fulton St., New
York, N. Y.
American Instrument Co., 5010 Georgia
Ave., Silver Spring, Md.
Clare & Co., C. P., Lawrence & Lamon
Aves., Chicago, Ill.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 1451 W. 35th St.,
Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Dickson Co., 7405 Woodlawn Ave., Chi-
icago, Ill.
Eby, Inc., Hugh E., 4700 Stenton Ave.,
Electronic Laboratory, 204 S. Philadelphia,
Electronic Products Co., 695 Prairie St.,
Charleston, Ill.
Eas Instrument Co., 31 Irving Pl., New
York, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
G-M Laboratories, Inc., 4711 S. Knox
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Lelch Relay Co., 5915 Avalon Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Lipman Eng., 415 Van Braam St., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.
Luminaire Electric Co., 37 W. Van Buren
St., Chicago, Ill.
Luxtrol Co., 54 W. 21st St., New York,
N. Y.
Philharmonic Radio Corp., 215 William
St., New York, N. Y.
Photobell Corp., 116 Nassau St., New
York, N. Y.
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Readers comment

Date-coding ICs
To the Editor: This is to supplement Fred U. Rosenberger's letter on the problems of date-coding ICs [Electronics, Dec. 20, 1973, p.6]. The confusion that Mr. Rosenberger mentions is, in fact, already with us because several manufacturers use a three-digit code. They must eliminate the initial seven, banking on the likelihood that the user won't mix parts made recently with parts made a decade ago or a decade hence. Thus it was that I was asked to determine if an op amp marked 316 was, in fact, LM316. It was not, but it certainly was date-coded for the 16th week of 1973.

I suggest that if manufacturers who use the four-digit code would substitute the letter D for the seven, and if manufacturers who use the three-digit code would prefix their codes with the letter D, it would cause less confusion.

Lawrence W. Johnson
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
Palo Alto, Calif.

HP-35 statistical analysis
To the Editor: In “doing statistical analysis with a single data entry,” [Electronics, Nov. 8, 1973, p.121], Walter Manka suggests a 10-step method for finding standard deviations. Here's a key sequence that eliminates one of the steps: DATA, ENTER, ENTER, X, RCL, +, STO, ROLL DOWN, +. If you have a large number of data inputs, saving that single step can save a lot of time.

It is also possible to use the HP-35 calculator as a counter, taking advantage of the behavior noted by J. Snaper in another Engineer's Notebook, “Storing two constants instead of just one,” [Nov. 8, 1973, p. 121]. Just load the increment, push ENTER three times, and you are ready to count. To set the display to zero, push CLR, and each press of the + key will then change the display by the desired increment.

The Rev. Walter L. Pragnell
Grace Church
Everett, Mass.

To the Editor: The Engineer's Notebook, “Doing statistical analysis with a single data entry,” shows an equation that is not the generally accepted one for relatively small sample sizes, where N is less than or equal to 30. The correct equation is:

\[ S.D. = \sqrt{\frac{(X_1 - X)^2}{N-1}} \]

With this equation, the mean, variance, and standard deviation can still be determined with a single data entry on the HP-35 calculator.

Paul Wahlstrom
Reserve Mining Co.
Silver Bay, Minn.

* The author replies: Where a rigorous analysis is required, your equation should be used. By increasing N, the two equations approach equality. The differences between the two equations with N = 5 is about 12%, with N = 10, it is about 5%, and with N = 30, it is about 1.7%. These differences usually are not large, compared with the indeterminate errors present. Therefore, it becomes a matter of convenience which equation to use.

For example, with N = 31, there is still a difference of 1.02%. In some situations, this may still be significant, requiring that your equation be used with sample sizes greater than 30. The accuracy desired depends on the situation. The important point is that statistical analysis can be done on the HP-35 with a single data entry.

Cutting keystrokes
To the Editor: Some keystrokes can be trimmed from the method suggested by Philip Geffe in “Evaluating polynomials and finding their roots by means of the HP-35 [Electronics, Engineer's Notebook, Nov. 8, 1973, p.120].

The polynomial can be written as:

\[ P(x) = a_n x^n + a_{n-1} x^{n-1} + \ldots + a_1 x + a_0 \]

For evaluating \( P(x_0) \), the key sequence becomes:

\[ x_0, \text{ ROLL UP, ROLL UP, ROLL UP, } a_n, \ X, a_{n-1}, +, X, a_{n-2}, +, X, \ldots, a_1, +, X, a_0, + \]

The longer the polynomial is, the more keystrokes can be saved with this method.

John A. Ball
Harvard College Observatory
Harvard, Mass.
Great American Logic. From Jefferson, Franklin, Madison, and HiNIL.

Give your industrial control system a great constitution with HiNIL, the high noise immunity logic from Teledyne. It works reliably in adversity—like the great political logic our Founding Fathers used in the Constitutional system.

HiNIL doesn’t operate illogically when it sees electrical noise and high voltage transients. With a 3.5 volt guaranteed noise margin (versus 1.0 V for CMOS and 400 mV for TTL), it runs without shielding.

HiNIL also runs true when the power supply doesn’t. It doesn’t need expensive regulated supplies, filters and spot regulators because HiNIL’s power supply tolerance is a comfortable ±1 V.

And HiNIL is slow—that’s right, slow not fast. Its 100 nanosecond propagation delay is fast enough for most control systems. But it won’t be switched falsely by noise spikes when a fork lift rolls by (can you say the same for the hair-trigger logic you’ve been using?).

Like the Constitution, HiNIL is adaptable. It interfaces easily with TTL, DTL, RTL, MOS and CMOS directly, through open-collector outputs or through interface circuits. And it comes in about 40 types: from diode-expandable gates to quad schmitt triggers, shift registers, display decoder/drivers and a dozen other complex MSI functions. All conveniently packaged in ceramic or molded silicone DIPs.

Finally, HiNIL is cheap. It’s priced right in there with TTL so you can save a small fortune on supply regulation, noise suppression and other “extras” you’ll no longer need.

So if you want to read about great logic, trade in your history books for Teledyne’s free literature on HiNIL. Better yet, experience HiNIL in your own designs. Get it from Teledyne, reps or distributors. Write or call now.
Cut package count... Simplify board layout... Reduce equipment size... with

**MULTI-COMP®**
**RESISTOR-CAPACITOR NETWORKS**
(Matney® Film Resistors, Monolythic® Ceramic Capacitors)

**STANDARDIZED DESIGNS**
*FOR BETTER AVAILABILITY, BETTER PRICES*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R (Ω)</th>
<th>C1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BYPASSED PULL-UP AND R-C COUPLING NETWORKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R (Ω)</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPEED-UP NETWORKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R (Ω)</th>
<th>C (pF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACTIVE TERMINATOR NETWORKS**

*OTHER PACKAGES, CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS, AND RATINGS AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL ORDER*

Sprague puts more passive component families into dual in-line packages than any other manufacturer:
- Tantalum Capacitors
- Ceramic Capacitors
- Tantalum-Ceramic Networks
- Resistor-Capacitor Networks
- Pulse Transformers
- Toroidal Inductors
- Hybrid Circuits
- Tapped Delay Lines
- Special Component Combinations
- Thick-Film Resistor Networks
- Thin-Film Resistor Networks
- Ion-Implanted Resistor Networks


**THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS**

---

**40 years ago**

From the pages of Electronics, March, 1934

Radio and the FCC

President Roosevelt has asked that a new Federal Communications Commission be set up to take over the functions of the Federal Radio Commission and the communication responsibilities of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Two bills accordingly have been introduced in Congress: Representative Rayburn's bill which would create the new Communications administration and set it in operation with the existing radio laws; and Senator Dill's bill which would repeal all present radio legislation and enact a wholly new law in its place.

The Federal Radio Commission has been purely a traffic-regulating body. The new Commission of seven will handle ether traffic and in addition take over rate-fixing and the supervision of all charges made for interstate and international communication. Excepted from this, however, will be broadcasting advertising rates—broadcasting being clearly defined by all parties as not a common carrier. Supervision of operating conditions by broadcasters will be continued by the new Communications Commission.

While there is always the hazard that a new group of seven political appointees will find work to keep themselves apparently busy and to build a vast bureaucracy as in the cases of other Washington commissions, it begins to be apparent that the force of the new communications administration will fall chiefly on the wire services where the vast bulk of the dollar volume lies. There is as yet little Continental radio communicating service... When the new FCC comes to fixing upon international radio rates, the dilemma is presented as to how the American commission can fix rates, when it has no authority over the various foreign governments which cooperate in the interchange of radio messages! On the other hand the FCC can play a great future part in coordinating American communication services and putting the Government firmly behind American operating companies...
One 18 GHz box does it all! FM, pulsed RF, CW
5-day delivery

Why pay for CW only? Systron-Donner's Model 6057 frequency counter measures virtually any microwave signal from 20 Hz to 18 GHz with 1 Hz resolution. CW and AM measurements are fully automatic; FM and pulse modulated carriers use a simple 3-step operation to get direct answers.

The 6057 is priced at $5,450, which is just about what you'd expect to pay for comparable instruments without FM and pulsed RF capability. However, S-D gives you a choice. If it's CW only you need to measure, then choose our Model 6016 at $4,575, or for only $3,695 you get a Model 6092 manual T.O. measuring system.

For details, a demo or 5-day delivery, call your Scientific Devices office (listed below). Or call collect S-D's Quick Reaction Line (415)-682-6471.

In Europe: Systron-Donner—Munich, W. Germany; Leamington Spa, U.K.; Paris (Le Port Marly) France.

In Australia: Systron-Donner—Melbourne.
For product or sales information, call the AMD sales representative nearest you. In the San Francisco Bay Area, Bill Siefert at (800) 538-7904 (toll-free from outside California) or (408) 732-2400, or Dave Haun (415) 967-7031. In the eastern United States, Steve Marks or Jack Maynard at (516) 484-4990; in Washington/Baltimore, Ken Smyth at (301) 744-8233; in Boston, Paul Macdonald at (617) 861-0606. In Mid-America, Chuck Keough at (312) 297-4115. In the Los Angeles area, Steve Zelencik or Russ Almand and Bill Kahl at (213) 278-9700. In the Northwest, Shel Schumaker at (408) 732-2400. In the United Kingdom, Des Candy at Herne Bay (Kent) 61611; and in Germany, Herman Lichotka at (0611) 594-680.

Advanced Micro Devices is distributed nationally by Cramer and Hamilton/Avnet Electronics.

Circle 253 on reader service card
Am26S12 Quad Bus Transceiver. Designed using Schottky clamped transistors, the Am26S12 has a bus driver current sink capability of 100mA at 0.8V (maximum) which enables it to drive as many as 200 devices. Receiver hysteresis provides high noise immunity with noise margins of greater than 1.0V. The unique terminating scheme of the Am26S12 allows each end of the bus to be terminated with a resistor as low as 100 ohms. Threshold limits are 1.4 to 2.0V ± 0.2V. Also available: The Am26S12A. Pin-compatible with DM8838. Threshold limits, 1.2 to 2.25V ± 0.2V.

It's a bus driver with the world's highest drive capability and a bus receiver with unbelievably high noise immunity together in a single package.

It's the speedy new Am26S12 Quad Bus Transceiver. Yet another step forward in our relentless effort to become the sixth largest maker of integrated circuits in the country by 1975.
It's time for silicon gate

Silicon gate, ion implanted complementary MOS is in volume production at Intel. The first circuits in our new silicon gate CMOS family form a variety of two-chip digital watches. There'll be other circuits for many other applications soon.

Now you can talk confidently about making many kinds of equipment with orders of magnitude less battery drain and the cost advantages of complex, economical CMOS arrays. You can talk about them now with Intel.

Intel's silicon gate CMOS arrays have only nanoamperes of leakage current on standby and dissipate only microwatts in operation—far less than standard metal gate CMOS. Smaller chips, higher densities of logic and storage functions per chip, and tighter process control all improve the cost side of the cost-performance ratio.

This advanced CMOS technology will move ultralow-power designs ahead just as Intel's silicon gate p-channel and n-channel MOS technologies are moving microcomputer and memory designs ahead.
Intel's watch circuits exploit this technology to limit the power dissipation of a two-chip watch system to 15 microwatts, while driving a liquid crystal display directly at high voltage and maintaining an accuracy better than 1 minute per year.

You can get the circuits now—the 5801 oscillator/divider and the 5201 and 5202 decoder/drivers. The 5201 displays seconds on command. Both display hours and minutes and flash the colon at 1 Hz. A standard crystal, a 1.35V cell, and a tiny voltage converter regulated by the CMOS circuits complete the watch module.

The watch circuits illustrate how Intel's silicon gate CMOS technology improves performance in both low voltage and high voltage operating ranges. They're a small sample of the exciting CMOS designs you'll be talking about with Intel. Don't wait—write now for more information on silicon gate CMOS. Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, California 95051 (408) 246-7501.
The new 420L offers everything but the pedestal you'll want to put it on.

The pedestal's optional, but the broad frequency coverage of 100 kHz to 280 MHz and a power output up to 20 watts are standard in this state-of-the-art RF power amplifier. Linear Class A circuitry will faithfully reproduce input modulations including AM, FM, SSB, TV and pulse with minimum distortion. Completely solid-state, the 420L will supply full power output into any load impedance (from an open to a short circuit).

Driven by any signal generator, frequency synthesizer or sweeper, the 420L is a flexible and versatile source of RF power for general laboratory work, RF EMI testing, signal distribution, RF transmission, laser modulation and ultrasonics.

The new 420L offering everything but the pedestal you'll want to put it on at $2,950.

For further information or a demonstration contact ENI, 3000 Winton Road South, Rochester, New York (716) 473-6900 or TELEX 97-9265.

ENI
The world's leader in solid state power amplifiers

People

CCD inventors win Liebmann award

With the charge-coupled device rapidly finding its way into practical applications, its co-inventors—William S. Boyle and George E. Smith—have been honored by the IEEE with the Morris N. Liebman memorial award. Citing the two Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers for leadership in the field of MOS-device physics, the award was presented at the recent International Solid State Circuits Conference in Philadelphia.

The acceptance of CCDs was not unexpected by the two Bell Labs men. Both envisioned from the outset the three principal applications areas that are emerging: imaging, memories, and analog delay lines. For his part, though, Boyle has been mildly surprised at how fast imaging applications are moving. "We're now talking about some large arrays that work," he points out, such as the 256-by-220-bit one in Bell's experimental video camera [Electronics, Feb 21, p. 29]. (Smith and Boyle are shown on a video monitor through the lens of the experimental Bell Labs' camera.)

Boyle who is now executive director of Bell's Allentown and Reading, Pa. labs, believes that imaging has probably come on first because "there just wasn't anything that did the solid-state imaging job very well. It filled a vacuum."

Smith, a department head in the Unipolar Integrated Circuit Laboratory, remarked how easy it was to get good transfer efficiency into the devices: "That was our first bugaboo," he says, but it was quickly overcome.

As for memory applications, Smith notes that several companies are making CCD memories at the 4,096-bit and 8,192-bit levels and "it's not going to stop there. I think they'll start to trickle into systems, and then it will be like RAMS vs core. The important thing is that those companies making RAMS can use the same production lines to make CCDs," he says.

Boyle foresees use of future CCD imaging in a variety of consumer products, but he also looks for incorporation of CCDs into instrumentation. "If you have a good linear device with good resolution," he observes, "it should get into spectroscopy, for example, and maybe even astronomy."

Smith thinks astronomy is probably a rather esoteric field for CCDs, although he wouldn't rule it out. However he expects "more mundane" uses to be found for the devices. "A big use," he says, "could be in machine-positioning functions, such as mechanical-assembly machines, because you'd get good positive feedback."

Heath makes assembled instruments, kits compatible

Deciding to home in on the industrial assembled-instrument market, the Heath Co. has started to phase out its more exotic scientific instruments, such as the spectrophotometer. The principal architect of the change for the Benton Har-
"Delivery In 42 Weeks?"

For some companies that's a death sentence.

Picture yourself waiting—42 weeks!—for a 10-cent part you desperately need to complete your product. That's typical of the leadtimes being quoted for all kinds of components and materials as industry after industry gets hit by shortages. And there you are with your overhead costs soaring, your unhappy customers demanding shipment, and your production line at a standstill. It's a chilling thought. But for a lot of people, it's real, and right now. And from the looks of things it's going to get worse.

What can you do about it? Line up alternate suppliers and investigate substitute materials. But do it now before your shortage becomes a crisis. Be prepared to spend a lot of time pouring through catalogs, talking on the telephone, and pounding on doors. Or save yourself this hassle and start with Visual Search Micro Film. The vital information you need is all right there—up to the minute information about products and manufacturers. All researched, indexed, and organized for instant retrieval. If there's a second source for the things you need, odds are it's listed in VSMF. The cost? Less than you now pay a file clerk. One of the small costs of doing—or staying—in business.

Just send in the coupon and we'll give you the complete story on what VSMF can do for your company.

Information Handling Services, Denver Technological Center, P.O. Box 1154, Englewood, Colorado 80110, (303) 771-2600.

O.K. Give me a no-nonsense explanation of how VSMF can solve my delivery problems

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY PHONE
STATE ZIP

Information Handling Services
An Indian Head Company
SCHOOLS

RADIO and TELEVISION TRAINING SCHOOLS

American School, Drexel Ave., at 88th St., Chicago, Ill.

Capitol Broadcasting Engineering Institute, Inc., 2224 10th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.

Dodge Telechron & Radio Institute, 405 South Park Ave., Boston, Mass.


RCA Institute, Inc., 35 Varick St., New York, N.Y.

Sound

COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEMS

Altec Lansing Co., 6900 McKinley Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

American Radiocore Corporation, 206 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Amplifier Co., 17, 29th St., Long Island City, N.Y.

Arrow Amplifier, 900 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

Atlantic Recording Corp., 1442 29th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Audion Auto Sound, 1213 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

Bell Sound Systems, Inc., 1183 Essex St., New Haven, Conn.

Bogen Co., David, 664 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Bond Products Co., 13139 Houston Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Brunn, Inc., 461 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.

Cincinnati Time Recorder Co., 1723 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

De Vry Corp., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Dilks Acoustic Co., S. Norwalk, Conn. (See page 152.)

Electronic Instruments, Inc., 122 W. New York St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Empire Broadcasting Co., 111 E. 37th St., New York, N.Y.

Gates Broadcasting Corp., 1531 E. 4th St., Los Angeles, Calif.


Graybar Electric Co., 100 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.

Jack Mfg. Co., 1200 Ogden Ave., Chicago, III.


Lincrophone, Inc., 1641 Howard Ave., New York, N.Y.

Magnavox Co., 2131 Buiter Rd., Fort Wayne, Ind.

McKee Music Co., 1146 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.

Michigan Television Labs., 1617 N. Damen Ave., Chicago, III.

Moffatt Radiocord Mfg. Co., 115 W. 35th St., New York, N.Y.

Newcomb Radio Products Co., 2181 S. Halsted St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Omnidirectional Mfg. Co., 75 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.

Phone Radio Television Co., 4350 St. Paul Blvd., New York, N.Y.

Radial Service, 720 W. Schubert Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Radio Receiver Co., 215 W. 19th St., New York, N.Y.

Rauland Corp., 4214 N. Knox Ave., Chicago, III.

Ray-Lab, Inc., 211 Railroad Ave., Elmira, N.Y.

RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N.J.

Regal Amplification Mfg. Co., 14 W. 17th St., New York, N.Y.

Setchell & Posch Co., 2233 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.


Skaggs Transformer Co., 5934 Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.

Sound Neighbor Corp., 83 Audubon St., Boston, Mass. (See page 10.)


Sund Engineering Co., 4737 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Transformer Corp. of America, 60 Wooster St., New York, N.Y.

Triumph Mfg. Co., 6161 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

United States Engrs., 6642 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Western Electric Co., Clark & DeKoven Ave., Racine, Wis.

Western Sound & Electric Laboratories, Inc., 311 W. Kilbourn Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Stroboscopes

Boulin Instrument Corp., 65 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.

Commercial Engineering Laboratories, 4412 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.


L. A. H. Corp., Summit, N.J.

Pioneer Instrument Div. of Bendix Aviation, Bendix, N.J.

Welch Mfg. Co., 1503 S. 15th St., St. Louis, Mo.


Zeiss, Inc., 485 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

TESTERS

AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT TESTERS

Barber Automotive Instrument Co., 7000 Bennett St., Pittsburgh, Pa.


Cambridge Test Co., Grand Central Terminal, New York, N.Y.

Clough-Breinco, Inc., 2260 Broadway, Chicago, Ill.

Engelhard, Inc., Charles, 99 Chestnut St., Newark, N.J.

Harrington Corp., 318-320 Eight Avenue, Michigan City, Ind.

Hillcrest Electrical Instrument Co., 10514 Dupont Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Hotchkiss Electric Instrument Works—see Burton Hughes, Jr., and Potter Co., 1650 Sheridan Rd., North Chicago, Ill.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., 614 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N.J.

ELECTRONIC and ALLIED INDUSTRIES

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT


Clough-Breinco, Inc., 5801 Broadway, Chicago, Ill.

Communication Measurements Laboratory, 814 W. Chester Ave., Newark, N.J.

Deutschman Corp., Tohe, Canton, Mass.

Long Island City, 3188 N. Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical Research Inc., 4214 Holden St., Oakland, Calif.

Fryco Instrument Co., Rooton, N.J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

Instrument Industries, Inc., 156 Oliver Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

McFarlin Co., 29 W. Marion Ave., Youngstown, Ohio.

Radio Design Co., 1533 Sterling Pl., New York, N.Y.

RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N.J.


Sensible Research Instrument Corp., 4545 Brox Blvd., New York, N.Y.


States Co., 15 New Park Ave., Hartford, Conn.

Superior Instruments Co., 227 Fulton St., New York, N.Y.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., 614 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N.J.

MAGNETIC TESTERS and TESTING MACHINES

Annis Co., R. B., 1101 N. Delaware St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Commercial Engineering Laboratories, 4412 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

Magnetic Analysis Corp., 12-14 12th St., New York, N.Y.

Pioneer Instrument Div. of Bendix Aviation, Bendix, N.J.

Rawson Electrical Instrument Co., 162 Battery St., Columbus, Ohio.


TIMERS

AUTOMATIC CYCLE TIMERS

American Gas Accumulator Co., 1029 Newark Ave., Elizabeth, N.J.


Bates & Beta Co., 651 S. 50th St., New York, N.Y.

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.


Controls, Inc., Towaco, N.J.

Cramer Co., 10 W. Centerbrook, Conn.

Electric Switch Co., 144 W. Union St., Columbus, Ind.


General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

Haslon-Waters, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Industrial Instrument Co., 2424 14th St., S. W., Akron, Ohio.

Tallmadge Electrical Timer Co., 117 Edison Pl., Newark, N.J.

Luxo Co., 24 W. 21st St., New York, N.Y.

Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., 474 Fourth Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Paragon Electric Co., 37 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.

Penn Electric Switch Co., Goshen, Ind.


Strohmeier Instrument Works—see Strohmeier &0; Strohmeier, Chicago, Ill.


Taylor Instrument Companies, 100 Ames St., Rochester, N.Y.
How one electronics company saves $157,200 a year with an Applicon Graphic System.

Applicon Graphic Systems help designers and draftsmen improve their output while saving hundreds of manhours and thousands of dollars.

For example: one electronics manufacturer uses his AGS 700 to design twenty new PC boards per month. Two sizes are involved: one with twenty-five ICs, one with fifty. With the AGS 700, he saves 52 manhours on each board of the first type and 79 manhours on the second. Combined savings add up to $157,200 a year—a far more than the cost of his AGS.

Savings like these are being realized in diversified applications: electronics, architectural, mechanical, diagramming, and others.

For more information, send the reader service card. Or mail the coupon below.

APPLICON, INCORPORATED
154 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, Mass. 01803

Please send more data about Applicon Graphic Systems directly to:

NAME ____________________________
TITLE ____________________________
COMPANY _________________________
STREET ___________________________
CITY _____________________________
STATE ______ ZIP ____________

In phase, Jimmy Lee will phase out Heath's exotic instrument line.

People

b or, Mich., firm, is Jimmy Lee, newly named engineering vice president. Lee, who has an MSEE from Georgia Tech, formerly was manager of the Heath/Schlumberger scientific instrument line.

"We're concentrating on those instruments compatible with the rest of the Heath line—electronic test and measuring equipment and automotive-test equipment," he says. Besides consolidating Heath's two engineering staffs, the move will bring the marketing of the new line into closer compatibility with that of other Heath products. "A $6,000 instrument doesn't lend itself to mail-order," Lee comments.

While the industrial and the hobbyist lines aim at the medium- to low-cost instrumentation market, there are differences: "Sometimes it's only a styling change; sometimes the instrument's design is involved." Differences are dictated by the differing needs of the customers, and by economies of production. "Take frequency counters, for example," Lee says. "We go up to 600 megahertz for our industrial counters, and the hobbyist doesn't need that sensitivity."

But the biggest factor is the more price-conscious kit builder. "The kit product may have a switch with wires to the pc board—we can save him some money," he points out. "But in the assembled product, we'll have a switch that plugs into the pc board. It's a more expensive part, but it saves labor."

The new line will be marketed through Heath's retail stores and by mail—a growing trend for medium-priced instrumentation sold to industry and consumers alike.
LET ERIE DESIGN and BUILD YOUR HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES and VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS

When you talk about designing and packaging miniature, low current High Voltage Power Supplies and Voltage Multipliers, the name ERIE should come to mind first. Why? No other manufacturer of these sophisticated devices has its own capacitor and rectifier technology in-house. Only ERIE does it all. Our many years experience in producing State of the Art high voltage capacitors and high voltage silicon rectifiers — plus an unsurpassed technology in circuit designing, packaging and encapsulation, makes ERIE an ideal source for your high voltage component needs. From very low input voltages, ERIE can produce output voltages up to 50,000 volts. Application for these compact, high reliability devices includes night-vision image intensification systems. Apollo TV cameras. CRT displays. Avionics systems exposed to rugged environments. Industrial, commercial and military equipments ... an almost infinite variety of applications. So bring ERIE in early. Let us design and build your High Voltage Power Supplies and Voltage Multipliers. We’re equipped to handle large or small volume orders ... in-house.

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Erie, Pennsylvania 16512

Write for our 32-page catalog ... High Voltage Components and Devices ... or for technical assistance, call 613/392-2581
Bern Golbeck's nifty idea gave a crisp new feel to rotary switches.

A few years back, Oak's Director of Engineering, Bern Golbeck, had a hunch. Use two ball bearings instead of one, and let them index a simple starwheel. This would give crisp detenting while greatly reducing the wear on any single moving part.

It worked. The two ball bearings, controlled by flat springs, travel independently over notches in the starwheel. Detenting is smooth, even and sure. Positioning is precise. And it gives a crisp, uniform feel that you're sure to recognize.

We call this fancy detent system Unidex, and it's just one of many improvements Oak engineers like Bern have pioneered. Since Unidex, we've added molded rotors and molded sections to our rotaries—innovations that are now benchmarks of the industry. And today we're busy incorporating PC board mountings into almost all our switch designs for the quickest and simplest installation possible.

We think you and the people who use your products will notice the difference great ideas like Unidex make. Just try, for example, the storage select switch on an IBM System/370 Model 145 operator's console. Or the sweep selector on a new Hewlett-Packard 1220A oscilloscope. You'll feel it.

While you're at it, write Dave Clifton at Oak. He'll send you free literature detailing the broadest line of quality rotaries in the industry. And he'll pass along some of Bern's helpful ideas on how to choose the right rotary switch for your job.

"Nice going Bern"
We can deliver the world's smallest 180° air variable capacitors.

On time.

And since we’re nice people, we don’t even charge much for them. So if you have an application that calls for a sub-miniature capacitor that you can “tweak” to a specific frequency, these Johnson trimmers are ideal.

You can choose from either PC or stripline mount, either vertical or horizontal tuning. These Type “T” capacitors are about one-third the size of the familiar type “U” capacitors, so you can save space, cut costs and insure improved performance in the most compact electronic equipment.

Rotors and stators are precision-machined from solid brass extrusions, resulting in exceptional stability and uniformity. High Q — typically 2000 at 150 MHz. Temperature coefficient is a low plus 30 ± 15 ppm/°C. High torque (1½ to 6 oz./inches) holds rotor securely under vibration. They’re designed to meet or exceed EIA-RS 204 and MIL Standard 202C Methods 204A and 201A.

In short, these capacitors may be just what you’ve been looking for. It’ll only cost you a stamp to get more information. And if you give us your phone number, we’ll call you and send free samples after we have clarified your application.

---

Meetings


International Magnetics Conference (Intermag) ’74, IEEE, Four Seasons Sheraton Hotel, Toronto, Canada, May 14–17.

A flexcircuit for the new Mustang II

We did it for Ford.

Ford Motor Company hopes for big things for the 1974 Mustang II, with consumer acceptance equal to or better than the original Mustang.

It's a quality engineered, totally new automobile. And part of its quality, though unseen, lies in the Schjeldahl flexible circuit used behind its attractive and functional instrument cluster.

This new flexcircuit was engineered to accommodate multi-plane design with errorless connections. At the same time, possible future circuitry needs for safety standard items such as ignition interlock systems and additional warning lights were provided.

Flexcircuitry may be the answer to your electronic design problem too. It's now six years old with Ford Motor Company. And they've proven that it will do the job like nothing else could, along with reducing manufacturing costs.

Schjeldahl did it for Ford.

Schjeldahl Company
Electrical Products Division
Northfield, Minnesota 55057
Phone: (507) 645-5633

The state of the art people in volume flexible circuits

And we can do it for you.

©1973 GTS Co.
Amphenol connectors help assure correct weight in new automatic weighing system.

Meat merchandising has taken a big step forward with advanced solid state circuitry. The system includes a scale, mini-computer, and a printer in an integrated modular package that can weigh and price meat in seconds.

Amphenol 221 Series micro-miniature connectors share the responsibility for transmitting weight and price data to the mini-computer. Their low cost, sturdy design, and high-reliability contact configuration make them ideal for this application.

The 221 Series does the same kind of reliable work in a variety of equipment in the electronic data processing, telecommunications and home entertainment industries.
new electronics

Amphenol connectors help transmit computer data in new high speed printer.

A unique modular matrix printer was recently developed to interface with mini-computers, medium-speed batch terminals, and other installations requiring high speed data output. Data is received at up to 75,000 characters per second. The data is then carried through PC cards to a printing head with an output of up to 165 characters per second.

Precise signal input and data output depend on consistent and accurate information flow. That's why this peripheral systems manufacturer specifies Amphenol 225 Series PC connectors and 6034 Series trimmers. They also rely on Amphenol connectors as an important link to the power supply portion of the printer.

Amphenol assembly services help produce new credit card verifier.

A major computer corporation recently developed a new computerized credit system. To eliminate a costly investment in production equipment and inventories, they turned to the Amphenol Cadre Division.

All assembly and material supply is now handled by Amphenol people including component preparation, stuffing and wave soldering of printed circuit boards, hand wiring, and mechanical assembly. In addition, unique quality control tests are carried out.

Over 500 units have already been produced with excellent turnaround time and high product quality. They are now in use by a nationwide resort and restaurant chain for added customer convenience and man-hour savings.

AMPHENOL
There's more to resistors than resistance

If you're really serious about cost, be serious about quality.

If you think all resistive components are the same, listen to what these users have to say about Allen-Bradley fixed composition resistors:

Buyer—"A-B has shipped nearly four million parts without a single reject or problem. The quality is superb. I've spent 12 years in production control and purchasing. I've seen the amount of down-time, rework and field retrofit caused by others."

President—"We have used many millions of Allen-Bradley hot-molded resistors. The uniformity of quality from one shipment to the next is truly outstanding."

Engineer—"When we use A-B resistors instead of some other make, it's one less component we have to worry about."

"We learned the hard way. The subtle things make the difference. They all add up to the top quality we want in our products."

Purchasing Agent—"We wish we had more Allen-Bradleys."

Texas Instruments is having yield problems with its much-heralded 4,096-bit RAM, the TMS4030. The result is that at least one customer is using an additional supplier while a second has contingency plans for a 1,024-bit part, threatening TI's lead in the 4k memory market. Hewlett-Packard, which has gone to Mostek to satisfy its needs, says that those TMS4030 memories it has on hand are "excellent," but that it isn't getting enough. And Datapoint, a San Antonio, Tex., terminal and peripheral maker, says it isn't alarmed because it can switch to a 1k memory. Meanwhile, TI, which is working to increase yields and volume, says, "We are convinced that the 4k RAM will be producible in large volumes this year" but won't commit to definite delivery dates now.

United Systems Corp., Dayton, Ohio, is mounting a well-financed drive designed to take over a larger share of the test and measurement market. The company has developed more than 20 new products for introduction during the first quarter of 1974 in a design effort that has cost more than half a million dollars thus far.

Included are new housings and proprietary circuitry, some of which is in the form of custom LSI chips. The objective is to make the company's new products more attractive, both physically and economically. For example, United's 4½-digit panel meter sells for $219. The nearest competitor is priced at $250.

The HT (for high-technology) series makes its formal debut at IEEE's Intercon 74 March 25 (see p. 147) where 22 members of the family are being shown.

Motorola Semiconductor will soon launch a major invasion of the MOS data-communications market. Following the announcement of its 8-bit n-channel silicon-gate microprocessor chip set (see p. 29), Motorola will introduce a number of MOS parts intended for data communications. The microprocessor set itself includes a sophisticated asynchronous communications adapter that directly interfaces to a modem, and a synchronous adapter is to follow.

Some of the other new parts are designed for use with the microprocessor; others stand alone. All are n-channel or complementary-MOS. Next is a single-chip 300-bits-per-second modem designed to replace the Bell 103, to be followed by a 2,400 b/s, 201-type modem; a European CCITT modem; a bit-rate generator; a subscriber dialer; a first-in, first-out register for changing data rates; Touch Tone encoders and decoders, and a 1,200 b/s modem.

Taking technology to its logical extreme, both American Microsystems Inc. and Standard Microsystems Inc. have developed single-chip printing calculators. The AMI device, developed with Sweden's Facit-Odhner, is on a 214-by-218-mil chip, making the circuit one of the biggest ever developed at AMI. It contains all the control logic, arithmetic unit, memory, timers, and clocks and hammer drivers, all running off the same +6 volt (operating mode) and -13 v (standby) supplies. The Facit calculator, a 10-digit machine called the 1145, sells for $349. It prints on the familiar roll of 2-inch paper tape and operates from house cur-
AUTOMATIC INTERVAL TIMERS
American Gas Accumulator Co., 1029 Newark Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.
Betta-Beth Corp., 551 W. 52d St., New York, N. Y.
Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
LActiveSheet Controls, Inc., 36 E. Center St., Thomaston, Conn.
Thomas Clock Co., 9th Main & Trout Sts., Thomaston, Conn.
Thomas Clock Co., 9th Main & Trout Sts., Chicago, Ill.
Wallace & Tiernan Co., 450 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
Western Electric-Mechanical Co., 300 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
Zenith Electric Co., 845 S. Wabash St., Chicago, Ill.

PHOTO-ELECTRIC TIMERS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Intercontinental Marketing Corp., 56 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Photowatch, Inc., 21 Chestnut St., New York, N. Y.
Unified Clock Corp., Torrington, Conn.

TOOLS
SCREWDRIVERS and SMALL INSULATED TOOLS
Bonney Forge & Tool Works, Allentown, Pa.
Bridgport Hardware Mfg. Corp., 19th Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Crescent Tool Co., 290 Harrison St., Jamestown, N. Y.
Eastern Specialty Co., 3151-19 N. Kichly St., St. Louis, Mo.
Forberg Mfg. Co., 1255 Sea View Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Hosick Park Radio & Electric Parts Mfg. Co., First St., Hosick Falls, N. Y.
Park Metalware Co., 28 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y.
Schoolhorn Co., William, 414 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.
Stanley Tools, Div. of Stanley Works, Fairfield, Conn.
Uoles Drop Forge & Tool Corp., 2800 Whitesboro St., Utica, N. Y.

Transmitters

AIRCRAFT TRANSmitters
Abbott Instrument, Inc., 8 W. 18th St., New York, N. Y.
Air Radio & Instrument Co., 5214 W. 63d St., Chicago, Ill.
Airplane Radio Instruments, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
American Radio Corp., Boonton, N. J.
American Electric Mfg. Co., 229 S. Front St., Mankato, Minn.
Betta-Beth Corp., 551 W. 52d St., New York, N. Y.
Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Gray Electric Co., 100 Ames St., Rochester, N. Y.
Mason-Nelson Regulator Co., 1190 Adams St., Evanston, Ill.
Paragon Electric Co., 37 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.
Paragon Electric Co., 845 S. Wabash St., Chicago, Ill.

AUTOMATIC SPOT WELDERS
see Timers

American Gas Accumulator Co., 126 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
American Gas Accumulator Co., 1029 Newark Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.
Cramer Co., R. W., Centerbrook, Conn.
Intercontinental Marketing Corp., 56 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
United Electric Corp., 2701 E. 79th St., Cleveland, Ohio

PHOTO-ELECTRIC TIMERS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Intercontinental Marketing Corp., 56 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Photowatch, Inc., 21 Chestnut St., New York, N. Y.
Unified Clock Corp., Torrington, Conn.

FACSIMILE TRANSmitters
Finch Telecommunications, Inc., Passaic, N. J.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.

FM TRANSMITTERS

RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.

MARINE TRANSMITTERS
Bassett, Inc., Rex, Municipal Airport, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Bendix Aviation, Ltd., North Hollywood, Calif.
Gray Electric Co., 1356 30th St., N. Y. (Sole Distributors for Western Electric Co., New York, N. Y.)
Hammarlund Transmitter Co., 2701 E. 79th St., Cleveland, Ohio

BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
American Communications, Inc., 306 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Collins Radio Co., 2720 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Farnsworth Transmitter Co., 3700 Pontiac St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Federal Telegraph Co., 200 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark, N. J.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Graybar Electric Co., 4456 30th St., N. Y. (Sole Distributors for Western Electric Co., New York, N. Y.)

Radio Engineering Laboratory, Inc., 4545 Augusta Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Radio Engineering Laboratory, Inc., 4545 Augusta Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
RCA Mfg. Corp., 117-19 18th St., Jamaica, N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Corp., Camden, N. J.
RCA Mfg. Corp., 3rd Floor, Long Island City, N. Y.
United Clock Corp., Torrington, Conn.
United Radio Corp., 4442 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Western Electric Co., Camden, N. J.
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Signetics to offer CCD shift register

Signetics will announce in the last quarter of this year a 16,384-bit CCD dynamic shift register, becoming the first major American semiconductor maker to announce a CCD memory product. The device is intended to replace disk and drum memories, and the company aims to eliminate medium-size disks by 1975. In addition to a cost of 0.1 cent a bit, the part runs at 20 megahertz, compared to the 3 to 5 MHz of today's MOS shift registers.

International Rectifier to offer LEDs

Power semiconductor specialist International Rectifier is about to enter the market for light-emitting diodes. First products will be discrete infrared LED's with wide frequency response and spectral response closely matched to fiber-optic transmission lines. These products can transmit a TV signal and are also useful for high-voltage optical couplers, which will be introduced later. The company does not plan to enter the visible LED arena.

CML Satellite faces shakeup

Industry sources see a shakeup brewing at CML Satellite Corp. among cash rich Comsat and its domsat partners, MCI and Lockheed. The likely outcome will be one or more partners dropping its share of the operation. A reason: Comsat, barred from dominating CML, is said to feel hamstrung by the company's financial pinch, especially since its partners came in with only $1 million each.

Fueling the rumors are serious talks between CML and American Satellite Corp. about some form of merger, a latchup both acknowledge they would like as they admit they're seeking partners. One official close to the discussions rates it "better than 50-50." CML, MCI, and Lockheed officially refuse any comment but a CML officer assures that the company will continue its newly planned program (see p. 42).

Ceramic package costs less and seals cooler

Diacon Inc. is marketing a new ceramic IC package that not only seals at a lower temperature, but costs less than side-brazed or co-fired packages that typically seal at 310°C. "MOS and linear devices with close-spaced metalizations, shallow-diffusion, and surface sensitivity suffer when subjected to high-temperature assembly," says Bryant (Buck) Rogers, president of the San Diego package company. "Consequently, lowering the sealing temperature to 265°C by using our lead-tin-indium seal should boost IC manufacturing yields." The package, a member of the cerdip family, is priced at 24 cents each in the 14- and 16-lead versions in million-lot quantities.

rent or a 9 V battery. AMI plans more calculator circuits with built-in display functions—though not printers.

Standard has three printing calculator chips and three more to be in production late this year. They're for 12-digit machines, and have memories, floating-point, and several kinds of fixed-point arithmetic, and automatic accumulation. One of Standard's customers is Ataka of Japan.
WE PUT 14 YEARS OF THYRISTOR EXPERIENCE INTO EVERY UNITRODE SCR.

And that means a better industrial product. Our performance record proves it. In industrial/commercial applications, the use of Unitrode SCRs doubled last year and has doubled again this year. For the military, Unitrode supplies more lead-mounted SCRs than everyone else combined. Unitrode is the only SCR supplier with Military Qualification Approval on all TO-5 and TO-18 mil. specs. Why this kind of acceptance? Our experience. It means a lot to people who’ve had experience with less.

Our broad line of SCRs including plastic and hermetically sealed metal types offers a wide range of choices for literally hundreds of applications. The Unitrode SCR product line ranges from our very popular, rugged 0.8 amp TO-92 plastic package and TO-18 hermetically sealed series to our 1.6 amp TO-5 and TO-39 series. Some series are available to 600 volts.

It's what you would expect from a company that makes thyristors a major part of its effort—not just a sideline.

Unitrode Corporation, Dept.24Y, 580 Pleasant Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172, U.S. A
\[ \Delta V_{os} - 70\mu V \]
\[ TC_{\Delta V_{os}} - 0.3\mu V/^\circ C \]
\[ I_B - \text{InA} \]
\[ \Delta \text{CMRR} - 123dB \]
14 Pin DIP Package

AT LAST—MATCHED DUAL OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS!

New monoOP-10 makes matched amplifier designs easy — two low noise, low drift, low bias current monoOP-05 Instrumentation OP Amps in a 14 pin DIP! Of course, they’re fully compensated and completely protected so there’s nothing to add but your ingenuity. And the tight matching makes possible a new generation of applications including high input impedance instrumentation amplifiers with no chopper noise, low drift multistage active filters, matched channel amplifiers, tracking dual voltage references and ... No more costly hand selection of individual op amps — monoOP-10 saves time, space and cost while boosting performance! Try one — they’re off-the-shelf at your PMI distributor now!

GUARANTEED MIN/MAX SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>monoOP-10AY</th>
<th>monoOP-10Y</th>
<th>monoOP-10EY</th>
<th>monoOP-10CY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temp. Range</td>
<td>-55/+125</td>
<td>-55/+125</td>
<td>0/+70</td>
<td>0/+70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta V_{os} ) (Vos-Vos)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC ( \Delta V_{os} )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \text{CMRR} )</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Bias Current</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (0.1 Hz to 10 Hz)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Term Drift*</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price @ 100 pcs.</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Typical long term drift trend, averaged over a 12 month period (per amplifier)

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA: Harvey Radio, Woodbury, N.Y.: (516) 921-8700 • NEW ENGLAND AREA: Gerber Electronics, Dedham, Mass.: (617) 329-2400 • UPTOWN NEW YORK: Harvey Federal Electronics, Binghamton, N.Y.: (607) 748-6111 • NORTHEAST Newark Electronics, Woburn, Mass.: (978) 935-8350 • BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON Whitney Distributors, Baltimore, Md.: (301) 944-8000 • PHILADELPHIA Hallmark Electronics, Huntingdon Valley, Pa.: (215) 355-7200 • MICHIGAN RS Electronics, Detroit, Mich.: (313) 491-1000 • SOUTHEAST Kirkman Electronics, Winston-Salem, N.C.: (919) 824-2541 • EAST CENTRAL Pioneer/Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio: (216) 597-3000 • Pioneer/Dayton, Dayton, Ohio: (513) 236-9900 • CENTRAL Hallmark Electronics, Elk Grove Village, Ill.: (312) 437-6000 • Minneapolis, Minn.: (612) 925-2944 • St. Louis, Mo.: (314) 521-3800 • TEXAS-OKLAHOMA Sterling Electronics, Houston, Texas: (713) 633-6800 • Dallas, Texas: (214) 357-9131 • SOUTHWEST Sterling Electronics, Albuquerque, N.M.: (505) 349-6001 • Phoenix, Ariz.: (602) 358-3531 • WEST Westates Electronics Corp., Chatsworth, Calif.: (213) 341-4111 • Sterling Electronics, San Carlos, Calif.: (415) 592-2353 • Intermark Electronics, Sunnyvale, Calif.: (408) 738-1111 • Denver, Colo.: (303) 926-2364 • Salt Lake City, Utah: (801) 359-0531 • San Diego, Calif.: (714) 273-5000 • Santa Ana, Calif.: (714) 549-1332 • Almac-Stroum, Seattle, Wash.: (206) 763-2300 • Portland, Ore.: (503) 292-3534.
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Motorola joins microprocessor race with 8-bit entry

Motorola will supply all the 5-volt components for its microprocessor, assuring compatibility with TTL.

The microprocessor race appears to be heating up with Motorola's development of its eight-bit, n-channel microprocessor family. The five-chip set, which includes a central processor, the 6800, along with random-access and read-only memories, and peripheral and communications interfaces, is expected to give Intel's n-channel, eight-bit systems, built around the new 8080 CPU, a run for their money.

Although all the details of the Intel chips have not yet been revealed, both microprocessors offer about the same number of instructions—78 for the 8080 and 72 for the 6800—with roughly comparable performance. The Motorola microprocessor, however, may result in system savings for certain applications by requiring fewer interface circuits and power supplies.

Significantly, the Motorola microprocessor set forms a complete microcomputer that needs only a single 5-volt supply and one external clock—no multiplex, multiple supplies, or interface packages are required. The chips, built with an ion-implanted n-channel silicon-gate process, will enter production in November.

Motorola's Semiconductor Products division has put extensive effort into developing the microprocessor because it feels this device is the key to getting the MOS business it hasn't enjoyed so far.

The single microprocessor chip (MC6800) is equivalent to about 120 MSI TTL packages. It has 72 self-contained basic instructions with decimal and binary arithmetic capability, variable-length instructions, double-byte operations, two accumulators, and seven addressing modes. The typical instruction time is under 5 microseconds, and since up to 64,000 bytes can be addressed in any combination of RAM, ROM, or peripheral registers, peripheral capacity is almost unlimited.

Another key component in the family is the MC6810, a static, 500-nanosecond 128-by-8-bit static RAM designed for use with the MPU, but other RAMs, including the 4,096-bit MCM6805, or other types and speeds of memory can be used. The MC6816 ROM is a static 1,024-by-8-bit memory for use with the system, but other ROMs are also usable.

The microprocessor set is organized around the popular parallel data-bus concept introduced by Digital Equipment Co., Maynard.
allow the signal to charge the bank of capacitors serially. When a start pulse loads the first bit of the register, the first switch closes and the first capacitor is charged. When the register shifts the bit to the next cell, the first switch opens, isolating the capacitor, and the next switch closes, charging the second capacitor. The start pulse thus has a maximum repetition rate of 1.8 times the clock frequency, where N equals the number of capacitors.

The output shift register reverses the process. The start pulse loads the register's first bit and connects the first capacitor to the output line, so that it discharges. As the bit travels down the register, it successively discharges each capacitor and reconstructs the waveform, with a new time base determined by the clock rate. A capacitor can take a new input signal as soon as it is discharged.

All of the circuitry for the SAM is fabricated on Intel's standard 67-by-300-mil silicon-gate MOS chip. To build it, Reticon uses the process and production facilities of the Intel Corp., its part owner, which are right across the street from its plant. Reticon has provided sample circuits to several manufacturers, and the SAM has already been installed in equipment.

John J. Rado, Reticon's president, says the circuit is also suitable for digital filtering, including fast-fourier transforms, time and frequency expansion and compression, pattern recognition, bandwidth compression for multichannel transmission, and other applications.

Anyone for tennis—via color TV?

The contenders may not be Billy Jean King or Bobby Riggs, and the site of the match may not be the Astrodome, but the basic game is tennis—now in a coin-operated color-video version.

Called "Wimbledon," the new game uses a TTL processor and a television set to simulate a tennis match—complete with the sounds of play, a grass-green field, white border lines, white ball, tennis rackets in four different colors, and scores displayed on a bright yellow background. The first coin-operated color game, it is being marketed by Nutting Associates, Inc., Mountain View, Calif., which was among the originators of black-and-white video games two years ago.

Color, says William G. Nutting, president of the firm, is an important advance because black-and-white games are rather dull in appearance. He expects Wimbledon to recapture the market in "sophisticated locations, whose clientele won't tolerate the clanging of pinball machines." The generic name "pong" refers to the sounds of play the video games produce. In the past two years, some 22 game manufacturers have come out with black-and-white pong games, Nutting says.

The TTL processor, reports Miel Domis, Nutting's project engineer, controls the three guns of the color tube to simulate the motion of the rackets and ball on the colored field. The image of the field is generated by a solid-state memory, while the processor itself produces the other movements by generating digital vectors.

The players move sliding resistance controls, one for each racket. Control positions are stored in registers while the controls change the trigger settings of timing circuits, Domis explains. The timing changes vary the rate at which the electron guns are gated by the data words representing the rackets and ball, making them appear to move as the guns sweep across the field. If the ball hits the racket, a rebound vector is started by a flip-flop output. If not, or if the ball goes out of bounds, a point is scored and displayed.

No endless volleys. A 14.318-megahertz crystal output is counted down to time the motions and generate the TV gating, synchronization signals, and also the sounds of play for Wimbledon. The composite signals are fed to the set's antenna terminals. And there is another new feature for those who have learned to lock a pong game into a stable state where the paddles or rackets are placed so that the ball oscillates endlessly back and forth. Now, after eight volleys, a counter triggers a change in the ball's vector.

Having created color control, Domis is now considering other games, such as billiards or pool, where color would create a more realistic game.

Solid state

Low-power Schottky gets second sources

Texas Instruments will shortly get its first competition in low-power Schottky TTL. Both Signetics and Fairchild will begin introducing the hard-to-make devices, which so far offer the best performance/power tradeoffs to military OEMs.

Signetics is entering the 54LS market with a few simple circuits—the 54/74LS/0 and 05 hex inverters in March, and some dual JK flip-flops—the 54/74LS 112, 113, and...
The TEKTRONIX 7L13 adds revolutionary measurement power to spectrum analysis: 30 Hertz Resolution that is useful all the way to 1800 MHz.

There is no smearing from drift or FM in this 200 Hz/div display, even though the total sweep time is 20 seconds. Signals are resolved to 70 dB down even though they are only 500 Hz apart. Center frequency is 1555 MHz.

It is generally understood that High resolution means the ability to distinguish between signals differing little in frequency. Actually, the design that makes 30 Hz resolution possible results in more than just the ability to distinguish between close together signals. The design of the 7L13 means better sensitivity, — 128 dBm; less drift, under 2kHz per hour; less FM, under 10 Hz phase locked; it means less noise . . . it means the revolutionary analyzer performance that is available from Tektronix, Inc. in the 7L13.

Because of the resolution revolution, the performance of your edge-of-the-art circuitry and devices can now be quantified, not guessed at. A discussion or demonstration of TEKTRONIX Spectrum Analyzer performance can be arranged by any Tektronix Field Engineer. Call him or use one of the two reader service numbers below.

7L13 Spectrum Analyzer—$6500
7613 Variable Persistence Mainframe— $2500

TEKTRONIX, INC., P. O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97005

For a demonstration circle 32 on reader service card

Circle 33 on reader service card
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114—in May and June. Product manager Stan Brueederle says the company will introduce 20 products this year, including the 54/74LS181, a 4-bit arithmetic unit, and some other medium-scale-integration items.

Fairchild's first low-power Schottky parts, to be available in late March, will be small-scale-integration products. According to Rob Walker, product planning manager in the Digital Products division, "they are specified at twice the speed of the TI devices—5 nano-

Electronics Index of Activity

seconds typical and 10 ns maximum. Walker expects the Fairchild products, catalogued the 9LS, to serve "as a replacement to all H series and a lot of S circuits, as well as standard TTL."

TI presently offers about 60 circuits in the 54LS family. Signetics does not expect to compete across the board for some time, and is introducing the line now in the expectation of participating in some projects later this year. Low-power Schottky devices are presently going into avionics and ground trans-

portable equipment operating at over 5 megahertz.

Low-power Schottky offers typical power dissipation of 2 milliwatts per gate while operating at 10 ns gate delay and 35 MHz flip-flop toggle rate. The regular 54/74 series has five times the power dissipation at comparable performance. The low-power series 54L, which dissipates only 1 mW/gate, operates at 33-ns gate delay and a 10-MHz flip-flop rate.

The C-MOS circuits match low-power Schottky at low frequencies, but C-MOS power dissipation goes up exponentially and crosses that of low-power Schottky at around 2 MHz. Low power dissipation is a must for military suppliers, and avionics contracts conventionally specify bonuses for undercutting power requirements and penalties for exceeding them. Signetics believes that low-power Schottky capability is essential for companies that wish to continue to supply the military. Within five years, Brueederle says, 54LS will be the standard military-design tool.

Military pressure for a second-source to TI induced Signetics to spend the money raised during last fall's $20 million stock sale for the ion-implantation and thin-film equipment necessary to build 54/74L. Signetics already uses ion implantation in every product line and has a thin-film process comparable to Fairchild's Isoplanar.

The first key to building the 54LS line is a technique, derived from LSI processing, for fabricating resistors no bigger than conventional Schottky resistors.

Thermoplastic used between IC layers

Multichip LSTs with thermoplastic insulation between the layers of wiring interconnecting the chips has been developed in a joint Japanese-U.S. research program. Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co.'s Research and Development Center and the General Electric Co.'s Electronics Labo-
an unbeatable combination...  
350 MHz and 1ns/div in a portable!

Dual trace, 350 MHz bandpass, high writing speed, 5 mV/div to full bandwidth and 1 ns/div sweep together with many-operator conveniences assure fast accurate high-speed oscilloscope measurements. This combination is now available in a portable—the 485 from Tektronix. It weighs just 24 pounds, allowing you to move it in the lab and shop, or you easily take it with you on installation and repair jobs.

**HIGH-SPEED MEASUREMENTS WITH SELECTABLE INPUT IMPEDANCE**

Full capability 50 Ω and 1 MΩ measurements are available at your fingertips. The 5 mV/div deflection exists to the full bandwidth of 350 MHz in 50 Ω, and 250 MHz in 1 MΩ. The 50 Ω input is protected against the inadvertent application of excessive signal strength. When it happens, you simply press the reset.

**SINGLE-SHOT FAST PULSE RECORDING**

If your application involves high-speed single shot phenomena, an optional P11 CRT phosphor and the TEKTRONIX C-31 Camera allow you to record on film at 6.0 div/ns. Use of the Writing Speed Enhancer substantially increases this speed.

**ACCURATE TIME RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS**

In many of today's pulse applications, accurate time measurements are vital. An unmagnified sweep speed of 1 ns/div permits time resolution measurements in the vicinity of 200 picoseconds. This high-speed accuracy combined with horizontal sweep switching present time measurement capability unheard of in a portable oscilloscope.

**BONUS FEATURES**

Some of the operator conveniences are: A-external trigger view, delayed sweep, automatic scale factor readout, horizontal sweep switching, A-trigger hold-off, bandwidth limit, beam finder, frequency selectable fast-rise calibrator, automatic focus, and battery operation with the TEKTRONIX 1105.

Full realization of these many ease-of-operation features can only be gained through actual hands-on experience. Your local Tektronix field engineer has a 485. Call him for a personal demonstration.

If you'd like additional literature, write Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005. In Europe, write Tektronix Ltd., P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, G.I., U.K.

485 Oscilloscope 54200

TEKTRONIX® committed to technical excellence
Electronic Review, Syracuse, N.Y., have conducted the engineering research.

The advantages of the process, called semiconductor thermoplastic dielectric by GE, include reduction in circuit size and weight, elimination of labor-intensive processes, including wire bonding, and improved heat-sinking and reliability. A variation of the approach has been developed for microwave applications.

In the basic process, standard IC chips with conventional aluminum bonding pads are positioned precisely on an aluminum substrate, covered with a sheet of FEP, a fluorocarbon plastic, and then subjected to heat and pressure. The chips are pressed slightly into the substrate. The plastic at the top of the chip is extruded to produce a thin plastic layer covering the chips and a thicker plastic layer filling in spaces between the chips.

Holes are etched in the plastic layer for interconnections, which are copper, with a titanium barrier layer between copper and aluminum pads to prevent undesirable solid alloys. The insulation for the second and subsequent interconnection layers is also plastic, but the companies won't disclose its composition.

How big? An experimental circuit includes 11 TTL chips on a 25-milimeter square, 2-mm-thick, substrate. The two layers of wiring form 312 interconnections. The power dissipation is 2 watts, and temperature rise is 25°C. Thus, the completed product functionally replaces an equivalent number of integrated circuits mounted on a multilayer printed circuit. What's more, the unit insulated with thermoplastic is smaller and can be fabricated by batch processes that yield improved performance and reliability.

Microwave integrated circuits are built on a beryllia substrate with deposited connections to the reverse side of the chips, but the insulation system is similar. An experimental circuit on a 7-mm-square substrate has a power output of 14 w at 1.5 gigahertz and a bandwidth of 250 megahertz. Multichip circuits, therefore, have been shown to be suitable for micropower to high-power devices from dc to microwave frequencies. GE managed the design and evaluation, and Toshiba has handled the fabrication.

Consumer Electronics

Depthmeter's sonar put on a chip

With ICs turning up in more and more products, it's not surprising to find one in a product for the angler or yachtsman. Now, National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., is producing a single-chip sonar system for an under-$100 fishfinder/depthmeter.

The bipolar integrated circuit, which measures only about 80 by 90 mils, includes a complete 12-watt transmitter—perhaps the first practical monolithic transmitter—and a receiver that drives a neon bulb with 10 w of power. The part was developed as a custom product for a large depthmeter manufacturer by National development engineers Thomas A. Frederiksen and William M. Howard.

Echoes. The system consists of a piezoelectric transducer mounted on the hull under the water, the receiver and transmitter, the IC, and a rotating disk display. The transmitter feeds 12 w at 200 kilohertz to the transducer for approximately 800 microseconds. The transducer both converts this signal to a sonic wave, which is sent toward the bottom, and picks up echoes from fish or the bottom.

If the received signal is large enough to trigger a threshold detector and get through a special impulse-noise limiter, a neon bulb mounted on a rotating disk flashes. The angle at which the bulb flashes indicates the depth. Multiple flashes can occur—showing, for example, both a school of fish and the bottom.

The system timing is derived from the rotating disk, which is driven by a small battery-operated motor.

Benefits offered. A single inductor is used to set both receive and transmit frequencies, eliminating the need for tuning the system in pro-

Communications

Optical waveguide has own modulator

Electro-optical modulators built right into tiny monolithic waveguides for laser light are the latest links in the chain of development leading toward practical fiber-optic communication systems. [Electronics, May 24, 1973, p. 33].

RCA's David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N.J., and Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J., have...

Eyeing an electro-optic modulator, RCA's device is built into a light waveguide.
Picture video copies like these as part of your system.

$2950, single unit price.

Hard copies are the record keeper of modern display systems. They're a time-saver, too, providing output for busy people to read at their leisure. Unfortunately, however, copy quality has been inconsistent. Until now. Look at our versatile, low-cost 4632 Video Hard Copy Unit.

Our 4632 gives your systems consistent high quality, high resolution, grey scale and black and white copies on 8½” x 11” paper. In other words, copies you can read.

It interfaces quickly to alphanumeric or graphic display terminals and scan converters. All you need is access to one of these video sources: 1. Composite video; 2. Video, horizontal drive, vertical drive; 3. Video, composite sync.

And it operates at any standard line rate.

The 4632 is a dry process performer using 3M® Dry-Silver paper. It’s light and compact, yet built sturdily for hard use and designed for easy servicing.

We have more display ideas for your system, too. Such as scan converters and a full line of monitors and displays. OEM and end user quantity discount prices available. For the complete picture, phone your nearby Tektronix office or write: Tektronix Information Display Division, P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005.

Graphics. The mind's eye, for those who think tomorrow.
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**ELECTRONIC and ALLIED INDUSTRIES**

Harvey-Wells Communications, Inc., North St., Southbridge, Mass.
Kaar Engineering Co., 619 Emerson St., Palo Alto, Cal.
Link, Fred M., 125 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.
Radio Vacuum Corp. of America, 75 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
Radio Receiver Co., 251 W. 19th St., New York, N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
Spokane Radio Co., 611 First Ave., Spokane, Wash.
Western Electric Co.—see Graybar Electric Co.

**MOBILE TRANSMITTERS**

Abbott Instrument Co., 8 W. 18th St., New York, N. Y. (See page 153.)
Bassett, Inc., Rex, Municipal Airport, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Federal Telegraph Co., 200 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark, N. J.
Gates Companies, 200 Block Hampshire St., Quincy, Ill.
Graybar Electric Co., Lexington Ave. at 44th St., New York, N. Y. (Sole Distributor for Western Electric Co., New York, N. Y.)
Harvey-Wells Communications, Inc., 447 Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass. (See page 18.)
Harvey-Wells Communications, Inc., North St., Southbridge, Mass.
Kaar Engineering Co., 619 Emerson St., Palo Alto, Cal.
Link, Fred M., 125 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.
Majestic Radio & Television Corp., 2600 W. 56th St., Chicago, Ill.
Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 35-54 34th St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Radio Transceiver Laboratories, 120-63 Judicial Ave., Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Spokane Radio Co., 611 First Ave., Spokane, Wash.
Western Electric Co.—see Graybar Electric Co.

**POLICE TRANSMITTERS**

Abbott Instrument Co., 8 W. 18th St., New York, N. Y.
Bassett, Inc., Rex, Municipal Airport, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Bendix Aviation, Ltd., North Hollywood, Calif.
Collins Radio Co., 2926 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Communications Co., 2706 Ponce de Leon Blvd., West Gables, Fla.
Doolittle Radio, Inc., 447 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Federal Telegraph Co., 200 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark, N. J.
Gates Companies, 200 Block Hampshire St., Quincy, III.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Graybar Electric Co., Lexington Ave. at 44th St., New York, N. Y. (Sole Distributor for Western Electric Co., New York, N. Y.)
Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc., 447 Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass. (See page 18.)
Harvey-Wells Communications, Inc., North St., Southbridge, Mass.
Kaar Engineering Co., 619 Emerson St., Palo Alto, Cal.
Link, Fred M., 125 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.
Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 35-54 34th St., Long Island City, N. Y.

**RELAY BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS**

Collins Radio Co., 2920 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Federal Telegraph Co., 200 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark, N. J.
General Electric Co., 1 River Rd., Schenectady, N. Y.
Harvey-Wells Communications, Inc., North St., Southbridge, Mass.
Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 35-54 34th St., Long Island City, N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.

**TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS**

DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Allen Rd., 2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J. (See p. 118.)
Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., 3700 Pontiac St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
General Electric Co., 1 River Rd., Schenectady, N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.

**Winders**

COIL WINDERS—see Machines

**HOW TO USE THIS BUYERS GUIDE**

IN THIS DIRECTORY of suppliers, products are alphabetically listed in three separate sections:

1—PARTS, ACCESSORIES, MATERIALS

Basic commodities used in the fabrication, assembly and maintenance of electronic devices

2—ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

Test and measurement items used in the design, production and adjustment of electronic devices

3—ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Devices having electronic operating principles, used by other fields as well as by the electronic industry itself

In each of these three sections products are listed under the noun or principal word. Certain products, not readily classified, have been arbitrarily included in the third section. The index on pages D-2 and D-3 serves as a general key to all three sections.
The RCA unit is an amplitude modulator, whereas the Bell Labs device modulates phase. Both modulators operate at wavelengths from the visible to the near-infrared.

Energy

Communicating may replace commuting

The energy crisis may well accelerate the adoption of a far-reaching change in life style: communicating instead of commuting to work. The change has long been touted by futurologists, but research in computer and telecommunications technology indicates that it may be economically practical, even now—at least for some businesses. The University of Southern California, working under a grant from the National Science Foundation, is studying the subject, which could be a vital one for car-oriented Los Angeles, where USC is located.

The study, being coordinated by Jack M. Nilles, director of interdisciplinary program development, is concentrating on near-term practical results. A major part of the study is investigating those companies that Nilles classifies as "people huddled around a computer"—banks and insurance companies, for example.

Nilles points out that the workers in such companies could be dispersed to work centers near their homes. The additional costs involved would be for terminals plus communication lines to the central organization. These costs would be about the same as the present costs of commuting, he adds, suggesting that employees would walk or bicycle, rather than drive, to work centers near their homes, and they would pay at least part of the terminal costs in lieu of commuting expenses. The estimated energy consumption for a car in a typical Los Angeles round-trip commute of 22 miles is 50 kilowatt-hours, compared to only 2 kilowatt-hours for computer and telephone lines.

Among the technical problems being investigated is the man-machine interface. Nilles suggests that the traditional typewriter keyboard plus CRT terminals may not be optimum. Serious investigation must also be devoted to the communications lines. Present 3-kilohertz telephone lines could become inadequate if many companies adopt remote operations, and coaxial-cable or even fiber-optic communications lines might be needed.

Microwaves

Barritt diodes find new applications

Barrier injection transit-time diodes—Barritts, for short—have been little more than laboratory curiosities. But their status may be
If you need a 3-Station Digital Logic Test System, we can save you $92,000.

Compare the Hughes 1024's price and performance with the General Radio 1792, Teradyne 115, and other higher-priced systems. Three Teradyne 115s, for example, can easily set you back $210,000. Get the new Hughes 1024 system with three independent work stations instead, and you invest only $118,000.

We can charge less because we've built in more flexibility and economy. The 1024's disk-based system uses a common mini-computer and disk mass storage to drive up to three work stations. You can start with the basic control unit and one work station (256 two-way lines) for as little as $68,000, and readily add two more stations for $25,000 each.

The stations can be remotely located. They operate simultaneously, with each one performing a programming task or testing different card types. Not only that. Each station can handle up to 1024 two-way lines, with special interface configurations to test ECL and other logic families.

You get high speed, automatic dynamic-response testing (100 nsec) vs. the static testing most competitors offer. And a software-controlled probe quickly isolates manufacturing failures.

Now, all this might not mean much if the Hughes 1024 didn't have a superior test language and supporting software to cut test-program generation down to size. But it does. Plus a comprehensive file management, interactive CRT edit, and a real-time, disk-based operating system.

We'll supply test programs for your 1024, or other test systems. We'll also convert existing test programs to the 1024 language.

Hughes has pioneered in developing automatic test equipment for many projects. And now Hughes offers a complete logic-testing capability from hardware through test-generation service.

Mail the coupon today. How could you find a better way to save $92,000?

**Hughes**

**TELL ME MORE ABOUT HOW TO SAVE $92,000.**

Mail to: Hughes Aircraft Co., Industrial Products Division, P.O. Box 92904, Los Angeles, CA 90009. Or call (213) 670-9040, Ext. 6582.

**NAME**

**TITLE**

**COMPANY**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**ZIP**

**PHONE**
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changing as the Baritt finds applications in self-mixed doppler radars, X-band microwave generators in intruder-alarm doppler radars and in anti-skid braking systems.

Baritts have two serious disadvantages. They require 60 to 100 volts bias—while Gunn diodes use 6 or 12 V. What's more, their power output has been limited to about 10 milliwatts at 11 gigahertz—at least an order of magnitude less than Gunn devices.

However, a Swedish company, IMA Microwave Products, believes that the Baritt has enough going for it to give it the edge in certain applications. IMA has developed a complete intruder-alarm doppler-radar module using a Baritt, and is offering Baritt samples rated at 30 mW cw at 7 GHz, 20 mW at 9 GHz and 10 mW at 10 GHz. The worldwide doppler-alarm industry, which uses thousands of Gunn diodes every week, is the market IMA is aiming at.

IMA, a joint venture between the Microwave Institute in Stockholm, a government-sponsored research establishment, which does the R&D; ASEA, an electrical equipment manufacturer, which makes most of the semiconductor products; and Incentive AB, which provides financial backing.

Pros. Peter Weissglas, a professor at the Microwave Institute and consultant to IMA, lists the pros of Baritts in doppler alarms:
- The 10-GHz radar has an output of 5 mW, the same as many similar Gunn radars.
- The IMA module has a much longer effective range than Gunn modules because Baritt module noise is some 20 to 30 decibels better than Gunn module noise. That means fewer Baritt radars are needed to protect the same area.
- The Baritt is easier to set up in an alarm, because it is made of silicon, and so is more frequency stable with temperature changes than a gallium-arsenide Gunn unit.
- Accidental surges that will destroy a Gunn device don't affect a Baritt, so fewer should be wasted during installation.
- In the long run, the Baritt should be cheaper to manufacture, because

---

**News briefs**

**IBM and Owens-Illinois agree on cross-license**
IBM and Owens-Illinois have hammered out a non-exclusive cross-license for the manufacture of plasma-panel products. IBM has paid an initial $2 million to use the Owens-Illinois Digivue panel display. A non-refundable $1 million is earmarked for future royalties and the rest covers royalties and payments for IBM's past use of the technology in data-processing terminals for banks. Industry experts say that the panels may turn up next in IBM terminals for airline scheduling and stock-quotations systems.

**Solarex to buy Centralab's solar-cell operation**
In a move that would markedly expand its fledgling photovoltaic cell business, tiny Solarex Corp., Rockville, Md., has agreed in principle to buy the solar-cell operation of Globe-Union's Centralab division, El Monte, Calif. Price and details of the final agreement, which hinges on Solarex's ability to raise the capital, are expected in a few weeks. Committed to terrestrial uses, Solarex [Electronics, Feb. 21, p. 32] would acquire Centralab's photovoltaic-production line in space leased from Globe-Union and gain such customers as TRW and Lockheed.

**Computer to ease Bay Bridge traffic**
A minicomputer that is programmed to ease traffic congestion is going into operation this month on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. Part of a Department of Transportation project, the $350,000 installation consists of a Data General Corp. Nova 1210 with 8,000 words of memory at the bridge's plaza and magmometers at the bridge's midsection to record traffic volume. Cars will be sent from the toll booth at intervals of 4 to 10 seconds.

**Western Union starts service center**
Service support for more than 13,000 leased terminals is being offered by Western Union Data Services Co., Mahwah, N.J., through Termicare, an automated computer center for diagnosis, documentation, and service dispatch. Users calling the center will receive preliminary assistance from a service analyst who can call up each malfunctioning terminal's service history on a CRT. If a field engineer is dispatched, data on the service call is recorded in the file for further updating.

**Japan opens exhibit to foreigners**
Japan's Printed Circuit Association show (June 1-4) will be open to non-Japanese exhibitors for the first time this year, providing an entree for American electronics firms. The Tokyo show includes exhibits of materials, production machinery, and components, as well as seminars, and demonstrations of printed-circuit techniques and labor saving technology.

**Buckbee-Mears expands metal-plating line**
Buckbee-Mears, St. Paul, Minn., a major supplier of etched lead frames for ICs, has completed a $200,000 expansion of its precious-metal-plating line. Vice president Lee Barton says this will "more than double the company's capacity to supply over-all silver-plated and gold-plated lead frames at a time when IC makers, demanding more product output, are also worrying about material shortages."

**Addenda**
A new high temperature for superconductivity of -418°F has been recorded at Bell Laboratories. The superconducting material was a niobium germanium alloy. The initial phase of a $17 million contract to provide 27 large-diameter antennas for a radio-telescope system has been awarded to E-Systems Inc. by Associated Universities Inc. Hughes Aircraft Co. subsidiaries have signed an $18.4 million contract with Greece to strengthen NATO's air-defense coverage in the Eastern Mediterranean. . . Scientists at Westinghouse Research Laboratories are developing a lock that opens by voice command to sell for less than $100.
Lockheed Introduces
192 New Memory Products.

Lockheed Electronics SENTINEL Memory System makes it all possible. With SENTINEL you have the advantage of buying a customized memory, while paying only a standardized price. SENTINEL consists of standard modular memory boards, power supplies and chassis. These can be combined in 192 ways to satisfy almost any customer's specific need.

Because SENTINEL is modular, it gives you flexibility in putting together your own system. Or we can do it for you at half the cost and time of starting from scratch.

One of the beauties of the SENTINEL Memory is that you don't have to buy the entire system to get exactly what you need. SENTINEL flexible combinations include assemblies from 4K by 18 up to 128K by 36 or any combination in between in modular increments of 4K, 8K or 16K words... all at submicrosecond speeds.

For more information on SENTINEL, write Lockheed Electronics, 6201 East Randolph Street, Los Angeles, California 90040. Or call (213) 722-6810.

At Lockheed we build custom memories from stock.
Lockheed Electronics Data Products Division.

Boston 861-1880 • New York metro (212) 542-7740 • Philadelphia 542-7740 • Washington (703) 525-3600 • Atlanta 266-0730 • Detroit 557-5037 • Chicago 833-4600 • Dallas 231-6163 • Houston 682-2617 • San Francisco (408) 257-3357 • Frankfurt, Germany 04-13077

Fifteen years of leadership in electronics. 1959-1974.
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it is well within established silicon technology. Weissglas admits that a dc up-converter is needed to get 60 V from the standard 12-V standby batteries. Yet, he says, the extra cost is cancelled "because you can cut out the Schottky-diode detector from the receiver system." The Barritt diode used as transmitter has sufficiently low noise to serve as detector as well, he says, whereas a Gunn radar needs a Schottky detector because the Gunn is too noisy for detection. In support of this, Prof. of electrical engineering, George I. Hadad, of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, who has extensively studied microwave devices, says that the low conversion loss and low noise of Barritts will offset their disadvantages in doppler-radar applications where self-mixing is impossible.

Not all agree. Jim Charters, engineering manager of Microwave and Electronic Systems Ltd. Newbridge, Midlothian, Scotland, one of the biggest makers of doppler intruder alarms, thinks the 60-V requirement is a serious drawback. Any up-converter, he says, will need to be very stable to avoid fluctuations at 12 V being multiplied and causing frequency changes.

Charters says the frequency stability and reliability of Gunn devices are not problems. And the longer life of Barritt diodes remains to be proved. In practice, higher sensitivity is not useful, according to Charters, because if the range is extended to take advantage of it, the sensitivity becomes too great close in. Furthermore, insects, such as moths, near the antenna can set off the alarm. Nonetheless, he acknowledges that an alarm maker not committed to Gunn might find Barritts attractive.

Despite the controversy in the area of doppler alarms, the Lucas Electrical Co. of Birmingham, England, is investigating the possibility of using a Barritt-powered radar as part of a vehicle anti-skid system. The company hopes that the radar will be able to pick out consistently the instant before the wheel locks, and trigger release of the brakes. Mechanical sensors aren't accurate enough, and a Gunn radar can't remain stable and sensitive enough through the wide temperature range involved.

IMA's samples use a simple pnp structure made with standard varactor technology. A p+ substrate holds an epitaxial n layer into which is diffused a shallow p+ top contact. The only critical factors are the n-layer thickness, which is 6 to 7 micrometers for X band, and its doping level, which is $2 \times 10^{15}$. This structure is mesa etched to make devices about 8 mils in diameter.

The power density is low, and junction temperature is not more than 100°C. Samples are scheduled for year-end distribution. Weissglas says they will make good low-noise local oscillators in full-size radars and communication systems.

### Satellites

ASC, CML revise domsat plans

When Western Union launches its own Westar satellite this spring, it likely will be launching several competitors' systems as well. This may happen because building expensive technological systems in an uncertain market is causing several companies to change their plans.

American Satellite Corp. (ASC) has drastically revised its plans and will now start its system by using Westar. CML Satellite Corp. plans to lease this fall one or two transponders on Westar for test and sales purposes over two years. Moreover, Western Union and RCA Globecom are talking about a possible link-up. And, Western Union is said to be talking with AT&T and Southern Pacific, among others, in an effort to fill its spacecraft.

Although the companies' actions may dampen a spacecraft market, it will allow them to go into operation earlier and cheaper without the high hardware costs of their own initial systems. It also will give them time to test out techniques and better gauge the market before they send.
"Reliability and maintainability count, too. I want a generator that works! But in case it needs service I'd like to specify plug-in sockets for dual in-line IC's, and a parts list minus factory widgets. If I put my money on your model, will my QC man hate me?" (NO)

Upper trace: Constant Duty Cycle pulses over a 10:1 frequency range. Lower trace: Normal pulses over same range. "Standard pulses with predetermined width are fine for most requirements, but when I'm changing repetition rates I have to fiddle with the width control to make sure that I don't lose the pulse. Does your 'Constant Duty Cycle' mode let me set width as a percent of pulse period so I can change rep rates without tweaking the other controls?" (YES)

"That Duty Cycle mode could come in handy, but I also want the regular pulses that I'm used to, and double pulses, and 50% squarewaves to 50 MHz. How about trigger, gate, triggered double pulse, and pulse shaping? (And all of these modes better be easy to set!)" (YES)

All components are fully accessible.

Upper trace: distorted, noisy input. Lower trace: pulse generator output (Pulse Amplifier Mode). "My application calls for pure pulses with a bare minimum of overshoot and squiggles. And I need to clean up distorted signals — you know, send in a crummy pulse train and get out a nice squared-up pulse with the offset, amplitude, and rise/fall times I've set up on the generator. Can do?" (YES)

Four SERIES 20 models are available from $575.

"Your $1095 P25 Pulse Generator has it all, including simultaneous positive and negative outputs, each with adjustable d-c offset and variable rise/fall times from 5 nanoseconds. But if I only need a single output or faster, fixed rise times, am I out of luck?" (NO)

ask a 50-MHz pulse generator these 5 questions if the answers are yes, yes, no, yes, no, it's INTERSTATE

the Interstate man with all the answers is John Norburg — call collect (714) 772-2811

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Subsidiary of A-T-O Inc.
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The Sorensen QRD — best of the compact bench-top supplies. With high speed programming to 10 µsec, programmable by resistance, voltage and current — up to 100 kHz in normal and high speed modes. Voltage and current modes for increased application flexibility. 7 models offer outputs from 30 to 90 watts with these key operating features: automatic crossover; adjustable current limiting (auto. recovery); wide bandwidth ripple specs (to 25 MHz); 50 µsec. transient response; full range of options and accessories. For complete data, contact the Marketing Manager at Sorensen Company, a unit of Raytheon Company, Manchester, N.H. (603) 668-4500.

Representative Specifications — QRD

- Voltage Mode
  Regulation (combined line & load) ±0.005%
  Ripple (PARD) rms: 200 µv
  p-p: 3 mv
- Voltage Ranges
  0-15 volts to 0-60 volts (7 models)
- Current Mode
  Regulation (combined line & load) ± (0.1% + 125 or 250 µa.)
  Ripple (PARD) rms: 150-400 µa.
  p-p: 2 ma.
- Price Range
  $178 to $285

up their own spacecraft. For Western Union, it means short-term customers and a long-term effort to fill the gap when the customer-competitors leave for their own systems.

ASC originally was going to start with Canada's Anik 2 domsat and then buy three satellites from Hughes for a $25 million second phase while developing a "permanent" third-phase system under the over-all $100 million program. Instead, beginning this summer, the company will lease three transponders from Western Union's Hughes-built Westar series for $4.8 million a year, drop the use of Anik 2, and cancel the Hughes contract, for which it already has made $5 million in progress payments. The company still plans to launch a three-axis-stabilized spacecraft by 1977, according to John G. Puente, vice president, technical.

"By this move, we save up-front money," Puente says, including $30 million in launch costs and $90,000 per year for each transponder, as Westar is cheaper than Anik. The Western Union contract is extendable beyond 1976, and the company has Anik as a possible backup. The new system will cost an estimated $70 million, including launch costs, Puente estimates.

The revised plans will allow both ASC and CML to further develop newer 12- and 14-gigahertz transmission techniques for direct rooftop communications. ASC's second phase will be a mixture of communications at 4 and 6 GHz and 12 and 14 GHz. CML's satellite will use only 12 and 14 GHz. In June, CML expects to go out for bids for a subcontract to develop the higher-frequency technology and within a year after that it plans to award the prime contract to build three spacecraft.

These satellites will be built while it leases Westar. The company basically is looking at spin-stabilized 1,500-pound spacecraft for its $130 million system. Getting partners Comsat, MCI, and Lockheed to agree has also helped delay plans that originally called for bids to go out last fall (Electronics, June 21, 1973, p. 72).
IS ONE BRAND OF FUSE AND FUSEHOLDER AS GOOD AS ANOTHER?

DON'T BET ON IT.

BET ON BUSS®

There are some good reasons for being brand-conscious. Here are three of them:

1. ACCEPTANCE — Without question, BUSS® is the best known and most widely accepted name in fuses and fuseholders of all types. There's no need for introductions or explanations. When it's BUSS, no questions are asked.

2. QUALITY — You can take BUSS quality for granted, because BUSS doesn't. Not only are BUSS fuses manufactured to exacting quality control standards, but every one is electronically tested.

3. SPECIALIZATION — All BUSS resources are focused solely on manufacturing quality fuses and fuse mounting hardware. Such a concentration of undivided attention automatically results in a superior product.

So be brand-conscious —

YOU'LL ALWAYS BE AHEAD WITH BUSS.
Do you face a make or buy decision on power supplies? **BUY LAMBDA'S LZ SERIES MOUNTABLE POWER SUPPLY.**

**LZ-10 SERIES SINGLE OUTPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>VOLTAGE (VDC)</th>
<th>CURRENT (mA)</th>
<th>PRICE ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZS-10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LZ-10 SERIES DUAL TRACKING OUTPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>VOLTAGE (VDC)</th>
<th>CURRENT (mA)</th>
<th>PRICE ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZ-12</td>
<td>±15V</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LZ-20 SERIES SINGLE OUTPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>VOLTAGE (VDC)</th>
<th>CURRENT (mA)</th>
<th>PRICE ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZS-20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Single output ratings for dual output models connected in series

**LZ-20 SERIES SINGLE OUTPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>VOLTAGE (VDC)</th>
<th>CURRENT (mA)</th>
<th>PRICE ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZD-21</td>
<td>±3</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-21</td>
<td>±4</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-21</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-22</td>
<td>±10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-23</td>
<td>±10</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-22</td>
<td>±12</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-23</td>
<td>±12</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-22</td>
<td>±15</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-23</td>
<td>±15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LZ-30 SERIES SINGLE OUTPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>VOLTAGE (VDC)</th>
<th>CURRENT (mA)</th>
<th>PRICE ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZS-30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>$65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-33</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZS-34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-35</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LZD-35</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Single output ratings for dual output models connected in series
...PRINTED-CIRCUIT BOARD

LZ-30 SERIES DUAL TRACKING OUTPUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>2½” x 3½” x 1¾”</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current mA</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZD-31</td>
<td>± 3</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-31</td>
<td>± 4</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-31</td>
<td>± 5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-32</td>
<td>±10</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-32</td>
<td>±12</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-32</td>
<td>±15</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-35</td>
<td>±10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-35</td>
<td>±12</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LZD-35</td>
<td>±15</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: (1) LZ models are adjustable between the following limits: LZS-10 2.5 to 6V, LZS-11 8 to 15V, LZS-20 8 to 15V, LZS-30 2.5 to 6V, LZS-33 8 to 15V, LZS-34 2.5 to 6V, LZD-12 ± 14.5 to ± 15V, LZD-21 ± 2.5 to ± 6V, LZD-22 ± 8 to ± 15V, LZD-23 ± 8 to ± 15V, LZD-31 ± 2.5 to ± 6V, LZD-32 ± 8 to ± 15V, LZD-35 ± 8 to ± 15V. For ± 15V output, ± 14.5 to ± 15.5 for ± 15V output only. Contact factory for current ratings at voltage settings not indicated in the tables. (2) All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

LZ-30 SERIES TRIPLE OUTPUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>2½” x 3½” x 1¾”</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current mA</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZT-36</td>
<td>±15</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: (1) LZ models are adjustable between the following limits: LZS-10 2.5 to 6V, LZS-11 8 to 15V, LZS-20 8 to 15V, LZS-30 2.5 to 6V, LZS-33 8 to 15V, LZS-34 2.5 to 6V, LZD-12 ± 14.5 to ± 15V, LZD-21 ± 2.5 to ± 6V, LZD-22 ± 8 to ± 15V, LZD-23 ± 8 to ± 15V, LZD-31 ± 2.5 to ± 6V, LZD-32 ± 8 to ± 15V, LZD-35 ± 8 to ± 15V. For ± 15V output, ± 14.5 to ± 15.5 for ± 15V output only. Contact factory for current ratings at voltage settings not indicated in the tables. (2) All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LZ SERIES

Regulation
0.15%—line or load; models LZS-10, LZS-30, LZS-34, LZD-21 and LZD-31 have load regulation of 0.15% + 5mV; model LZD-12 has line or load regulation of 0.25%; LZT-36 line regulation 0.15% (=5V) 0.25% (=15V); load regulation 0.15% + 10mV(+5V), 0.25% (=15V).

Ripple and noise
1.5mV RMS, 5mV, pk-pk

Temperature coefficient
0.03%/°C

Overshoot
no overshoot on turn-on, turn-off, or power failure

Tracking accuracy
2% absolute voltage difference for dual output models only and only for the ±15V output in LZT-36; 0.2% change for all conditions of line, load and temperature

Ambient operating temperature range
continuous duty from 0°C to + 50°C

Wide AC input voltage range
105 to 132 Vac, 57-63 Hz

Storage temperature range
-25°C to +85°C

Overload protection
fixed automatic electronic current limiting circuit

Input & output connections
printed circuit solder pins on lower surface of unit. For model LZT-36 the ± 15V outputs are independent from the 5V output.

Controls
screwdriver voltage adjustment over entire voltage range.

Mounting
tapped holes on lower surface

Physical data
Size see tables
Weight LZ-10 series 10 oz. net 18 oz. ship.
LZ-20 series 17 oz. net 25 oz. ship.
LZ-30 series 24 oz. net 32 oz. ship.

60-day guarantee
60-day guarantee includes labor as well as parts

LZ SERIES NOW AVAILABLE
IN NEW TRIPLE OUTPUT MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current mA</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LZT-36</td>
<td>±15V</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 DAY DELIVERY
60 DAY GUARANTEE

MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746 515 Broad Hollow Road Tel. 516-694-4200 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 2420 East Oakton St., Unit Q Tel. 312-993-2990 NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91021 7365 N. Figueroa Ave., Tel. 213-762-2744 MONTREAL, QUEBEC 1000 Hymus Blvd., Pointe Claire, Quebec 730 Tel. 514-697-4650 HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, ENG. Abbey Barn Road, Wycombe Marsh Tel. High Wycombe 36386/7/8 ORSAY, FRANCE 91 Gometz le Chatel.
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Cooling, lifting, holding, pulling, damping, drying...

Rotron has a way...with air

Air, in the hands of the world's most advanced manufacturer of precision air moving devices, has a potential for doing things that designers and manufacturers are beginning to appreciate.

Forced convection cooling of electronic equipment—providing for more densely packaged components with equal or even greater system reliability—is just one of the jobs air, by Rotron, performs so well.

In buffer columns and tape hold downs and a dozen other non-cooling applications within the electronics industry alone, air moving devices from Rotron simplify system design, increase both efficiency and reliability.

Rotron's extensive line of air movers require an absolute minimum of space (as little as 1 cu. inch). They're quiet. (As low as NC 20). They consume surprisingly little power (a low of 5 watts). And they are exceptionally reliable. (Ten years and more of continuous duty without maintenance.)

Learn more about the Rotron line of fans and blowers, with pressures to 165" wg., flows to 2600 cfm. Contact your local Rotron representative or distributor or write us directly.

Why settle for less when the best costs no more.

Woodstock, N. Y. 12498 ☎ 914 • 679-2401 ☎ TWX 510-247-9033
Pacific Div., Burbank, Cal. 91506, 213-849-7871 • Rotron B.V., Breda, Netherlands, Tel: 79311, Telex: 844-54074

See us at the Design Engineering Show-Booth #346
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New engineers quit DOD over salaries, promotions

Engineering salaries in the Pentagon's in-house laboratory system have failed to keep pace with those of private industry, unlike most Federal pay scales for most administrative and other specialties. So says the Directorate of Defense Research and Engineering, which complains that the starting federal salary for a new BS in engineering in the spring of 1973 is about $1,500 a year less than that of private industry because of the latter's increased demand for engineers and physical scientists. Because, too, controls on the number of Federal jobs have slowed down Civil Service promotions. DDR&E says "many of the bright, young people we were able to attract two or three years ago are leaving."

OMB chokes plan for emergency medical services

Despite congressional, departmental, and medical support, the powerful White House Office of Management and Budget is strangling a program to fund local emergency medical services, confide officials at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Congress has authorized $185 million over three years to pump life into local emergency communications networks [Electronics, Jan. 10, p. 80], but OMB has cut the fiscal 1974 funding from $45 million to $27 million. Moreover, the regulations on how to grant the money are coming out so late that the fiscal year could end before all the money is spent.

Will Congress notice? "Congress has so many things to be upset about right now that it might not do anything," one official worries. Another official offers a possible solution: get funds committed for as many networks as possible and hope for more money in fiscal 1975.

Navy researchers develop high-power satcom test facility

Details of a new Naval Research Laboratory installation for high-power testing of communication satellite components and materials are to be disclosed at the March 26-28 millimeter-wave-technique conference in San Diego, Calif., at the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center.

The installation at the Microwave Space Research Facility, Waldorf, Md., has a 1-kw K_a-band power capability in the 36-38-GHz band. As a result, says NRL's R.E. Cushing, principal investigator for the project, system designers can now obtain complete high-power testing of system components during development of a satcom terminal, saving time and money and preventing component failure in future satcom system use. A small interior radiation chamber is for antenna and materials evaluation at high rf flux densities and power levels to 1 kw cw for long intervals of time. Direct-reading digital calorimetric water loads have been developed for waveguide and radiation sources.

Secure voice unit formed for military communications

A Secure Voice Consortium made up of representatives of all defense communications users has been established by the Directorate of Defense Research and Engineering to eliminate duplication and coordinate military programs on secure communications. The SVC will oversee implementation of the interim system, Autosevocom Phase 2, as well as development of narrow-band 2-8-kilobit/second voice-processing equipment for use where wide-band digital transmission will not be available. Large-scale integrated circuits, are "the key to the economic implementation of the relatively complicated voice-processing algorithms needed," says DDR&E director Malcolm Currie.
The domsat shakeout

When the Federal Communications Commission gave its long-delayed blessing two years ago to the competitive development of domestic satellite systems, there was much speculation about whether the marketplace could support the six systems proposed. It was then that Dean Burch—who is now leaving the commission to join the White House staff—displayed the characteristic common sense that was to mark much of his rule as FCC chairman.

Burch’s law was simply “let the marketplace decide.” In judging petitioners’ applications to launch satellites for domestic service, he said, the FCC would base its decisions on technical considerations only.

The wisdom of that judgment is borne out by the news that American Satellite Corp., CML Satellite Corp., and possibly RCA Globcom and AT&T, will now buy transponder space on Western Union’s Westar satellite—the first domsat scheduled for operation and to be launched in April (see p. 42). The shakeout in domestic satellites clearly is well under way.

The shakeout also demonstrates the wisdom of Western Union’s gamble in placing its order for satellites before it received FCC approval of its plan. By getting its order for satellites and NASA launch rockets in first, WU achieved a significant leg up on the competition.

Financing their respective entries into the new and undeveloped communications satellite market proved the principal problem for most of the companies. Fairchild Industries, which now has total control of American Satellite after a two-step acquisition of Western Union International’s 50% interest, has had difficulties as well. Predominantly known as a military aircraft maker, Fairchild’s push to get public investment for its infant American Satellite flopped last year. CMISatellite, with holdings equally divided among Comsat Corp., MCI Communications Corp. and Lockheed, has also had fiscal problems. Comsat, it seems, is the only one with money to spare, yet is precluded from bankrolling its partners by FCC’s restrictions on investment in and control of CML.

However, AT&T, RCA Globcom, and Hughes-GTE have sufficient resources to leverage their way into the domsat market later, should it prove lucrative for Western Union. Fortunately for Western Union, it managed to find the funds to make its commitment first. As one company official now says of Westar, “my guess is that we’ll go to launch sold out.”

Problems of innovation

Starting a totally new industry in 20th century America is more than difficult. It is almost impossible—particularly if your resources are limited and the new business threatens to disrupt the existing marketplace. This is the hard lesson being learned by Richard Ahern, the young entrepreneur promoting the concept of electronic shopping in the home by means of an AT&T Touch Tone telephone linked to a computer catalog with voice answer-back.

Ahern’s Computer Shopping Inc. is hardly an industrial giant. And in an industrial society where oligopoly is the rule rather than the exception, Computer Shopping’s limited resources are a large part of its problem. The other part is a very human fear of the unknown, from which no corporate leader is immune. It is a fear that can destroy the innovator seeking to alter the status quo.

Since Ahern unveiled his computer shopping system last year—one he contends can save the U.S. “a minimum of 600,000 barrels of gasoline a day” by eliminating unneeded supermarket shopping trips—the new company has struck out in its efforts to get a major food retailer to participate in a demonstration prototype system. Ahern says the food retailers fear that such a system could severely reduce purchases of their highest-profit items customarily bought on impulse—fresh produce, meats, and such unnecessaries as costly frozen chocolate cakes, pies, or cocktail glasses. Moreover, says Ahern, large food chains with an estimated $100,000 invested per store balk at a concept that might make such outlays unprofitable.

Unfortunately, Computer Shopping is unable to afford the high cost of a demonstration prototype system—something that most of the conservative industries he expects to service want to see first. Working hardware is virtually essential to any high-capital-risk venture.

Now, however, Computer Shopping believes it can get a $100,000 commitment from the Federal Energy Office for a demonstration system, provided it can find a customer to make a comparable investment. At the very least, this is what computer shopping needs. If it does not get it, another innovative concept may fail—and with it will go a significant potential market for electronics technology. —Ray Connolly
Savings You Can See!

Savings you can achieve by using LSI Pin Bar for your common spaced bussing applications. Whether low production or high (up to 8,000 pin terminations per minute), the job can be done for 3 to 6 cents per pin—compared with two recent independent studies that show wire bussing costs, including rework, approaching a minimum of 10 cents per termination in high production quantities. A major manufacturer of telephone products is convinced. He saved $68 dollars per chassis when Pin Bar replaced every common spaced wire bussing circuit for high frequency multiplexing, data transmission, power and ground applications. And while saving, he gained foolproof terminations at higher production rates, lower uniform contact resistance, efficient back panel design, and a “spec” performance component produced to his exact requirements. Give us your common spaced bussing problem. We'll send free samples and discuss Savings You Can See! LSI Pin Bar Products

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION
714 N. Brookhurst St.
Anaheim, Calif. 92803
TWX 910-591-1157
Telephone: (714) 774-1010

Circle 51 on reader service card
REI has one question for people who buy electronic test equipment.

Why?

When you need it fast . . . rent it. Purchasing equipment usually involves long delivery lead times. When you rent your electronic equipment from REI it's a safe bet that you can get what you need within 36 hours of the time you call in your order, sometimes sooner. This fast service is possible because we maintain 9 Instant Inventory Centers throughout the U.S. and Canada, stocking millions of dollars worth of equipment.

When you need it for only a short time . . . rent it. Need equipment for a short-term project? Rent it from REI. When you don't need it any more, return it to us. It's the easy, low-cost way to use the equipment you need for just the time that you need it.

When you care about what it costs . . . rent it. Renting from REI can be less expensive than purchasing. There's no capital investment to adversely affect your company's cash flow. This means you'll get more mileage from your equipment budget. And, since you can treat your monthly payments as an expense in most situations, you'll also achieve tax advantages from renting.

All REI rental equipment is guaranteed to meet manufacturers' specifications and is operationally checked out prior to shipment. Routine maintenance is provided free of charge. Certification and calibration are available upon request. Our flexible arrangements include rental, rental-purchase and leasing packages to give you the use of equipment from one week to three years or more.

Get your free copy of our 1974 catalog that lists virtually every item in our rental inventory. Use reader service card, or write Rental Electronics, Inc., 99 Hartwell Ave., Lexington, MA 02173. For immediate information, call your local REI Instant Inventory Center listed below. Once you rent from REI, you may never buy electronic test equipment again.

Rental Electronics, Inc.
A PEPSICO LEASING COMPANY
Lexington, MA (617) 861-0667 • Gaithersburg, MD (301) 948-0620 • Oakland, NJ (201) 337-3757 • Ft. Lauderdale, FL (305) 771-3500
Des Plaines, IL (312) 827-6670 • Dallas, TX (214) 661-8082 • Mountain View, CA (415) 968-8845 • Anaheim, CA (714) 879-0561
Rexdale, Ontario (PLC Leasing Ltd.) (416) 677-7513

Think about renting.
It's the smart way to go.

Visit us at the IEEE Show, Booth No. 2631.
Thomson-CSF readies a translucent video disk

Thomson-CSF intends to unveil a video disk player within the next four or five months. Company officials now say their research group has been getting very good color images with a player that pairs a soft translucent plastic disk and a laser-based readout system. The bandwidth of the encoded video signal is 4.5 megahertz, the disk spins at 1,500 revolutions per minute, and it carries up to 40 minutes of program.

Robert Pontillon, who directs Thomson-CSF's audio-visual activities, says that the French company is pushing hard for an agreement on a single standard for video disk players. The other European contenders are Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, and the Telefunken-Decca venture, Teldec. Like Thomson-CSF's, Philips' player uses optical readout, but the Dutch company opted for a rigid, reflecting disk. Thomson-CSF, therefore, can't make its player compatible with Philips', but Pontillon maintains that the French playback system could be made compatible with Teldec disks, which have a pressure-sensitive readout.

German company to mass produce electronic speedometer

VDO Adolf Schindling, a leading European automobile-instruments maker, is about to begin production of electronic speedometers on a large-volume basis, making it the first company to have readied such speedometers for mass production. The units will go into passenger cars that will come off the assembly lines of a German automobile producer starting this spring.

The new VDO speedometers offer several advantages over conventional mechanical systems, the prime one being that the vehicle no longer needs a flexible shaft. Instead, a wire—one that can easily be run in the car's cable harness—is used for sending the speed and distance pulses from the transducer to the speedometer and its mileage indicator. The key component is an integrated circuit developed by Intemetall GmbH, an affiliate of the ITT Semiconductor group. The price of the electronic speedometer, VDO says, will be about the same as a conventional one plus its flexible shaft.

Electric bus to use sophisticated electronic controls

Chloride Technical Ltd., part of the British Chloride Group—whose activities include automobile batteries—has developed an electrically powered 50-seat single-deck city bus that makes considerable use of electronic controls. It will go into trial service in Manchester in a few months. Maximum speed is said to be 40 miles per hour and range 40 miles on a single charge of the 330-volt lead-acid battery. Normal battery recharge time is not more than 5½ hours, so that it can be recharged between morning and evening peak use times.

The bus uses a series-wound dc main-drive motor controlled by a 1,000-ampere thyristor chopper-controller, which incorporates a regeneration system that recharges the batteries during deceleration and braking. The controller has been developed by Sevcon Engineering Ltd. of Gateshead, a subsidiary of Technical Operations Inc., Burlington, Mass. It includes logic on the speed/time relationship, which keeps down acceleration and deceleration to comfortable levels. A pulse regeneration technique is used: current builds up in the armature and contacts until at a pre-set level it transfers through a diode to the battery.
Siemens turns to MOS ICs for remote TV control

Watch for West Germany's Siemens AG to offer an all-MOS set of integrated circuits for remote control of color-television receivers. The complete set, to hit the market during the second half of this year, will consist of three standardized MOS circuits—one each for the control system's transmitter, receiver, and memory. It will sell for about $15, roughly equal to the price of all other integrated circuits—between eight and 10—used in German-built color-TV receivers today.

Desk-calculator makers in Japan set quality standards

In the near future, desk calculator purchasers may look for a new mark—a stylized B and M—that goes with the quality standard to be introduced on March 1 by the Japan Business Machine Makers Association. The association hopes the standard will help to maintain product quality despite the current high level of competition. Eligibility for the mark includes registration of the model, inspection of the company's plant and after-sales service setup, and inspection of the quality of calculators. The quality test will include repeated computation, to assure that there are no errors, and a vibration test.

The association now has 14 manufacturers who produce calculators. Estimates of the number of "outsiders" that produce calculators range up to 50 companies. Most of the outsiders' calculators are exported.

SAAB-Scania takes over Facit's computer systems

Sweden's SAAB-Scania has taken over development and marketing of complete computer systems developed by office-machine maker, Facit. Now, SAAB, which has concentrated in large computers and large-computer bank-terminal systems, will be able to move into the lower level of computer applications. The Facit systems include an electronic invoicing system, multi-access office computer system, and a program-control system using magnetic tapes and alphanumeric CRT display screen.

At the same time, the take-over will also enable SAAB to use the well-developed world-wide Facit marketing organization. SAAB has concentrated its computer sales in Scandinavia and some East European markets, although last year it established a U.S. subsidiary, Data-SAAB Systems Inc. SAAB has one bank-terminal system in operation in the U.S., at New York City's Central Savings Bank.

Facit will retain development and marketing of its computer peripheral equipment, including tape punches and readers, which it sells to a number of computer makers. Facit will also continue to handle production of the computer systems that SAAB is acquiring.

Cables and Wireless picks Italian group for earth-station gear

Cable and Wireless Ltd., operators of seven satellite communications earth stations around the world—all built for it by Marconi Co. Ltd.—is moving to the Italian consortium Consorzio per Sistemi di Tele comunicazioni via Satelliti SpA. (STS) for its next two stations. These stations will be in Fiji and in Dubai in the Persian Gulf. STS has a contract worth some $5 million for the antenna structures and some other equipment, possibly including much of the transmit and receive gear. Marconi has to be content with an $800,000 order for some receiver subsystems and modulators. Other UK companies have taken smaller orders for ancillary equipment.
Goes On Straight
Pre-insulated female disconnect available for #22 to 10 AWG wire range.
.250 x .032 Tab Size.

At Last... a Fully Pre-Insulated Disconnect!

Now you can have a precision-assembled, fully pre-insulated female disconnect or male tab... eliminates fitting the insulation after crimping the terminal, it's a one piece insulated disconnect ready to install... saves time, improves reliability. One squeeze from your standard or popular ratchet-type SHURE-STAKE® tool gives you a fully insulated compression connection designed and tested to NEMA DC2-1970 and UL486 requirements.

The compact size permits high density wiring (.375 min. centers for female) with one step installing convenience and a new level of no-flashover reliability.

There's even a pre-insulated flag disconnect and fully insulated splice in the line... write for details. The Thomas & Betts Co., 36 Butler St., Elizabeth, New Jersey 07207. (201) 354-4321. In Canada, Thomas & Betts Ltd., P.Q.

Turns Corners
Pre-insulated flag disconnect accommodates #16 to 14 wire range.

Makes A Splice
Extra long insulator on male tab overlaps female to make a fully enclosed splice. Wire range from #22 to 10 AWG.

Cat. No. RB-2577F
Cat. No. RB-25177
Cat. No. RB-2573

Sold Only Through Authorized T&B Distributors

Thomas & Betts
Engineered Division of Thomas & Betts Corporation
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Everyone talks correed reliability,
here's the way it looks.

Switches under glass.

The heart of every AE correed is a reed switch consisting of two overlapping blades. For protection, we seal them inside a glass capsule. But only after we pull out all the dirty air and pump in a special, pure atmosphere. That way there's no chance of contact contamination or oxidation. Ever.

Notice our terminals are one piece. A special machine delicately forms them to precision tolerances. It's a lot of work, but one-piece terminals have distinct advantages over the two- and three-piece kind.

For one thing, there's no extra joint so you're always assured of a positive contact. Also, one piece terminals are more reliable when the correed is used to switch low-level analog signals. That's because thermal EMF is reduced to practically zero.

A different kind of bobbin.

Since we go through so much trouble with our correed capsules, we designed a special bobbin to protect them.

It's molded of glass-filled nylon. (You know how plastic chips and cracks.) Moisture and humidity have no effect on this stubborn material. No effect means no malfunctions for you to worry about. No current leakage, either.

Running the full length of the bobbin are a series of slots. They pamper the capsules and keep them from getting damaged or jarred.

And to help you remember which terminal is which, we mold the terminal numbers into the end of the bobbin. You can read them at a glance.

Little things mean a lot.

Reliability means that we pay attention to the little things. Like the tiny pressure rods we use in every miniature correed. They're placed at each end of the bobbin, across the one-piece terminals. What they do is prevent stresses from being transmitted from the terminals to the reed blades. This keeps the contact gap right on the button. All the time.

The contacts are normally open. To provide them normally closed, we employ another little device—a tiny magnet. It's permanently tucked into a slot next to the reedcapsule. The magnetic action keeps the contacts normally closed.

Coiled by computer.

Once all the parts are secure in the bobbin, we cover them with protective insulation. Around this, we wind the coil. You can be sure the coil winding is correct. It was all figured out for us by computer.

Our next step is to protect the coil. We do that with more protective insulation.

A coat of iron.

On top of the insulation goes a layer of annealed iron. It acts as a magnetic shield and minimizes interaction between coils. Also, it improves the sensitivity of the entire unit. A coat of iron is standard on all AE correeds.

Finally comes super wrap.

To wrap it all up, we use some very special stuff. A layer of mylar laminated material. It's so tough we guarantee it to withstand all cleaning solvents known to man.

Free Correed Handbook

This 60 page handbook explains advantages and disadvantages of correeds, describes the different types, and tells how to use and test them. To get your free copy, just write John D. Ashby, GTE Automatic Electric, Northlake, Illinois 60164.
**TYPE 6-C**

Designed in co-ordination with the General Engineering Department of the Columbia Broadcasting System, the 6-C Transmission Measuring Set consists of complete transmission and load units assembled on a single rack type panel. With a frequency range from 30 to 17,000 cycles, this set provides an accurate and rapid method for measuring the transmission characteristics of networks at audio frequencies.

The reference level is the new standard of 1 mw. across 600 ohms. New Weston Type 30 meters are employed. The attenuation range is from Zero to 110 db. in steps of 1 db. Power range is calibrated from —16 to +45 db. Dial selection of useful network input and load impedances. No correction is required when changing impedances. Overall error is 2% $325

**TYPE 685**

An unusually flexible, universal gain measuring instrument for rapid and accurate measurement of overall gain, frequency response and power output of audio amplifiers, this assembly has a useful frequency range from 30 to 17,000 cycles.

It is a direct reading in decibels and does not require correction factors or calibration charts. All networks meters and associated apparatus are shielded and carefully balanced, matched for uniform accuracy over this wide frequency range.

Attenuation range is +10 db. to —120 db. in steps of 1 db. Power measuring range is —20 db. to +36 db. Eleven load impedance values, ranging from 5 to 600 ohms are available. Output impedances may be changed from "balanced" to "unbalanced" and to any loss impedance by means of plug-in type matching networks. Overall error is 2% $225

Many of your needs can be filled by standard DAVEN equipment. However, due to the specialized nature of high fidelity audio apparatus, a large number of requirements are encountered where existing units may not be suitable. If you have such a problem, write to our engineering department.

**THE DAVEN COMPANY**

158 SUMMIT STREET
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

MOST COMPLETE LINE OF PRECISION ATTENUATORS IN THE WORLD
P&B's reputation is important to you when you need Electromechanical Relays.
It's built on cost and quality, broadest selection.

We believe you'll have a hard time matching the cost-to-quality ratio of our relays. You might find lower prices. We don't think you'll find better quality.

Put the two together—competitive prices and outstanding quality—and you have the relays that won't compromise your equipment's quality. P&B.

We'll stake our reputation on that.

You get more design options, too, when you bring your relay application problems to us. We'll show you more different standard electro-mechanical relays than anyone else. Nearly seventy basic designs. More than a thousand different combinations of voltages, contact arrangements, mountings and enclosures. All available from your authorized Potter & Brumfield distributor.

When a standard relay won't meet your requirements, we'll supply one just for your application. We've been doing just that for thousands of relay users for the past forty years.

For a free 226-page catalog showing all of our relays, call your local P&B representative. Or write Potter & Brumfield Division of AMF Incorporated, Princeton, Indiana, 47670. Telephone 812 385 5251.

Solving switching problems is what we're all about.
Hewlett-Packard presents a small miracle, the HP-65:
the only fully programmable pocket-sized computer calculator, $795.

Once you had to know a "computer" language, work at a desk and have a large budget to use programming. No longer.

The HP-65 is fully programmable.
It's the first fully programmable pocket-sized computer calculator in the world.
With an HP-65 you can write programs just by pressing the keys in sequence, without using a special "computer" language. You can edit programs, i.e. add or delete steps at will. And you can record your programs on magnetic cards for subsequent use anywhere.
The HP-65's 100-step program memory, in combination with its 51 pre-programmed arithmetic, logarithmic, trigonometric and exponential functions, its operational stack and its nine addressable memory registers, permits you to write exceedingly complex programs.
Its user definable keys let you program up to five routines using any of the machine's pre-programmed capabilities. You can also label portions of your program so the calculator can branch to a specific instruction or choose between alternate computational paths based on logical comparisons (x = y, x ≠ y, x > y, x ≤ y) or the condition of the HP-65's two flags.

The HP-65 also lets you use pre-recorded programs.
HP offers a series of pre-recorded program packages called Application Pacs at $45* each. Each Pac contains as many as 40 programs dedicated to a specific discipline (currently Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Statistics, Medicine and Surveying, with more to come).

We also maintain a Users' Library of owner-contributed HP-65 programs which are itemized in catalogs distributed periodically to subscribing owners. Programs may be ordered from the Library for a small handling fee.

The HP-65 is a powerful pocket-sized calculator.
The HP-65 ranks with our popular and powerful HP-45 as a keyboard-operated calculator. It's pre-programmed to handle 51 functions and operations.

The HP-65 is priced at just $795.*
What you gain in time, precision and flexibility may well save you that amount in a matter of weeks. The price includes one 11-ounce HP-65 with rechargeable battery pack, AC adaptor-recharger, carrying cases, a year's subscription to the Users' Library, Owner's Handbook, Quick Reference Guide and a Standard Application Pac that contains 17 representative pre-recorded programs, 2 diagnostic cards, 20 blank cards, a head-cleaning card and instruction booklet.
The HP-65 may be ordered on a 15-day trial basis. For details send the coupon. Or call Customer Service at (408) 996-0100 for the outlet nearest you.

Hewlett-Packard makes the most advanced pocket-sized computer calculators in the world.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries
Dept. 214 E, 19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hewlett-Packard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dept. 214 E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send me:

□ HP-65(s) including Standard Application Pac at $795 (domestic U.S.A.) each plus applicable state and local taxes. (Check enclosed.)
□ Detailed specifications on your HP-65 and available Application Pacs.
□ Detailed specifications on your full line of pocket-sized and pre-programmed desktop calculators.

Name__________________________
Company_______________________
Address_______________________
City/State/Zip__________________

*All prices domestic U.S.A., not including applicable state and local taxes.
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NOW THERE'S A CHOICE WITH THREE BIG DIFFERENCES

120 MHz, 20 lb and a logical layout

This oscilloscope does the job.
The job being servicing, testing and developing communications and computing systems.

For this you need a bandwidth of at least 100 MHz, therefore Philips supply 120 MHz in order to keep ahead of component developments like Schottky TTL.

A sensitivity of 5 mV is more than adequate, while a weight of only 20 lb comes as a pleasant surprise, (parking being what it is, every pound counts on a service call).

And a logical front panel layout is equally important since it lets you take measurement easier, quicker and with less possibility of error. (One example of our logic is the separation of main and delayed time base controls in order to avoid any ambiguity).

Even more

As well as these obvious benefits, the new PM 3260 has even more significant features like: the clean display, even at the highest writing speeds; the wide use of thin film circuits that help the space and weight reduction and that increase overall reliability; the specially-developed power supply that accepts any line voltage / frequency and DC and that dissipates only 45 W, thereby eliminating the need for a fan (and associated filters) and finally, the modular construction that gives fast access to all boards, controls and components.

First in a family

The new PM 3260 is also the first in a new series of oscilloscopes that will soon include higher and lower bandwidth instruments – all with the same important benefits of high performance, light weight and excellent ergonomic design.

To find out more about the first in the family write to:

Test and Measuring Instruments Inc., 224 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L.I., N.Y. 11802

IEEE INTERCON

PHILIPS
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"We expected the quality. What floored us was the throughput."

Walter H. Canter, Jr.
Vice President of Manufacturing
Industrial Nucleonics Corporation

In a fast-growing company like Industrial Nucleonics, there's constant pressure for increased productivity. But Walter Canter, IN's VP of Manufacturing, knows that product quality has to come first, and his job is to increase production without sacrificing that quality. If he can find a way to boost both quality and throughput, he's way ahead of the game—the game in this case being backplane wiring.

"The backplanes that go into our large AccuRay process automation systems run from a few hundred points to eight or nine thousand. Like most people, we used to manually inspect the wiring. That took time. Worse, it was subject to the same kind of human error it was supposed to uncover."

The answer was a Teradyne N151 Computer-Operated Backplane Test System, which now completely checks the wiring on a 6,000-point backplane in about 15 seconds. With no programming to worry about. The N151 learns the wiring either from a known good backplane or from the same program used to control the wiring.

What all this means to Walter Canter is this: "We save money on backplane inspection time, and we save money later in the final testing of systems. The N151 paid for itself here in 10 months. Best of all, our N151 works two shifts a day, six days a week, with no downtime to speak of."

Find out more about Teradyne's N151, the system that has literally revolutionized backplane testing. Write Teradyne, 183 Essex Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111. In Europe: Teradyne Europe S.A., 11 bis, rue Roquépine, 75 Paris 8°, France.

TERADYNE
Solid-state imagers halfway there

Industrial-quality CCD, injection, and MOS versions are available, but broadcast-type equipment is still several years away

by Laurence Altman, Solid State Editor

Solid-state imaging devices, hailed as the new generation of camera technology as early as 1970, are still not commercially available for high-density facsimile and video-camera applications. And while it is becoming clear that cameras that can meet the tough demands of manufacturers of broadcast and consumer equipment are still at least two or three years away, a wide variety of industrial equipment has become available. These products include lower-resolution linear and area imagers (charge-coupled, injection, and MOS devices) for such applications as slow-scan optical character recognition and basic-recognition intrusion systems.

Consider the developments of the last month:

- Bell Laboratories has built a CCD vidicon capable of full Picturephone resolution (250 by 225 lines) for data-transmission systems, and, in the process, designed a high-yield device structure that greatly reduces the manufacturing tolerances.
- An injection-type MOS camera has just been introduced by General Electric. While capable of only 100-line video resolution, it’s so sensitive that it can detect images illuminated by nothing more than the light from a candle. Signal-to-noise ratio is 1,200 to 1, and peak sensitivity is about 300 milliamperes per watt. This camera joins the 100-by-100-element CCD imager from Fairchild Camera & Instrument.
- A new MOS photodiode readout structure from Stanford University reduces the noise of MOS self-scan-

Soft light. GE's injection-type MOS camera is so sensitive that it can detect objects illuminated only by candlelight.
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ready to penetrate many industrial markets. One user, Richard Van Thyne of Recognition Equipment Co., Dallas, states that "all three types of solid-state imagers—CCD, injection, and self-scan—are being evaluated for both simple character-recognition systems, like card and postal readers, and the tougher-to-implement point-of-sale applications. "For the OCR systems," says Van Thyne, "a linear scanner is sufficient because the material has to move past the image head anyway. And the available CCD and MOS scanners can already do the job. The problem is cost—we'd buy all we could at $5 apiece, and the vendors would supply all we wanted at $100 apiece. It's mostly a question of getting the economics together."

But Van Thyne indicates that it's not just the cost of the image component that must be considered—the total system saving can be considerable with solid-state imaging devices because they are smaller, use less power, and are generally more reliable. "You'll pay more for a device you know is reliable" and can operate at a fraction of the power dissipation and light levels that generally are available from tube imagers, he points out.

Whether industrial users know it or not, device manufacturers see them as providing a foot in the door for many special-purpose imaging applications. According to Gilbert Ameleo, in charge of CCD device work at Fairchild, "The industrial market provides a proving ground where many of the advantages of solid-state imaging can be tested." Even the early low-resolution image devices, like the 100-line camera, are already in demand for fly-by-surface and monitoring applications because they are lightweight and rugged. But Ameleo cautions that penetration into industrial, let alone the broadcast or consumer markets, rests with the ability of solid-state imager manufacturers to increase device density to the standard 525-line TV level. At this level, the solid-state device would begin to penetrate such fields as facsimile and page-reader equipment, to name two.

The density gap is quickly being filled by devices such as Bell Labs' 250-line and the RCA's 525-line imagers. The Bell device is promising because it greatly relaxes the manufacturing tolerances required in dense image arrays. Michael Tompsett, supervisor of the Bell CCD group, points out that the structure "considerably relaxes demands in mask making and photolithography because no narrow gaps have to be etched." The smallest device feature is the electrode itself—in this case, it measures larger than 15 micrometers.

This means that yields on CCD imaging chips can be quite high, even though the chips themselves are very large—500 mils and larger on a side—pointing to much lower manufacturing costs than might be expected for jumbo chips. "In fact," says Tompsett, "the problem with the commercial production of CCD imaging chips from the supplier's viewpoint may be that the price may fall too fast." And although most device manufacturers say they will supply both chips and complete camera systems, low prices on chips would stimulate more interest in supplying complete camera and monitoring systems.

RCA, which has been a major suppler of video-camera tubes, is clearly aiming at the systems market—a realization that may not be too far away, to judge from its 525-line CCD camera. According to Robert Rodgers, manager of the Lancaster camera group, the device, although still developmental, is technically capable of competing with many vidicons. "We have it hooked up to a standard TV monitor, and it's hard to tell it from a standard TV image. The CCD-camera cost, however, would be high, and because of this penetration into the general vidicon market, is still some years away."

This goes for both the broadcast camera market and the consumer home-video market. "For the broadcast market," says Rodgers, "even a 512-by-320-element camera is not good enough because sponsor pressure requires that the image quality must be higher than that shown on a home-TV monitor." And for the home-video market, the $200 vidicon presents a formidable competitor.

But as a special purpose camera, such as for low-light-level news and sports applications, teaching aids, and medical applications, the solid-state video camera may soon be in the picture.

Bell ringer. This CCD vidicon built by Bell Labs can produce Picturephone resolution (250 by 225 lines). Researchers there also managed to reduce manufacturing tolerances.
Our High-Rel Team is set to tackle your linear IC RFQ's.

Anytime you need High-Rel Linear IC's for military aerospace or industrial applications, come to RCA. Your RFQ's will receive first class "team" attention.

RCA has come on strong to meet your needs for High-Rel Linear IC's. With a team dedicated exclusively to High-Rel IC's and a MIL-M-38510 approved facility, we are keeping pace with the industry's increasing demand for high-reliability linears.

Our team can bring you a variety of High-Rel circuits, such as Operational Amplifiers, Differential Amplifiers, Transistor Arrays, RF Amplifiers, and Voltage Regulators, all processed to MIL-STD-883. Here are just some of the more popular amplifier circuits offered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry Designation</th>
<th>RCA Number</th>
<th>100-999 Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class B* Type 741</td>
<td>CA741T/3</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B* Type 747</td>
<td>CA747T/3</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B* Type 748</td>
<td>CA748T/3</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B* Type 1558</td>
<td>CA1558T/3</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts processed to MIL-STD-883 Method 5004 Class B

Send for our free 20-page brochure which tells the complete story of RCA's COS/MOS and linear high-reliability IC's.

Also available . . . RCA's new, 1974, 576-page Solid State "High-Reliability Devices" DATABOOK (SSD-207B). This handy reference provides complete Technical Data Sheets and other useful information on the broad range of RCA High-Rel integrated circuits and transistors.

Send for your copy today. Only $2.00.

RCA Solid State
Section 7007 Box 3200
Somerville, New Jersey 08876

Please rush my order for copies of the 1974 "High-Reliability Devices" DATABOOK (SSD-207B). My cost, $2.00 each.

Please send a free copy of RCA's High-Rel IC Brochure (RIC-200).

Name/Title__________________________
Company____________________________
Address_____________________________
City/State/Zip_________________________

I enclose payment by: □Check □Money Order
Offer good only in U.S. and Canada. Direct other inquiries to RCA Sales Offices or Distributors.

RCA Solid State

International: RCA, Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K./RCA, Fuji Building, 7-4 Kasumigaseki, 3-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan/RCA, 103 Nanking E. Road, Sect. 2, 2nd Floor, Taipei, Taiwan. In Canada: RCA Limited, Ste. Anne de Bellevue 810, Canada.
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6 WAYS TO MAKE MERCURY-VAPOR TUBES LAST LONGER

When mercury-vapor rectifier tubes are operated at conservative ratings and in conjunction with properly designed smoothing filters, rectifier tube life is materially lengthened. However, there are at least six operating precautions which warrant careful consideration and which have an important bearing upon how long a rectifier tube will last:

1. Use forced ventilation to obtain specified ambient temperatures as recommended on certain mercury-vapor tube types. On types where forced ventilation is not mentioned, its use may be desirable under some conditions of operation. For any mercury-vapor rectifier, the temperature of the mercury in the base of the tube should be kept within specified limits to insure proper vapor pressure for optimum operation. Too much pressure may cause arc-backs; too little pressure may cause cathode sputtering because the tube drop is high under such operation. Either condition reduces tube life.

2. Maintain filament voltage within the specified limits to provide the proper amount of barium at the surface of the cathode.

3. Limit arc-back current to a reasonable value by including protection in the equipment. Too severe an arc-back may prove disastrous.

4. Before putting a rectifier tube into service, always wipe the bulb clean to avoid leakage and resultant heating effects.

5. Before plate voltage is applied, always allow adequate time for pre-heating the cathode to insure proper mercury-vapor pressure for the best operating conditions. Should the plate voltage be applied too soon, the cathode may be bombarded and harmed because of the high tube drop.

6. Heat the tube adequately (without the application of high voltage) the first time it is used. To do this, merely run the filament at rated voltage for sufficient time to assure evaporation of all mercury from the tube bulb and mount before the plate voltage is applied. The reasons for this operation are: (a) liquid mercury that clings to any part of the mount may cause excessive mercury pressure at that point with resultant local arcs; (b) mercury globules that adhere to the anode may act as a pool cathode and cause arc-backs; (c) mercury condensed on the glass may cause mercury-vapor streamers which can produce excessive heating of the bulb.
Automotive electronics

Electric vehicles draw interest

Electronic control systems are part of struggle to overcome cost, performance limitations in transit efforts

by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau manager

Consumers of the Western world waiting for an electric vehicle to rescue them from their dependence on gasoline pumps still have several years to wait. And when the first evs arrive in quantity, they will most likely be in the shape of buses, rather than passenger cars. Moreover, those buses with their electronic control systems probably will have been made in Europe or perhaps Japan, rather than in the United States.

Surprisingly, those conclusions drawn from the Third International Electric Vehicle Symposium in Washington didn't discourage the electronics engineers at the three-day meeting near the end of February. "That may be discouraging for car drivers, but it is good news to us," contended one Westinghouse Electric Co. engineer, who noted that solid-state technology is still a newcomer to the EV marketplace. "There is still a chance."

How chancy is the potential for electronics as the principal control system for electric over-the-road vehicles? Most Americans acknowledge that they do not yet know, because the domestic market has not yet been tapped as it is beginning to be in Western Europe, where vehicle development is further along. There, the emphasis is on city buses and delivery vans with the capacity to carry the large, heavy battery packs now required by evs. But the potential for electronic control systems unquestionably exists, if they can be proved economically competitive with older, established mechanical contactor systems and torque converters.

"It is still feasible to consider the mechanical contactor systems, for these have been greatly reduced in size and relative cost from the early days of streetcars and electric cars," says Ford Motor Co.'s Lewis E. Unnewehr. "However, many investigators feel that solid-state devices and circuits hold the most promise, and there is no doubt that such systems can give a smoother, more sophisticated type of control and would be much smaller in size."

Conflict. However, some European EV specialists have different views of the economics and performance of electronic control systems. On the cost side, David Gurwit, managing director of Britain's Sevcon Ltd., says that electronic controls as they now exist are too expensive. To move a small, in-plant personnel carrier, for example, a minimum solid-state system could cost $200. For a large vehicle capable of accelerations to a top speed of 60 miles per hour with the torque equivalent of 200 horsepower, a control system could cost as much as $1,000 each in quantity. "These costs are not competitive," says Gurwit.

Gurwit's frustration with solid-state control costs was matched by one French engineering executive's concern with the performance of present controls. General manager Pierre Margrain of Establissements E. Ragonot, an affiliate of the Thomson Lucas Group, called for

Is there a consumer market?

In 1972, the New York-based Electric Vehicle Council commissioned a market study that determined there were about 55 million Americans who would be interested in a plug-in automobile for urban use if it could deliver a top speed of 40 miles per hour, would travel 150 miles without recharging, and could be bought for less than $2,000. Both that range and price are still beyond the state of the EV art—now limited to about 50 miles and a price tag closer to $4,000—but much has changed in America in the past two years.

Chief among these are the attitudes of the consumer, lately discontented with seemingly unending waits to buy limited quantities of gasoline. If there is an indication in the number of consumers who called the Third International EV Symposium anxious to see the exhibits—and in some cases, "place my order for an electric car"—then the principal obstacle to developing the consumer market would seem to be the absence of a proven consumer product.

Offsetting the EV's high first cost and range limitations are its distinct advantages in the area of low fuel costs—about one-half cent per mile—as well as its low pollution level and relatively simple maintenance compared to conventional vehicles.

Of the 42% of U.S. consumers who expressed an interest in an electric vehicle, more interest was shown by women than men (43% vs 41%), by younger people than older (half of those in the 18 to 29 age bracket), and by big-city dwellers (48%) than those in rural or other urban areas. Said one analyst of the data, "in developing the market, it seems that college students and liberated women should come first."
Now, you can order COS/MOS parts processed to MIL-M-38510 from the first supplier to achieve QPL approval for C/MOS, and the first IC supplier to achieve approval for any Class A parts.

Orders are now being taken for eleven High-Rel IC's fully-processed to MIL-M-38510 — Class A, B, or C.

These 11 parts are the initial complement of 26 C/MOS IC's covered by MIL-M-38510 detailed electrical specifications. Orders will be taken for the other devices as soon as they appear on the MIL-M-38510 QPL list.

Send for our free brochure which tells the complete story of RCA's COS/MOS and linear high-reliability IC's.

Also available . . . RCA's new, 1974 576-page Solid State "High-Reliability Devices" DATABOOK (SSD-207B). This handy reference provides complete Technical Data Sheets and other useful information on the broad range of RCA High-Rel integrated circuits and transistors. Send for your copy today. Price $2.00.

RCA Solid State
Section 7007 Box 3200
Somerville, New Jersey 08876

☐ Please rush my order for ____ copies of the 1974 "High-Reliability Devices" DATABOOK (SSD-207B). My cost, $2.00 each.

☐ Please send a free copy of RCA's High-Rel IC Brochure (RIC-200).

Name/Title__________________________
Company___________________________
Address____________________________
City__________________ State____ Zip______

I enclose payment by:☐ Check☐ Money Order
Offer good only in U.S. and Canada. Direct other inquiries to RCA Sales Office or Distributors.

RCA Solid State

International: RCA, Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K./RCA, Fuji Building, 7-4 Kasumigaseki, 3-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan/RCA, 103 Nanking E. Road, Sect. 2, 2nd Floor, Taipei, Taiwan. In Canada: RCA Limited, Ste. Anne de Bellevue 810, Canada.
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development of high-power transistors with collector currents as high as 500 amperes so that the company's urban-vehicle controller can achieve economies as high as 80% in labor costs by replacing 33 components with no more than four or five that could cost 20% less. Margrain says he believes such components will be developed for use as choppers in EV speed-drive systems. Ragonot's prototype urban-vehicle controller has 11 independent power blocks, each consisting of three parallel transistors, driven in a Darlington assembly by a fourth. The problem, says Margrain, is the cost and complexity of the circuitry, as well as the associated problems of getting so many transistors to work in parallel.

Systems. Though most Americans concede that EV applications are more advanced in Europe and Japan—where gasoline prices have always been higher and the distances between cities comparatively shorter than in the U.S.—the belief that the higher level of American systems-engineering expertise may prove an advantage in the long run.

While all participants acknowledged that the limitations of battery technology are still the biggest handicap facing EV programs, Edward E. David Jr., Gould Inc.'s executive vice president for R&D, condemned the lack of system design. The former Science Adviser to the President said: “On-road truck and passenger vehicles are not realities today [because] too little effort has been spent optimizing electric vehicles from a total systems standpoint. Until recently, most electric vehicles were developed by removing an internal-combustion engine from an existing vehicle and adding standard batteries, motors, and controls. That is not adequate, and we now see that for a lead-acid battery to support broader vehicle applications, we must optimize all portions of the vehicle” before it can be economically marketed and manufactured.

That view was echoed by Siemens AG's Rudolf Wagner, who observed that “we EES are technically inferior to machinery designers” in the automotive industry when it comes to determining with precision the long-range production costs of a mass-produced vehicle. But, Wagner added, “we accept the challenge.”

Before an EV can be successfully marketed, much needs to be done to determine accurately the product's reliability and performance data in order “to make decisions on mass production, requiring a very high capital investment.” By Wagner's estimate, “at least 10,000 cars will have to be built so that all technical data will be solidly grounded.” Moreover, he argued the infant industry to move quickly to develop technical standards, especially in such areas as battery chargers, “so that the electromotive engine does not fail at the start.”

Postal program. Some symposium registrants saw a certain irony in that the biggest EV effort in America is being sponsored by the U.S. Postal Service, an agency not ordinarily associated with innovative technology. Of the USPS program to move from 30 prototypes to 300 operational electrically powered postal vans in one bound, one Briton said, “a very, very brave jump indeed.” Building even 100 vehicles “is enough to drive anybody mad,” he argued, warning that “problems are going to exist” in the program because “none of the companies operating in the U.S. could expect to build even 10 vehicles at anything resembling real cost.”

Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s Pittsburgh R&D Center identified some of the EV postal-route requirements in that city, reported a team of its specialists at the meeting. On three routes, mileage requirements varied from 12.3 to 28. Stops and starts totaled 375 on the longest run and 477 on the shortest. Kilowatt hours per mission ranged from 8.75 to 15.1, according to the study.

Are these and other proposed electric vehicles efficient? For the long term, the answer is a definite “yes,” according to analyses by Westinghouse and others. In a study by Westinghouse's A.H. Long and three of his colleagues, the comparative costs per mile for an EV in 1973 were already competitive with conventional cars. They are 18.7 and 18.5 cents, respectively, on the basis of combined fixed and variable costs. And, as U.S. gasoline costs rise and emission-control systems continue to reduce the mileage per gallon, the Westinghouse study estimates that internal-combustion vehicle costs will nearly double by 1983 to 33.3 cents per mile.

Why R&D's stalled in America

There seemed a common sense of frustration among the more than 1,000 entrepreneurs, economists, and electronics engineers at the Third International Electric Vehicle Symposium. But the origins of the concern were different for the Americans than they were for the more experienced EV specialists from Britain, France, and West Germany, who dominated the meeting. While the Europeans pondered the need for new electronic controls and power sources, the Americans griped at the slower pace of their own programs.

Various European cities have found the electric bus an efficient and economical answer to mass transportation, but here in the United States, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration has announced grants of funds in the millions of dollars for internal-combustion buses, and not a dollar for the electric type,” complained Sen. James A. McClure (R., Idaho). Asked later to respond to the criticism, Undersecretary of Transportation John W. Barnum could do no more than confirm the accuracy of McClure's assertion.

Japan, meanwhile, is well on its way to spending a $13.89 million government grant for R&D on electric vehicles, following the development of 320 prototype vehicles to transport visitors around the grounds of the Tokyo World's Fair.

Why has the U.S. experienced such problems with innovation? Many EV buffs are convinced that the shadow cast on their progress is one made by the oil companies—a lobby for which there is no counterpart in Europe and Japan.
The engineering data in this 40 page catalog makes it indispensible.

Performance curves, dimensional drawings and EIA specifications make it a virtual handbook on a complete line of standard capacitors and ceramic substrates available from Centralab Distributors.

Traditionally, distributor catalogs have consisted of condensed product descriptions and catalog listings. They've seldom provided the engineer with all of the information he would like to have in specifying the exact component to fit his particular application.

That's why engineers will find the new Distributor Catalog on Centralab's complete line of electro-ceramic products such a radical and welcome departure. It not only provides all the product specifications needed on capacitors and ceramic substrates, but includes comprehensive technical data such as performance curves, test specifications and dimensional drawings. It's a real aid in the proper selection of the right component to meet specific application requirements.

There are 535 new items alone in this catalog. They include alumina substrates, now available in 10 standard sizes from Centralab Distributors. The broad line of capacitors include ceramic discs, new monolithics — chips, axial and radial lead—aluminum electrolytics, polystyrenes and special application ceramics including RF, feed-thru and high voltage. Four capacitor kits are also described.

Off-the-shelf availability of the standard products in this catalog make it an indispensable specification tool. You can get your copy from your nearest Centralab Distributor. Ask for Catalog 101. Or write Centralab Distributor Products, Dept. C-1.

This new Distributor Catalog is graphically simplified and color keyed to make selection of individual requirements easier than ever before.
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Is electronics heading wrong way?

Auto makers complain that semiconductor devices for cars need to be more cost-effective and more reliable

by Lawrence Curran, Managing Editor, News

In the eyes of the automobile industry, semiconductor manufacturers still have a long way to go both in understanding the penny-watching economics of the auto makers and in demonstrating that semiconductor devices are reliable enough for automotive use. Those were two of the salient points made at a panel entitled "Automotive Electronics Revisited," during the International Solid State Circuits Conference last month in Philadelphia, and at a follow-up discussion there with Electronics editors.

Auto company representatives stressed, too, that reliability and economics are tightly intertwined in their industry—the auto manufacturer has to pay not only for the electronic systems but also for their service during that part of a car's life that's under warranty.

Regarding reliability, the auto spokesmen said flatly that they don't want to pay for any bad semiconductor devices. Their reliability requirements are often more stringent than those in the aerospace industry, they maintain, where semiconductor suppliers have become accustomed to talking with their customers about "lot tolerance percent defective" levels—the acceptable percentage of defective parts in a lot. Automotive manufacturers have no such tolerance. John Webster, manager of electronic-product development at Chrysler's Huntsville, Ala., division, perhaps best crystallizes his industry's view when he says that semiconductor manufacturers have to learn to subscribe to the "childish simplification" embodied in a grocery-store analogy.

Economics. Says Webster, "If you buy a 50-pound bag of potatoes and you get three bad potatoes, you can take them back, and that grocer will give you three new ones. He'll do it happily because he wants you to come back again." By the same token, Webster says, if a semiconductor supplier "is shipping us half of 1% bad parts and we're buying 20 million of them, he can forget about doing business with us the next time around."

Frank E. Jaumot Jr., director of research and engineering at the Delco Electronics division of General Motors Corp., Kokomo, Ind., also hammered at economics to his ISSCC panel audience when he said that automotive manufacturers still aren't necessarily enamored of electronic systems. If the choice is between an electronic solution to a problem and a cheaper mechanical or electromechanical solution, the auto maker will pick the cheaper unit.

Jaumot, though, made the point that electronic systems are beginning to prove their value in systems where considerable experience has been gained. For example, Jaumot says, electronic ignition systems have 1% of the failures of their mechanical predecessors. "The problem with the electronic-ignition system," Jaumot says, "is that the failure is usually catastrophic; it's a tow-in job 40% of the time," whereas the mechanical system degrades slowly.

Chrysler's Webster agrees that switching to electronics for the ignition system, which Chrysler pioneered and now is installing in all its
autos, has cut the failure rate in that system. At Chrysler, there have been about 20% fewer electronic failures than the mechanical systems had, although the age-old problem of semiconductor "infant mortality" still haunts users (see "Electronic ignition: the first 100 miles").

At West Germany's Volkswagenwerk AG in Wolfsburg, the use of electronic fuel-injection systems gives fewer failures—70% fewer—than the old carburetor, says Klaus Stamm, of Volkswagen's research-and-development staff. Stamm says, though, that failures in the electronic-injection system are 2.3 times more costly to repair.

Unfulfilled promise. Further, says Stamm, the advance billing of greater reliability for integrated circuits promised by their manufacturers hasn't proved out. Some 25% of the failures in Volkswagen flashing warning lights have been traced to faulty integrated circuits. Nevertheless, Volkswagenwerk is going to an injection system that is more fully integrated than the original. The new version, made by Robert Bosch GmbH, uses three ICs and a total of 80 electronic components, compared with 300 discrete components in the original.

The toughest lesson for the semiconductor industry in dealing with Detroit, Chrysler's Webster believes, is to learn that automotive manufacturers aren't going to change their way of operating to accommodate the semiconductor manufacturer; the reverse will have to happen.

Regarding Detroit, Webster says "They've been building cars for lots of years, and they really know what they're talking about. They're almost unbelievable in their demands from the economic standpoint." With a car that contains all kinds of combinations of options—a lot of them involving electronics—coming off production lines each minute, the auto makers have to make sure that parts are available at the lowest possible price. "The rest of us have to do it their way, and that's true of electronics, as well," Webster emphasizes.

For ICs, Chrysler's Huntsville division has worked out a sampling plan that applies an acceptable quality limit (AQL) of 0.15 until experience is gained with a given semiconductor maker. Then if he's found to be delivering good parts, the AQL level is cut back so that fewer of those parts are tested. An AQL level of 0.15 means one bad device in 315, "and that's pretty mean," Webster admits.

The AQL challenge. For their part, panelists representing the semiconductor industry aren't wild about working under the shadow of such stringent demands as that AQL level or the need to supply huge volumes on a fast-turnaround basis (which happened with seat-belt-interlock systems for 1974 models).

Will Steffe, analog design manager at Fairchild Semiconductor, observed, "We may argue about whether we'd want to sign a contract with that AQL number in hard, black writing." William Davis, who is responsible for design engineering for consumer, linear, and non-entertainment products at Motorola's

Electronic ignition: the first 100 miles

Chrysler statistics show that the first 100 miles are the riskiest for electronic-ignition systems. In fact, during the first 10 miles, there is a substantial semiconductor "infant-mortality" rate. For more than 6,000 failed systems from a total of about 2 million produced for a given model year, 24% of them failed in the first 100 miles, and 15% of those failures happened in the first 10 miles of driving.

Interestingly, almost half the units that came back to the dealer as faulty turned out to be functioning properly, but, of the true failures, 78% resulted from component failures, "most of which were semiconductor failures," says John Webster, manager of electronic-product development at Chrysler's Huntsville, Ala., division.

Semiconductor Products division, argues for more understanding of semiconductor cycle times on the part of automotive manufacturers, just as semiconductor makers must realize that Detroit won't stop production lines because promised devices aren't there.

"We have a problem with cycle times, too," Davis says. "It takes a certain amount of development time, mask time, and production time to get the material through and get it out. We don't feel they really understand that."

Robert Hood, Fairchild's manager of automotive systems engineering, says the problem in the auto industry "is that the underlying concept is, 'All right. Today, let's shoot the designer and go into production,' and that's not the best thing to do—either from a cost or reliability standpoint. How we all learn to grapple with that over the coming years is going to be interesting."
Unidata starts long climb upward

European computer combine must deal with problems of nationalism as it prepares to do battle with the dominant IBM

by James Smith, McGraw-Hill World News

On Jan. 15 the nameplate came down on the headquarters of Siemens Data SpA at Via Fabio Filzi 25A, Milan, and a new sign went up announcing Unidata—the tripartite company formed by Philips, Siemens, and CII to cut into IBM's domination of Europe. The event, repeated in Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Austria, and elsewhere, coincided with introduction of the 7720, the first computer in Unidata's new line of five or six machines.

Six months after its formation, Unidata seemed on the right track: A troika of managers from the parent firms was presiding over working sales offices in seven countries, a second machine was scheduled to appear in a few months, and the group was working on an advanced second-generation lineup. But as good as this record is, setting up a transnational European rival to IBM and other American firms isn't easy. Competitors are predicting Unidata will have to do a lot more before its success is certain. For example, a squabble over French contributions, only just settled, threatened to break up Unidata at the start.

So far, the organization is not much more than a sales operation directly headed by a three-member board of management consisting of the president of CII (Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique) and the heads of the Philips and Siemens data divisions. Many of the sales operations are still not formally incorporated, and some consist mainly of changes of the name on the door.

Accommodating various market shares is probably the least of Unidata's worries. Any real merger of sales operations involves tremendous fiscal, managerial, and psychological problems. In addition, Unidata must step into a maze of contracts and offers made by the original sales organizations and persuade customers to accept Unidata.

With such complications on the marketing side, it is not surprising that Unidata has scarcely broached the possibility of eventual fusion of production facilities—the area in which Common Market Commission experts estimate that real operating efficiencies lie. While Unidata's management board has direct control over selling operations, it has merely coordinating control over supply centers, which in the foreseeable future will remain in the hands of the partner companies.

Research and development, plus investment in production, is apparently left largely to each individual partner. Unidata's role is to coordinate development of software and hardware and to negotiate production contracts for specific machines.

Moreover, while the partners may effect some economies by phasing out overlapping machines in their existing lines, little production rationalization is probable on the present generation of machines, the technologies of which are essentially different. The Unidata 7720, for example, is basically the P2000, designed by Philips.

Subsidies. In addition, government subsidies to the various national partners present another obstacle to merger that the complicated Unidata formula does not seem likely to overcome. French partner CII, expected to build two of the eventual five or six Unidata units, will get the bulk of the funds for its Unidata R&D commitments this year from the French government's Délégation à l'Informatique—Unidata's French partner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHO OWNS UNIDATA?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(BY %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Germany, to protect Philips' share of office-computer market, there will be two companies. One will be 80% owned by Philips with the rest in the hands of a planned holding company. The second, for medium and large units, will be controlled by Siemens. In the French setup, to be in existence by the end of this year or early '75, CII will have the 80%.
Some buying decisions are easy.

At least where interactive design and drawing systems are concerned. Among these tools for designing and preparing finished art for IC's, PC's and electrical schematics, one system has become the hands down favorite of the major U.S., European and Japanese manufacturers. The Calma Graphic Data Station. It didn't happen overnight. The Calma system earned its place over the past two years by outperforming other systems in the toughest kind of competition. By consistently achieving twice the throughput. By performing reliably when others failed. By supporting more work stations without loss of performance. By making it more economical to expand than other systems. Today, you don't have to take a chance on the untried. Calma has proved itself. Just ask around. The experience of others will make your buying decision easy. Write or call today for literature or a demonstration. Calma Company, Corporate Marketing Headquarters, 1930 Isaac Newton Square East, Reston, Virginia 20090. Phone (703) 471-1450.

Calma Interactive Design and Drawing Systems.
Probing the news

as part of the Plan Calcul. Says a Siemens man, "Care must be taken to see that these funds don't wind up with German and Dutch partners."

On the other hand, such financial backing cuts both ways. Most governments subsidize the local computer industry in some fashion. In Belgium, for example, the government takes 50% of its hardware needs from Philips and Siemens, in return for which both firms operate manufacturing facilities in the country. French public authorities have earmarked $160 million from 1971 through 1975 for hardware under the Plan Calcul. And Germany will spend more than $200 million in the same period. Taken together, such funds would make a tidy subsidy if they are directed mainly toward Unidata efforts.

What's more, the French government has favored CII extensively through its buying policy. Early last year, CII equipment amounted to 26% of the hardware installed in government administrations, compared to 16% the year before. At the same time, shares of Honeywell-Bull and IBM went down slightly. In Italy, the government tie-in, which accounts for nearly half of all investment spending, is not expected to hurt Unidata in the least. Aldo Carlevaro, one of the three sales managers of Unidata Spa, estimates the group will get 30% of its future sales from government and public administration uses, and another 20% on the local level.

The blandishments of government assistance are not lost on Unidata's U.S. competitors. Honeywell-Bull's French president Jean-Pierre Brulé and Univac's top executives have clearly stated they would like to do business in Europe under Unidata's colors. As John C. Butler, head of Univac's European operations, puts it, "We are aware that in the future we will find ourselves between the hammer [IBM] and the anvil [Unidata], since Europe will certainly become more and more nationalistic. Thus, it is our intention to seek a solution through assisting a European company to combat IBM's dominant position."

U.S. out. So far, any participation by U.S. firms has been vetoed by the French government. As the French partners in Unidata see it, every effort has been made to get Britain's ICL (International Computers Ltd.) into the combine.

"It will take five years to build such a European company," says a senior French-government source, "and only when it exists will we discuss anything with possible international partners. Any talks before

The British are coming

All concerned agree that Unidata would be playing a much stronger hand if it could add a fourth to the three computer makers that have combined to form the new super-company. The fourth they have in mind is Great Britain's International Computers Ltd.

Although the president of Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique, Michel Barré, says that discussions with ICL are under way, what is happening seems to be a replay of French and British failure to reach agreement two years ago. As Common Market Commission sources note, ICL's line is not compatible with those of the three partners, and ICL is interested in keeping things that way to protect its 35% share of the British market.

Joining Unidata, whose machines are compatible with IBM hardware, would simply expose it to the U.S. giant. What's more, the British, fresh from success in East European markets, are now preparing an attack on West Europe. "ICL's machines are competitive with Siemens' upper line, and as far as use is concerned, they can substitute for the IRIS, CII's line," says a Brussels consultant.

Some industry experts think the British company can easily get 10% of the existing European market share in France and Germany in the next five years—the time in which Unidata is expected to take to develop its second-generation line. A Philips Electrologica spokesman declines to call the contacts with ICL "negotiations." "There is no base for negotiations," he says flatly. "And the British market is heavily protected."
that stage with non-European companies would mean the failure of the all-European effort. We do not want such a solution."

The question of American participation may be the first ripple of a major disagreement between Unidata's partners. Though Unidata's sales figures—about $700 million by the three partners—and number of installed computers—17,000 machines—look good on paper, the fact is the combine, with 8% of European sales compared to 13% for Honeywell-Bull and 60% for IBM, is just on the borderline of what experts consider economically sound.

"We would favor contact with anyone, including the Americans, provided they have a similar base," says a spokesman for Philips Electrológica, the Dutch giant's computer arm. Even CII's big private shareholder, Compagnie Générale d'Electricité, wants a U.S. link to promote the viability of the group before investing the additional funds needed to meet CII's Unidata research commitments. The furor over CGE's reluctance to put up its share of the needed investment money threatened to break up Unidata before it got off the ground, and was settled only the last week in February by the French government's willingness to increase to $52 million the amount required to carry CII through this year.

Unconcerned. Officially at least, CII's partners do not seem bothered by the French firm's problems. "No company can pull out," explains a Siemens official, "because they would be left with a torso—one or two machines—without a complete line. The longer Unidata lasts, the greater the momentum built up."

Even if Unidata gets the size it needs and manages to rationalize its production, other problems may still exist. Computer experts say Siemens, which relied heavily on its old license ties with RCA to beef up its research and development, may gradually move out of the mainframe business and broaden its telecommunications activities.

CII, anchored to large machines, might stand to broaden its market penetration outside France, where it has practically no presence. But the main partner to benefit from Unidata, according to this argument, would be Philips. The giant would gain the market needed to develop its general-purpose computer line—which thus far seems to be losing about $70 million a year.

Not everyone agrees. One of Unidata's Italian competitors sees the 7720 as a further design of the Siemens 4004—a point which Unidata hotly disputes—and he thinks Siemens may come out ahead.

In either case, the French firm, which is by far the smallest of the triumvirate, when measured in total sales, appears likely to be on the short end. That prospect may already be troubling some of CII's non-government shareholders. If and when the Dutch or Germans start getting most of the benefits, what will happen to French-government participation? □

---
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Production

Changing MOS wafers in 36 hours

Western Digital uses special equipment and facilities to cut time from the usual weeks or, in—some cases—months

by Paul Franson, Los Angeles bureau manager

Making changes in MOS masks can delay production for weeks or even months. That's what motivated a three-year-old MOS firm in Newport Beach, Calif., using some ingenuity and modifications of tools that are readily available, to cut that time down to 36 hours and sometimes even less.

The company, Western Digital Corp., uses a combination of tailored equipment, in-house facilities, and carefully thought-out procedures to effect the dramatic saving in time. William Roberts, vice president for R&D, says that, while several factors enable Western Digital to respond so quickly, the most important is its use of a photoplotter, rather than rubylith masks. Other important contributors are a much-modified Applicon design system and the fact that the company has its own mask shop.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Western Digital's system isn't so much that it is unique, but rather that the company has attacked the time problem and licked it to the extent that president Alvin B. Phillips can declare flatly, "We have the world's fastest system."

The photoplotter is perhaps the key to the process. The company uses an inexpensive ($38,000 original price) machine from the Gyrex Corp., rather than the more common $300,000 David Mann photomask maker. Roberts points out that the Gyrex machine wasn't designed for LSI work—it was originally intended for circuit boards—and doesn't have anywhere near the resolution of the Mann machine. But "it turns out that we don't need it," says Roberts. "The mask aligners can't align accurately enough to take advantage of the Mann's capability."

Western Digital has modified the Gyrex machine substantially. It is controlled by cassettes generated by a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-11, rather than the paper tape originally used. Richard Perrin, manager of product design engineering, says: "We took the Gyrex controller out of the loop. We use ramping techniques that give a 3-to-1 improvement in speed over the paper tape, and, in the process, eliminated many errors that resulted from use of the paper."

Along with the photoplotter comes another practice that is unusual for Western Digital, a small semiconductor firm: The company

The shrewd timing of Western Digital

Western Digital started in business at what is considered a terrible time by most standards—April 22, 1970, in the midst of the worst slump ever to hit the semiconductor business. However, the company's progress since then has been most impressive. The latest figures show $3.5 million in sales and 25% pretax profits in the quarter ended Dec. 31. This is almost three times the sales of the corresponding 1972 quarter. Nevertheless, the chairman and president, Al Phillips (left) gets annoyed when people seem surprised. "It's all according to the plan I established over three years ago," he points out.

Phillips says that the bad times when he started didn't cause problems. It even might have been an advantage. "My business plan said I would lose money for two years, and its realism probably helped me get capital," Emerson Electric made an initial investment of $1.5 million in the company. And the St. Louis parent is happy about the relationship. Says a spokesman: "They're doing very well—in fact, we just added to our equity."

Phillips, who likes to call his own shots, had previously set up and managed the Rockwell Microelectronics facility, and before that, Sylvania's integrated-circuit operation. There he watched the company pioneer in SUHL TTL, then lose its lead to the Texas Instruments 54/7400 series—because, says Phillips, of overly cautious and conservative higher management. He has also worked at Motorola and General Electric.

To get his infant company started,
makes all its own masks from bare glass. This obviously helps turn-around in the present tight market, and Phillips says it gives far better quality and lower cost. The company has even applied for a patent on its techniques.

Cassette control. The Gyrex machine is run from a cassette generated by the Applicon design system. The firm feels that this is also vital—but not for initial layouts. “The aid for us in this computer-aided-design system is in making changes quickly and accurately,” says Perrin. He points out that in designing a chip with 100,000 components, it’s difficult to avoid a few mistakes, but he feels that the system corrects them fast. The Applicon setup could be used on-line with the Gyrex plotter, but Roberts says that would sacrifice much flexibility just to save some hardware, and it would be especially unfortunate if the system were to break down during mask making.

Western Digital uses manual layout and design initially, since the company feels that the Applicon is “a very expensive drafting machine,” says Perrin, adding that people seem to be much better at layout than machines. But the Applicon is used for rote work, such as the repetitive cells in circuits, and to prepare completed segments of the circuits. “The designer thinks; we draw.” Input to the Applicon is through an Autotrol digitizer. The company doesn’t use standard cells, usually considered a time-saver. “We’ve gotten away from them,” says Perrin. “They work, but they’re not dense enough for the high-volume parts we’re making.”

The initial logic simulation is done by a program Western Digital developed. The Applicon itself operates from a PDP-11, and is one of the first Applicon design systems to use a minicomputer, rather than a large computer. The present system has about 20,000 words of core memory, which will soon be increased to about 28,000, plus a 500-Million-word disk memory. This is to be increased to 10 million words, which will permit all current design efforts to be stored and eliminate the need for loading from cassettes each time. A multicorder California Computer Products model 936 high-speed drum plotter is used to generate artwork copies.

Interactive editing. The Applicon CRT interactive terminal is used in the actual editing; Perrin says it’s very fast and effective for editing designs. The company also has programs to check design-rule violations, many developed in-house.

Comparing his computer-aided-design process with that of larger firms, Roberts points out that it is a small, dedicated system ready for use. “The bigger a CAD system is, the more cumbersome it is to use. And when we get a tape off the Applicon, we don’t worry about it. We know it’s good.”

Though almost all semiconductor companies talk about fast turn-around, few in practice aspire to times like those of Western Digital. Fast turn-around at most is four to six weeks, and the average may run into months; some can do the job in a week under crisis conditions. Smaller firms generally have to wait in line for outside maskmaking and other services, and at the large companies there is fierce competition for in-house services. And some experts maintain they could do the job faster, but see no real reason for it.

Roberts says that the CAD system will be even more valuable when the company gets into the read-only-memory business; Western Digital will announce shortly an 8,192-bit silicon-gate n-channel ROM. “We expect to be able to go from customer tapes to mask in 12 hours or so,” says Roberts. “We will be able to directly generate the cassette for the Gyrex, plus a test program for our Spartan tester. I can’t imagine why anyone would get involved with rubies for ROMs, but I know many companies are trying to do it that way. The result is weeks or months of delay. We’ll have parts in a few days.”

Phillips picked a new technology. He settled on silicon-gate technology, even though it is a more difficult process than the more popular aluminum-gate technology. He concentrated on that one process: “Companies that try to do too much get poor yields.” The process has been p-channel, but a compatible n-channel variation will shortly be added for 4,096-bit random-access memory and microprocessor chips.

Initially, the company concentrated on calculator chips with a contract from Ise Electronics of Japan to get things under way. Now, Phillips is looking for 25% of the U.S. personal-calculator-chip market this year with its “chipstick” eight-digit, floating-decimal-point circuit with memory. This part is being sold in large quantity to Bowmar and Commodore, two of the three largest calculator companies (the other is TI), and others. This would rank Western Digital among the top chip suppliers, with TI, Rockwell, and MOS Technology Inc. But unlike the first two, Phillips has no plans to go into the end-user-equipment business—except to market his Spartan LSI test system, originally developed for in-house use. What is unusual for a small semiconductor company, Western Digital also makes its own masks and molds its own plastic cavity packages. The company also makes custom chips, including units for the 40,000 credit verifiers installed by TRW Data Systems, but its moving away from custom chips to standards. And Western Digital’s data communications parts go to more than 600 customers.

For now, Phillips is forecasting sales of $18 million and profits 20% higher than this year; the current order backlog tops $30 million. And the company’s first plant expansion is in progress; when Western Digital moved into its present facility three years ago, the building was almost empty, but it’s full now and being expanded by one half, to 40,000 square feet. The company is also adding 12,000 square feet in Malaysia.

Phillips is especially happy with his location near Los Angeles and far from Silicon Valley: “Am I glad we’re not there! Labor is scarce up there, and there are no secrets and no discipline among workers. Here it’s warm, it’s close to Newport Beach, where I keep my Islander 28 sailboat, and there’s plenty of labor around.”
BELL & HOWELL IS TWICE THE LINE IT USED TO BE.

You liked us in the lab. You'll love us in hostile environments.

We're known for our reliable, lab-grade tape recorders/reproducers. Always have been. And now that Astro-Science has joined us, we've added a broad new line of compact, state-of-the-art data acquisition recorders for land, sea and airborne applications. The result? Twice the line, twice the selection of reliable tape recorders/reproducers. The largest line in the industry.

Concentric reel and dual capstan design means lighter, more compact recorders.

Our MARS series features "basic dual capstan design and concentric reel mechanism". That's a longwinded way of saying "slimmer and trimmer". The dual capstans are driven at different speeds and hence develop constant dynamic tension within the closed loop of tape across the magnetic heads. A tape wrap angle of more than 226 degrees around the capstans develops the necessary forces to transmit positive drive power from the capstans to the tape. The large wrap angle effectively clamps the tape to the capstans and isolates the reels from the capstan drive without need for pinch rollers, thus doing away with a primary source of dynamic skew and flutter when operating in severe environments. The reels are mounted in a concentric arrangement, one on top of the other, to conserve space and ensure minimum size and weight.

Talk about rugged. These MARS series airborne modular recorder systems operate in the severest of environments: ±10 G vibration, 15 G shock, with 30 G crash safety; -55°C at +55°C temperature range. Sea level to 75,000 feet altitude. They fly where the flying is rough.

Take our svelte MARS 1400. It's the smallest and lightest multi-speed, lowest power consumption, 14-inch wideband 1 MHz airborne recorder in the field. But our MARS 1000 is slimmer and trimmer still! Both operate at 6 electrically-switchable tape speeds (1¾ through 60 ips);

14-28 channels with 1 MHz at 60 ips wideband direct recording capability; or 42 tracks with 250 kHz at 60 ips. Digital and FM capability are also available.

Another bantamweight is the MARS 2000. It's a multiband recorder designed for airborne environments typically encountered in high-performance air-

craft. It features up to 14 channels for recording Direct and FM signals on 10½ inch NAB-type reels, either intermediate band or wideband. Six electrically-switchable speeds from 1¾ through 60 ips. Absolute tape speed accuracy: only ±0.20% of nominal tape speed at any constant temperature or humidity. And a record and reproduce capabilities for Direct and FM analog signals. Weighing in at just 32 pounds, it's the smallest multi-band recorder available.


The M-14E is something special. For use in aircraft,
aboard ships, on field vans or other hostile environments, it's the smallest and lightest wideband 2 MHz system available which handles 1-inch tape on 14-inch NAB reels. It is lightweight, state-of-the-art, compact, reliable and easy to maintain.

Its reliable kin, our M-14G, is a wideband 2 MHz portable recorder/reproducer designed for tight spots. Its rack-mountable field enclosure includes all local controls and record-reproduce functions for total performance. The 14G offers full 14-channel, 6-speed reproduce capability for data analysis in Direct or FM modes of operation.

Designed to military specifications, the M-14G provides full front accessibility and modularity to permit complete service and maintenance without removing the unit from its rack.

**Our CPR-4010 and 4040 bring the lab into the field.** The rough and ready CPR-4010 provides laboratory-caliber performance in the field. This reliable unit has up to 7 channels on 1/2-inch tape. Up to 14 on 1-inch tape! Seven speeds ranging from 15/16 to 60 ips are standard. It's a standout in ease of maintenance and repair, offering a hinged back panel for complete accessibility of all components and plug-in modules which can easily be changed.

Our newest entry into the wideband recorder field is the CPR-4040. It's a winner in the cost-to-performance ratio. This co-planar, portable reel-to-reel gem has 7 electrically-switchable bi-directional tape speeds ranging from 15/16 to 60 ips. Plus direct signal electronics which provide response to 1 MHz at 60 ips. And the same ease of maintenance and repair as the CPR-4010.

---

**The VR-3700B gives you more channels to choose from.**

Our VR-3700B is a real laboratory problem-solver. Yet it offers simplicity of design and reliability unmatched by any machine in its class.

It operates within a wide range of speeds and frequencies. With 7, 14, 28 and 42 channels of record/reproduce.

For ease of setup, each amplifier assembly contains 7 record and 7 reproduce channels. All electronics are modular, electrically-switchable and capable of operating at any of 8 speeds in Direct or FM modes. It's easy to maintain with proven reliability. Low cost. (High-density PCM/DHDE signal electronics available on order.) Its data packing density of 33,000 bits per inch per track of tape is the highest in the industry. Coupled with the lowest error rate around—one in 10 million bits—the VR-3700B is the only reproducer in its class with this capability.

---

**Bell & Howell is now Data Acquisition and Analysis Center U.S.A.**

Now, no matter what your requirements, Bell & Howell has it. Up. Down. On the ground. Portable or stationary. Bell & Howell probably has the data acquisition and analysis unit to fit your requirements. When you've got it, you needn't flaunt it. But the fact is, we've got it.

---

BELL & HOWELL/CEC INSTRUMENTS DIV. 360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, California 91109

Gentlemen:

Please send me your latest information on [ ] Data Acquisition [ ] Data Analysis [ ] Magnetic Tape Recorders. My specific interest is Application or Model No.
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The Danameter
$195.

1 Year Battery Life.
In a digital instrument, you'd expect to fool with a battery regularly, recharging it or replacing it.
Not with The Danameter.
The battery will last you at least one year. And even if you find a way to wear it out, you're only talking about 69¢.

Liquid Crystal Readout.
The specifications on The Danameter show at a glance that this is a more accurate instrument than the one it's designed to replace.
Yet there is another type of inaccuracy The Danameter solves—in an even more dramatic way.
These are the errors that occur every day in reading an analog voltmeter. Scales are hard to separate. Increments of measurement are greatly restricted. Precise readings are difficult to make.
When you measure with The Danameter, you interpret nothing. All you are shown is a number that is precisely the information you require.
It's accurate to a degree that you never imagined possible in an instrument at this price.

Once you have selected the proper function position, The Danameter instantly interprets, selects, and converts your information. It shows in a large liquid crystal display that adjusts to all light conditions. Even direct sunlight.

Automatic Polarity.
In measuring voltage, you're accustomed to swapping leads to get a reading.
The Danameter instantly determines polarity, and then displays it as either positive or negative. All in a fraction of a second, with no help from you.

Almost indestructible.
The Danameter has only one function selector. It's recessed behind the molded edges of its cycolac case. You can drop it on concrete. You can kick it down the hall.
When you pick it up, it'll be working perfectly. This is the first true portable instrument of its kind. For $195.

Call Cliff Hamilton collect at (714) 833-1234. Ask for your nearest Dana representative.
Actual size
Here we are again with some more good news for OEM's.

PDP-8 price reductions of up to 40% for single units. Plus quantity discounts of up to 36%.

But that's not the half of it. Our Standard-8 OEM systems can be had for less, too. (Complete hardware and peripheral packages at a bargain price.) And many dollars off on interfaces.

And peripherals. Save big on software, too. Surprised? You shouldn't be. This sale is only part of our never-ending OEM campaign to make more computer cost less. What

**PDP-8/M (4K)**
(Programmer's console)

**WAS**
$2,554

**NOW**
$2,432

**PDP-8/M (8K)**
(Programmer's console)

**WAS**
$3,296

**NOW**
$2,688

**PDP-8/M (16K)**
(Programmer's console)

**NEW**
$3,712

**PDP-8/M (4K)**
(Operator's panel)

**WAS**
$2,362

**NOW**
$2,048

**PDP-8/M (8K)**
(Operator's panel)

**WAS**
$3,104

**NOW**
$2,304

**PDP-8/M (16K)**
(Operator's panel)

**NEW**
$3,328
you see here is simply Digital doing it again. (8M, KL8-J, MR8-F, TA8 and PROM 8-M prices in quantities of 100.) Delivery 60 days.


Digital Equipment of Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 11500, Ottawa, Ontario K2H 8K8. (613) 592-5111.

Circle 87 on reader service card

---

**STANDARD-8 (8K)**

**WAS**

$21,735

**NOW**

$18,000

(before discount)

---

**PROM-8/M (1K)**

$1,760

**PROM-8/M (2K)**

$2,240

---

**OS-8 III**

$300

(before discount)

---

**FORTRAN IV**

$700

(before discount)

---

**KL8-J**

(Communication interface)

$272

---

**MR8-F**

(Programmable read-only memory)

$800

---

**TA8**

(Cassette)

$2,496
Electronic Measurements has designed and built many power supplies to solve a wide range of applications. Design reliability has been field proven since 1968. We have a wealth of application experience, and the flexibility to help solve your power supply problems. Call us.

The table shows the 0.1%-regulation SCR models and 1%-regulation EM models, but Electronic Measurements has a full line, bench-type and modular, with single and multiple outputs, from 5V to 500V and from 2.5A to 650A.

And there’s more: remote sensing and programming, automatic E/I crossover, stability within 0.05%, full overload protection, rugged construction that’s easy to service, and a five-year guarantee.

In Power Supplies, the best is Engineer Power, from Electronic Measurements. For a short-form catalog, use the Reader Service card, or contact Electronic Measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>SCR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6V-600A</td>
<td>$1,900</td>
<td>$2,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5V-300A</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10V-250A</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10V-500A</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20V-125A</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20V-250A</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20V-500A</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>2,700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30V-100A</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30V-200A</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40V-60A</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See EEM Vol. 1, Pages 673, 674, 675 for additional product information.
Plasma's progress: gas-discharge technology moves into analog realm

Screen-printing and internal-address techniques used in digital displays are combined to form a digitally addressed analog bar graph with no moving parts; 200-segment bars yield a resolution of 0.5%

by Richard Saxon, Burroughs Corp., Electronic Components Division, Plainfield, N.J.

Despite all the brouhaha reverberating through industry about the relative merits of light-emitting diodes, liquid crystals, electrochromics, and other exotic display technologies, many of the most successful displays in use today are of the gas-discharge variety. Not only is this technology doing well commercially, it is also advancing at an unprecedented rate on a technological level. In fact, more progress has been made in developing new gas-discharge products and processes during the past two years than had been made in the preceding 10. Large message-display panels have become a reality, multicolored displays are just coming out of the laboratory into limited production, and compatibility with MOS drivers has been achieved.

One of the most exciting new developments in this area is a digitally addressed Self-Scan (a registered trademark of Burroughs Corp.) analog bar-graph display (Fig. 1). Unlike the electromechanical indicating devices it is designed to replace, the new display has no moving parts. A combination of the screen-printing technique used in the manufacture of Panaplex (a trademark of Burroughs Corp.) II display panels, and the simplicity of the internal-address drive circuitry in the Self-Scan panels has made possible an extensive family of extremely rugged, low-cost, linear indicating devices.

The first in the series of new displays is a flat panel containing two separate bar graphs. Each bar is composed of 200 closely spaced segments so that, at normal viewing distances, the glowing segments blend into a continuous, but precisely controlled, bar length.

The display is designed to be used in a scan mode, with a cathode-drive circuit common to both channels. Corresponding segments of both bars are bused together in a three-phase configuration with two independent anodes and separate reset cathodes (Fig. 2). These techniques enable only six active drivers to operate both channels. If more than two channels are needed, it is a simple matter to add additional panels. The cathodes of the new panel or panels are simply connected in parallel with the old ones, and a new driver is provided for each new anode.

Since each element represents a discrete, reproducible display step, each segment of the display is directly

1. Glowing. Digitally addressed analog bar-graph display has no moving parts. Each bar contains 200 segments, providing 0.5% resolution. Only six transistors are needed to drive the device.
The many faces of gas discharge

Burroughs' new bar-graph display is only one manifestation of recent progress in gas-discharge readouts. Large panels having as many as 250,000 display cells have been developed, as have devices capable of producing a full spectrum of colors. Some displays, such as the Digivue panel made by Owens-Illinois, even have an inherent storage capability that eliminates the need for a refresh memory, while others allow the production of precisely controlled gray scales.

Gas-discharge panels are particularly well suited for large displays with variable brightness because of the ease with which large numbers of cells can be matched for both optical and electrical parameters. Unlike light-emitting diodes, which must be individually selected for brightness matching and which may match at one drive current and not at another, the cells in a gas-discharge panel are inherently well matched. In a typical device, the cells are all enclosed in a common envelope with a common fill gas. When the panel is operated so that each cell is turned on for a length of time that is long, compared with its ionization time, the slight variations in ionization time caused by minor geometrical variations are not important, and all of the cells in a panel can be regarded as identical. The result is that brightness can easily be controlled by varying either the duty cycle or the cell current, with no visible cell-to-cell variation.

Gas-discharge displays have traditionally offered the user a choice of about three colors: neon orange, plus the red and amber hues that can be filtered from it. Now, two techniques for the generation of other colors have been proven feasible.

The first method uses the ultraviolet component of the gas discharge to excite a phosphor coating within the panel to produce visible light. Different colors can be obtained by using different phosphors or by filtering the output of a phosphor that produces white light.

The second method is more versatile and permits color to be changed electronically. With this method, both the ultraviolet and visible outputs of the gas discharge are exploited. At low drive-current levels, very little visible light is produced, but enough ultraviolet is generated to saturate a zinc orthosilicate phosphor, producing a green glow. As the drive current is increased, the visible neon orange emission becomes stronger, changing the display output to red.

Other color combinations beside red-green can be obtained by selecting different phosphor coatings. These can be expected to lead to inexpensive multicolor graphic displays in the not-too-distant future.

Sandwiching the panel

As shown in Fig. 2, the display consists of a rear ceramic substrate, a spacer, and a glass front plate. The segment-metalization pattern is screened onto the ceramic substrate, as is a black dielectric material that surrounds the metalization. The black material creates a light-absorbent background that enhances the display's contrast ratio. Two transparent conductive anodes are applied to the glass front plate, and the rear substrate, spacer, and front plate are then sealed together in a sandwich-like construction. The display is evacuated through a small hole in the back substrate and is then filled with a neon-gas mixture.

In almost every respect, except the shape of the metalization pattern screened onto the substrate, the construction of the display is the same as the construction of the Panaplex II digital display [Electronics, April 12, 1973, p. 92].

At first, it may seem impossible to generate 400 discrete bar lengths (2 bars × 200 segments per bar) in a device that has only seven input lines. The trick is to exploit the glow-transfer principle in which the glow is first established at the reset cathode, and then, by using a repetitive scan, the glow is transferred sequentially up to the desired segment height.

When the panel is energized, the current flow between the keep-alive anode and cathode establishes a glow discharge at the keep-alive cathode (Fig. 3). In the vicinity of this glow discharge, there is a heavy concentration of electrons, ions, and metastables*. The area around the keep-alive cathode is open so as to allow the metastables and charged particles to diffuse into the region of the reset cathode.

A three-phase clock with a fourth reset phase controls the transfer of glow along the panel. To initiate a scan, the reset input to the J-K flip-flops is brought to ground potential, which sets both Q outputs of the J-K flip-flops to the logic 1 state and turns off reset transistor Q1, grounding the reset cathode. The anodes are connected

related to a digital number. For instance, on the 200-segment bar, a digital count of 127 will result in a bar with 127 elements illuminated.
through limiting resistors to the +250-volt power source. When the reset cathode is grounded, the gas is ionized above this single cathode. The glow occurs within a fraction of the 60-μs clock interval because of the presence of the metastables that have diffused into the region from the keep-alive cell.

After the gas around the reset cathode is ionized, and the reset pulse is returned to the logic 1 state, the first negative transition of the system clock advances the counter (which is made up of the two J-K flip-flops). The relationship between the reset pulse and the three clock pulses is shown in Fig. 4.

When the counter advances, reset transistor Q1 is turned off, and transistor Q2 is turned on. Transistor Q2, coupled to the phase 1 bus, grounds every third cathode, while the reset cathode is returned to off-bias potential. While the reset cathode is grounded, ionizing particles diffuse along the anode cavity to the adjacent (No. 1) cathode. When the phase 1 cathode is brought to ground, the gas near cathode 1 ionizes very rapidly, while ionization is no longer supported at the reset cathode, since this electrode has been returned to off-bias potential. The rapid transfer of the ionization glow from the reset cathode to cathode 1 is attributable to the high concentration of priming particles near cathode 1.

As soon as a glow is established near cathode 1, the flow of current through the anode-current-limiting resistor reduces the anode voltage to a level that is sufficient to maintain the glow at cathode 1 but too low to cause ionization at any other grounded cathode. In other words, although every third cathode is grounded at the same time, ionization takes place much more rapidly at the primed cathode than at any of the others (Fig. 5). And once it takes place, the anode voltage drops so low that none of the others can ionize at all.

The next clock pulse turns off transistor Q2 and turns on Q3. This grounds the phase 2 cathode and returns the phase 1 cathode to the off-bias condition. While ionization was present at the φ1 cathode, the concentration of charged particles was heaviest around the adjacent cathodes (φR and φ2). When the counter advanced, the φ1 cathode was reset to off-bias potential and the φ2 cathode was grounded. Since the φR cathode was still at off-bias potential, ionization could not form on the reset

3. Driving. After glow is established above keep-alive cathode, it can be rapidly transferred to reset cathode (φR) when that cathode is grounded by turning off Q1. Glow is then propagated up the bar graph by sequentially grounding φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4 etc. Capacitor C1 provides a slight overvoltage to the reset cathode when Q1 is turned on. This increases the margin for resetting the panel.
cathode, so the glow is formed on (or transferred to) the \( \phi_c \) cathode. The next clock pulse turns off transistor \( Q_3 \) and turns on transistor \( Q_4 \), so that cathode \( \phi_2 \) is returned to off-bias potential and ionization transfers to the preionized, and now grounded, \( \phi_3 \) cathode.

As the counter advances, the cathode buses are sequentially grounded, causing the glow to transfer down the panel. After the glow is transferred to the last cathode in the display, the reset pulse again grounds the \( \phi_R \) cathode, and the scan cycle begins again.

**Selecting the scan rate**

To eliminate perceptible flicker, the scan rate must exceed approximately 60 Hz. A 60-Hz scan rate requires 16.6 milliseconds per scan; thus, for a 200-element bar graph, each element is turned on for a maximum of approximately 83 \( \mu \)s.

To ascertain if these numbers are reasonable, one must ask what determines the maximum scanning rate of the display. The limiting factor turns out to be the requirement that any cathode that has been ionized and then turned off must remain off long enough to allow the ionization to decay below the level at which it could prime that cathode into firing when it is next turned on. With the three-phase-clock system used in the bar-graph display, each element is on for one clock period and off for two.

The minimum length of time for which a cathode must remain off is about 80 \( \mu \)s. Since a 60-Hz scan rate implies that each element is on for a maximum of 83 \( \mu \)s and off for 166 \( \mu \)s, there is no problem in making a flicker-free display. In point of fact, the usual scan rate used with the bar-graph display is between 70 Hz and 100 Hz.

The 83-\( \mu \)s figure is a maximum for a full 200-element scan at a 60-Hz rate. This cathode dwell time could be increased for greater brightness when fewer than 200 elements are energized, but the result would be uneven aging of the display. Also, the display brightness would then vary with bar length. For uniform aging and maximum display life, the cathode dwell time should not exceed the figure determined for a full 200-element scan at the lowest possible rate consistent with a flicker-free display.

**Controlling the bar height**

As described thus far, the bar graph will always show a full-scale indication. How then does one vary the length of the bar? The answer is to let the cathode drive circuitry continuously scan the entire array of 200 segments and simply turn the anode voltage off when the bar has reached the desired length.

With this approach, a common drive circuit can be used for the cathodes of both bars in the display, al-
though each anode must, of course, be driven separately. On each scan, the anodes are both turned on at the beginning of the rest period, and they are turned off independently when the desired bar heights are reached.

One design for the anode drive circuit makes use of a series pass transistor, either as a saturating switch with an appropriate anode current limiting resistor or, preferably, as a switched-current source. This technique conserves power, but requires either a capacitive or an active level-translator to control the +250 V with the normal logic-voltage swings. An alternative approach utilizes an npn transistor to turn the panel anode off by clamping it to a voltage lower than its sustaining voltage. This latter technique wastes power when the anode is on, but it saves a level-translation stage. Both configurations are illustrated in Fig. 6.

One advantage of this method of determining bar height is that the brightness of the bar does not vary with its length. No matter how long or short the bar is, each segment that is to be turned on at all is turned on for the same length of time as every other energized segment—83 μs for a 60-Hz scan.

**Bar graphs are practical**

When one considers that the indicator of the familiar analog panel meter moves in a circular arc because it's easier to build that way, not because the world wanted it to have that configuration, one realizes just how attractive a truly linear display can be. For a marine depth sounder, for example, downward is clearly the direction for the bar length to go as the depth increases.

Two applications that are made to order for the bar graph are matching and comparison. If an operator must adjust some controls until two (or more) voltages (flow rates, pressures, or other measurements) are matched, there is probably no simpler way than to adjust them until two adjacent bars are the same length.

Similarly, if a pilot wants to find out at a glance if all four engines of an airplane are equally loaded, what could be easier than a look at an array of four bars? If it is necessary to read off a number to several decimal places, a digital meter is required; but for many applications, the bar graph fills the bill.

A nearly universal comparison setup is shown in Fig. 7. Voltage inputs are shown, but any other quantities could be displayed by putting suitable signal-conditioning circuitry in front of the voltage inputs.

A 50-μs clock controls the three-phase drive circuit and a divide-by-200 counter. When the counter reaches 200, a reset signal energizes the reset cathode on the panel and initiates the ramp generator. The ramp generator starts at zero and is at maximum at a count of 200.

This ramp signal is routed to two comparators whose outputs are connected to the anode drivers. The other comparator inputs are the signals to be monitored. The comparators hold the anode transistors off (the segments glow) until the internally generated ramp voltage reaches the level of the externally applied voltage, when the anode turnoff transistor quenches the glow.

---

*Metastables are gas atoms that have been raised to an intermediate energy level from which they cannot return to the ground state without interacting with other particles or the walls of the chamber. If this interaction takes place with an atom of lower ionization energy, then the metastable causes this other atom to ionize. In the panel, the metastables of the neon ionize the atoms of an additive gas upon collision.
T^3L achieves C-MOS noise immunity while retaining TTL speed

Inserting a third transistor in a TTL circuit makes the threshold voltage about half the logic swing, or nearly the optimum for noise immunity; drawback of lower density is offset by ease of mixing TTL with T^3L

by Werner Fleishhammer, Günter Schneider, and Gerd Koppe, Siemens AG, Munich, West Germany

The best things in digital circuits do not come free. For instance, part of the payment Schottky transistor-transistor logic makes for being faster than unclamped TTL is a heightened susceptibility to noise, so that it also requires tighter wiring rules and more attention to grounding and transmission-line problems.

Optimum noise immunity is obtained by digital circuits in which the threshold is in the middle of the logic swing. Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) logic satisfies this requirement, but the faster, noisier TTL circuits do not. Typically, a TTL threshold voltage of 1.4 volts is only about 37% of the 3.5 V (0.1 to 3.6 V) logic swing, and noise immunity is both asymmetrical and around 1V at a low level, which is only 28% of the logic swing. The percentages are even worse with low-level logic and Schottky-clamped TTL.

Therefore, a logic family combining C-MOS noise immunity with TTL speed would fill a gap in existing logic families. The lead came from noting that one diode voltage drop of 0.7 v will shift threshold voltage and the logic swing to 2.1 v and 4.2 v (0.1 to 4.3 v), respectively, making the threshold voltage near the optimum 50% of the logic swing. The shift also provides a symmetrical noise immunity range of about 1.7 v, or about 40% of the logic swing. Similar improvements are achieved with Schottky TTL.

Circuits that feature this extra diode drop have been named T^3L here because the input threshold voltage is determined by three base-emitter voltage drops. They were initially developed a few years ago by RCA in the U.S. and later by Siemens AG in Germany.

T^3L circuits feature increased noise immunity, possibly complementary outputs, and slightly higher speed than conventional TTL. However, these good things also come at a price, both literally—the circuits cost more—and in terms of space—since no T^3L MSI is available at the present time. Consequently, when maximum density and minimum cost are at a premium, T^3L will probably prevail. But, since T^3L can readily be interfaced with TTL, mixed systems can be designed that exploit the advantages of each family.

How it's done, what it does

Figure 1 shows a T^3L NAND gate alongside a typical TTL NAND gate. At inputs I_1 and I_2, resistor R_1 and R_2 are provided with clamping diodes D_1 and D_2, allowing unused inputs to left floating because they are tied internally to Vcc through resistors R_1 and R_2. The shifts in threshold level to three base-emitter drops, or 2.1 v, is accomplished by the insertion of transistor Q_3 between the phase-splitting transistor Q_2 and the output transistors. This insertion, coupled with the need for an output voltage of 4.3 v in the high state, required the upper output stage to be modified from the standard.

1. T^3L to a new power. A T^3L NAND gate and its TTL counterpart demonstrate the essential differences between the two families. Transistors Q_3, Q_4 and Q_5 provide an extra pn junction drop that improves noise immunity by increasing the gate threshold for the same supply voltage, and also improves switching speed and driving capability. The amount of cell area is only slightly increased.
T^2L configuration. The upper output transistor Q_7 is turned off by Q_8 whenever Q_4 is on.

Two other modifications of the T^2L gate in Fig. 1b should also be noted. They are provided by transistors Q_4 and Q_5, which improve the switching speed and the dynamic current drive capability without increasing static power dissipation. If the output switches from a high to a low level, Q_4 turns on and provides extra current to the base of the lower output transistor Q_5. During switching from a low to a high level, Q_5 turns on and delivers additional base current to the upper output transistor Q_7. The increases in threshold and output voltage is illustrated in the voltage transfer characteristic curve shown in Fig. 2.

The output was designed to deliver full line current while maintaining logic voltage levels in both the low and high states and for 100-ohm lines. At low levels, this is done by having transistor Q_4 turn on transistor Q_5 when the output voltage exceeds 1.6 V. The small resistance of R_{10} allows high-level currents of 33 milliamperes at 2.6 V.

Typical input and output characteristics are shown in Fig. 3. In the low condition (dotted line), the input current is 2.5 mA. One output can typically drive eight T^2L inputs, which compares favorably with the fanout of 10 featured in most T^2L families. The output drive in the low state (dashed line) and in the high condition (solid line) demonstrate its high current drive capabilities. Despite the good drive capabilities and complexity, average power dissipation is only 28 milliwatts per gate, higher than standard T^2L. The typical gate delay time, however, is shorter. For a 50-picofarad load, T^2L has a 14-nanosecond maximum gate delay (10 ns typical) as against the 22 ns of T^2L. The speed-power product of T^2L, however, is about twice as high.

Where it’s useful

The ease with which T^2L circuits can be interfaced with the T^2L logic family is illustrated by the hookup schemes in Fig. 4. To drive T^2L by T^2L, all that is necessary is to insert a resistance of 2.2 kilohms to Vcc between them. The reverse is even less trouble—T^2L logic needs no extra circuitry to drive T^2L. This makes it easy for a designer to combine in a single system the noise immunity, complementary output and drive capabilities of T^2L with low-cost and high density advantages of standard T^2L.

But the main usefulness of the new logic family lies in the area of design automation. T^2L’s higher noise immunity in the low state and its smaller output resistance in the high state allow for simplified techniques of system wiring and the connection of two or more back planes, into each of which many printed-circuit boards may be plugged. Standard T^2L, and especially Schottky T^2L, requires good rf wiring practice utilizing ground planes, power supply decoupling and thorough consideration of line-to-line crosstalk—considerations that are difficult to include in design automation programs. At Siemens, the programs used in developing new systems around T^2L need few electrical restrictions.

To illustrate, within one backplane in a T^2L system, serially wired networks up to 7 feet long can readily be driven. Between different backplanes in a system, flat cables with an 100-ohm characteristic impedance can have lengths up to 34 feet without needing the special driving and receiving gates and line terminations that T^2L circuits would require.

At high speeds and for longer-line lengths, however, careful consideration of noise margins becomes critical. Three factors cause a device in the low state to suffer more from noise than when in the high state. First, ground noise is larger. Second, distortion due to reflection is also larger, since the voltage swing of the propagating signal wave is higher for the falling than for the rising edge. Third, the signal level of the falling edge deteriorates along the line because of the resistive component of the input impedance of the load gate circuit.

Unlike T^2L, which has a lower noise margin at the low level than at the high level, T^2L has a higher noise margin in the low state. T^2L’s low output resistance in the high state eliminates pedestal problems with the signals pulse’s leading edge causing spurious triggering. When a long line is driven by one T^2L circuit, the signal swing is large enough for all gates on the line to be switched by the initially propagating signal. Thus a satisfactory noise margin is provided at every point of the line. Voltage induced by one line connecting logic circuits in an...
4. **Saving Interface.** T\textsuperscript{4}L can drive T\textsuperscript{2}L directly (above) and can readily be driven by T\textsuperscript{3}L (below), so that it can be used for special applications without complex interfacing and logic level shifting.

Other line running parallel to it and connecting other networks are a critical factor in determining whether undisturbed signal transmission is possible. These induced crosstalk voltages are larger in T\textsuperscript{3}L than in T\textsuperscript{2}L, because of larger voltages on the signal lines. However, they are more than offset by T\textsuperscript{3}L's better noise immunity so that the permissible coupling length for T\textsuperscript{2}L logic is approximately 60% higher than that of T\textsuperscript{2}L.

The initial development effort at RCA and then at Siemens AG led to the family of eight circuits shown in Fig. 4. Both Schottky-diode-clamped and standard unclamped circuits are available. They are being used to a large extent in medium-sized basic processor units, along with T\textsuperscript{2}L MSI circuits. Other semiconductor companies, like Motorola, Signetics, and Transitron, are building these circuits under subcontracts from Siemens AG.

The T\textsuperscript{3}L family consists of NAND gates with two, three, four, five or six inputs, inverters, and two master-slave flip-flops. These circuits are available in four different 16-pin dual-in-line packages. These are shown in the upper row of Fig. 5. The two master-slave flip-flops have the same noise-immunity and line-drive characteristics as the gates. Both flip-flops have the same internal structure except that the logic input can be altered to make one an RS-master-slave flip-flop, and the other a D-master-slave flip-flop (Fig. 6). They have independent preset, clear and clock inputs. Information from the logic inputs enters the master with the falling edge of the clock pulse and is transferred to the outputs with the rising edge. On the D-type flip-flop, information may change while the clock is low. The RS flip-flop can also be used as a D-type flip-flop by connecting together S and R inputs.

A family of similar circuits with Schottky diodes has also been developed. It consists of the four different packages shown in the lower row of Fig. 5. To make use of the higher speed of internal gates, most of the circuits

---

5. **Family portrait.** Various T\textsuperscript{4}L gate combinations are available in four types of standard 16-pin DIP packages. Although not as fast as the fastest Schottky T\textsuperscript{4}L, T\textsuperscript{2}L is faster than available C-MOS, and provides comparable dc noise immunity.
6. **Dependency relation.** An expanded diagram of Fig. 5d demonstrates how, by changing logic inputs, the same internal structure can be used to realize both D-type master-slave flip-flops. Information enters on the falling edge of the clock pulse and is transferred to the output on the rising edge, but on the D-type flip-flop information may change while the clock is low.

have two-stage logic and complementary outputs. There are expandable AND-OR/NOR gates, an expander, AND/NAND gates, and NAND gates. The gates have the same characteristics and loading rules as the T^2L gates, except that threshold and output levels are slightly different because of the Schottky diodes and both speed and power dissipation have increased. The typical delay time for both outputs of an AND-OR/NOR gate loaded with 50 pF is 8 ns (11 ns maximum).

**Typical applications**

A signal-transmission circuit which combines the noise immunity and complementary outputs of Schottky T^3L is diagrammed in Fig. 7. The circuits with inverting and noninverting outputs are used as a differential line transmitter. This, when coupled with a differential receiver such as Texas Instruments' SN 75107, realizes a transmission system for devices separated by as much as 200 feet. The system is operable even when a d.c. noise voltage of up to 19 V is applied between the grounds of both devices. Neglecting cable delay, the propagation delay over the differential transmitter and receiver is typically as low as 24 ns.

T^3L gates are also useful where high noise immunity is not a necessity but where the logical structure of these Schottky-diode circuits simplifies the design concept and improves circuit speed. For example, a very fast and simple RS flip-flop can be realized with only one AND-OR/NOR gate if the gate's noninverting output is fed back to one of its inputs.

This logic family is still at a small-scale integration level. Future developments will include MSI development and mixing T^3L and T^2L in medium-sized basic processor units and peripherals, as well as in input-output controllers. The use of T^2L wherever possible will optimize the systems' logic power and cost, while T^3L will be mixed in wherever noise immunity and complementary outputs are called for.

---
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Circle 98 on reader service card
Formalizing of evaluations helps EEs climb career ladder

Engineers and managers agree that regular performance rating improves communications, enhances job output, and aids in career planning; most companies have dual track for promoting specialists and managers

by Gerald M. Walker, Associate Editor

□ Methods of evaluating job performance of engineers appear to have passed through two or three cycles during the last couple of decades. Although different companies may be at different points on the trend line, depending on size of department and management’s current bent, the approach to rating EEs has swung from bland informality to strictly check-list formality.

Today, performance evaluation has stabilized at a point somewhere between these two extremes, combining the use of written forms with personal contact between the supervisor or manager and the working engineer. What’s more, it also appears that today’s engineer expects—in fact, desires—to be evaluated and then told about his rating.

These conclusions were gleaned from a sampling of a cross section of electronics companies throughout the country to find out how engineering departments evaluate job performance. In general, here’s what Electronics reporters found out in this roundup:

- Most written evaluation forms are a combination of one-word ratings—excellent, good, fair, poor—and narrative description.
- Practically every department performs evaluation annually, but most stress that keeping tabs on how EEs are doing is an ongoing process throughout the year—usually on an informal basis.
- Some companies include space on their forms for the evaluated engineer to comment on his rating, and others also make room for a projection of goals for the coming year.
- Evaluation forms are generally designed by personnel departments, rather than the engineering departments. However, forms for EEs have different formats from those for hourly blue-collar employees.
- Although criteria may vary from company to company, engineering managers have clear cut ideas of what they are looking for in their men and stick to them.
- Every company reports the existence of a dual-ladder promotion system.
- Working-level EEs generally approve of the evaluation systems. Complaints center around failure of supervisors to be objective.
- Supervisors generally approve of the systems too. Their complaints: Engineering project schedules don’t coincide with required evaluation dates, making it difficult to complete thorough ratings.

Times are changing, but why?

While there are variations from these generalizations, both the supervisors and the working EEs agree that thorough performance evaluations are more important today than in the past. The reasons for this attitude are not completely clear. To get a bench mark on this point, engineering managers were asked if they evaluate EEs any differently from how they had been evaluated as beginners. The responses were equivocal.

Many say that, as designers, they did not get the same amount of attention from their supervisors that they now give their people. Others recall that, in the past, evaluations were much too subjective. If they didn’t make any waves, their ratings were high. In some cases, evaluation had been so distasteful to supervisors that they let each EE fill out his own check sheet. Still others